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Abstract

As the rapid progress and pleasant experience of Internet-based services, there is an increasing

demand for high data rate in wireless communications systems. Unlicensed spectrum utilization

in Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks is a promising technique to meet the massive traffic

demand. There are two effective methods to use unlicensed bands for delivering LTE traffic.

One is offloading LTE traffic to Wi-Fi. An alternative method is LTE-unlicensed (LTE-U), which

aims to directly use LTE protocols and infrastructures over the unlicensed spectrum. It has also

been pointed out that addressing the above two methods simultaneously could further improve

the system performance.

However, how to avoid severe performance degradation of the Wi-Fi network is a challeng-

ing issue of utilizing unlicensed spectrum in LTE networks. Specifically, first, the inter-system

spectrum sharing, or, more specifically, the coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi in the same unlicensed

spectrum is the major challenge of implementing LTE-U. Second, to use the LTE and Wi-Fi

integration approach, mobile operators have to manage two disparate networks in licensed and

unlicensed spectrum. Third, optimization for joint data offloading to Wi-Fi and LTE-U in multi-

cell scenarios poses more challenges because inter-cell interference must be addressed.

This thesis focuses on solving problems related to these challenges. First, the effect of bursty

traffic in an LTE and Wi-Fi aggregation (LWA)-enabled network has been investigated. To en-

hance resource efficiency, the Wi-Fi access point (AP) is designed to operate in both the native

mode and the LWA mode simultaneously. Specifically, the LWA-mode Wi-Fi AP cooperates with

the LTE base station (BS) to transmit bearers to the LWA user, which aggregates packets from

both LTE and Wi-Fi. The native-mode Wi-Fi AP transmits Wi-Fi packets to those native Wi-Fi

users that are not with LWA capability. This thesis proposes a priority-based Wi-Fi transmission

scheme with congestion control and studied the throughput of the native Wi-Fi network, as well

as the LWA user delay when the native Wi-Fi user is under heavy traffic conditions. The results

provide fundamental insights in the throughput and delay behavior of the considered network.

Second, the above work has been extended to larger topologies. A stochastic geometry model

has been used to model and analyze the performance of an MPTCP Proxy-based LWA network

with intra-tier and cross-tier dependence. Under the considered network model and the activation

conditions of LWA-mode Wi-Fi, this thesis has obtained three approximations for the density of

active LWA-mode Wi-Fi APs through different approaches. Tractable analysis is provided for



the downlink (DL) performance evaluation of large-scale LWA networks. The impact of differ-

ent parameters on the network performance have been analyzed, validating the significant gain

of using LWA in terms of boosted data rate and improved spectrum reuse. Third, this thesis also

takes a significant step of analyzing joint multi-cell LTE-U and Wi-Fi network, while taking into

account different LTE-U and Wi-Fi inter-working schemes. In particular, two technologies en-

abling data offloading from LTE to Wi-Fi are considered, including LWA and Wi-Fi offloading

in the context of the power gain-based user offloading scheme. The LTE cells in this work are

subject to load-coupling due to inter-cell interference. New system frameworks for maximizing

the demand scaling factor for all users in both Wi-Fi and multi-cell LTE networks have been

proposed. The potential of networks is explored in achieving optimal capacity with arbitrary

topologies, accounting for both resource limits and inter-cell interference. Theoretical analyses

have been proposed for the proposed optimization problems, resulting in algorithms that achieve

global optimality. Numerical results show the algorithms’ effectiveness and benefits of joint use

of data offloading and the direct use of LTE over the unlicensed band. All the derived results

in this thesis have been validated by Monte Carlo simulations in Matlab, and the conclusions

observed from the results can provide guidelines for the future unlicensed spectrum utilization in

LTE networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation of Using Unlicensed Spectrum

Due to the exponentially growing mobile data traffic caused by increasing number of de-

vices and content-centric applications, the demands for higher network capacity and effi-

ciency are continuously augmenting. Higher network capacity can be achieved by seek-

ing additional spectrum resources, achieving higher spectral efficiency thus, improving

the spatial reuse of communication resources. While the new licensed frequency bands

are becoming insufficient and expensive, some unlicensed spectrum are under-utilized

in current cellular networks. One possible solution to address the increasing wireless

data demand is data offloading from licensed Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks to

the unlicensed spectrum [1]. Recent works on data aggregation at the LTE base station

(BS) allow for better control of offloading with improved performance at both system

and user levels while leveraging the existing LTE features.

The current mobile networks are facing great capacity challenges. Benefits promised

by the coexistence of Wi-Fi and LTE networks in unlicensed spectrum have started to

attract interest from the research community [2]. For example, LTE causes less adjacent

channel interference to a Wi-Fi system compared to another Wi-Fi system [3]. In other

words, LTE is a better neighbour than another Wi-Fi system in terms of adjacent chan-

nel coexistence with a Wi-Fi system. On the other hand, as stated in [4, 5], combined

LTE and Wi-Fi can unquestionably increase the traffic load in the band, the contention

for spectrum resources, and the congestion if the coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi is not

satisfactorily arranged.

To be clear, the reason to adopt LTE in 5 GHz is not to unseat Wi-Fi, but to increase
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the spectral efficiency and capacity of the 5 GHz band, and to do so with the technology

that is fully integrated within the mobile operators networks. In fact, it is envisioned

that Wi-Fi and LTE will exhibit complementary benefits that can be leveraged for an

efficient integration. On the one hand, due to the uncontrolled nature of Wi-Fi, the

competition for resources among a large number of hotspot users can yield dramatically

poor throughputs. Offloading some of this traffic to the well-managed LTE network

becomes necessary. On the other hand, due to cross-tier and co-tier interference among

LTE networks, some of the traffic can also be offloaded from LTE networks to the Wi-Fi

band, so as to alleviate the interference and ease congestion.

There are two main approaches for unlicensed bands utilization in LTE networks: 1)

data offloading to the IEEE 802.11 based Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) via

LTE-WLAN integration; and 2) the direct usage of LTE based networks over the unli-

censed spectrum. New technologies for integration of Wi-Fi as an integral part of 3rd

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) radio access network (RAN) have been proposed,

allowing seamless integration of unlicensed spectrum in the LTE network without sig-

nificant modification on the Wi-Fi architecture. Recently, Radio link level integration in-

cludes LTE-WLAN Aggregation (LWA), which is currently being standardized by 3GPP.

For LWA, Wi-Fi works as another carrier managed by the LTE network to convey traffic.

Another LTE-WLAN integration solution is at Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

level, i.e., LTE-WLAN Path Aggregation (LWPA) based on Multipath TCP (MPTCP)

[6]. MPTCP can split data and transmit them through both LTE and Wi-Fi networks,

concurrently. In this mode, each of the connections can be managed separately without

the knowledge of each other’s presence. In general, LTE-WLAN integration allows the

operators to leverage the existing cellular network deployments and the established base

of Wi-Fi deployments.

One motivating factor in using LTE in unlicensed spectrum directly is the use of

the same core radio technology across both licensed and unlicensed bands, as the data

offloading can be enabled in a seamless fashion. Two technologies to augment an ex-

isting LTE licensed band interface with unlicensed band transmissions have emerged:

LTE-Licensed Assisted Access (LTE-LAA) [3], a 3GPP standards-based solution, and

LTE-Unlicensed (LTE-U) [7], proposed by the LTE-U forum. There is also another tech-

nique called MulteFire. MulteFire incorporates a full LTE core network in unlicensed

spectrum without requiring an LTE anchor in licensed spectrum.
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The above solutions have attracted considerable attention from both academic and

industrial communities. Each solution has its respective merits, and is suitable for dif-

ferent deployment scenarios. For example, some operators with a large installed base of

Wi-Fi access points (APs) may prefer LTE-WLAN integration, while others who have

a strong dependency on LTE cellular infrastructure might prefer the direct use of LTE

in unlicensed spectrum. Extending LTE to the unlicensed bands will need mechanisms

for fair coexistence with other unlicensed technologies such as Wi-Fi. To use the LTE-

WLAN integration approach mobile operators have to manage two disparate networks

in licensed and unlicensed spectrum.

1.2 Analysis on Related Features of LTE and Wi-Fi

For a better understanding of unlicensed spectrum utilization in cellular networks, brief

summaries of several related features of the two technologies, i.e., LTE and Wi-Fi are

reviewed in this section.

1.2.1 LTE Carrier Aggregation with Unlicensed Band

5 GHz Unlicensed Spectrum under Consideration

For the sake of clearer channel conditions, wider spectrum, and easier implementation,

the unlicensed frequency band of common interest in 3GPP is the 5 GHz UNII band

mainly used by IEEE 802.11-based WLAN, or Wi-Fi currently [8].

With regard to the availability of 5 GHz spectrum, different countries have their

regional requirements on 5 GHz UNII band in the form of regulations or rules. As

shown in Fig.1.1, the spectrum 5.15-5.35 GHz (UNII-1, UNII-2A) is available in the

US, Europe, Japan and China. 5.47-5.725GHz (UNII-2C) is open for unlicensed wireless

access for the US, Europe and Japan. In addition, 5.725-5.85 GHz (UNII-3) is available

for the US, China, and being considered as new spectrum additions to extend unlicensed

use in Europe. Furthermore, there are still 195 MHz bands (proposed UNII-2B 5.35-5.47

GHz and proposed UNII-4 5.85-5.925 GHz) that could be available in the US, Europe

and China in the future [9].

3GPP has decided to focus initially on the 5 GHz band, but some other unlicensed

bands are still available. For example, LTE-LAA could easily expand to 2.4 GHz, though

this band is already congested and hence unlikely to protect its LTE-LAA investment
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currently. The 60 GHz band is another possible target, but the range is too limited to be

used in the enterprise or in public venues [10].

The main purpose of aggregating LTE to the unlicensed bands is that it gives oper-

ators access to a new band. Meanwhile, there are other licensed bands available that

can be used to add capacity to cellular networks. The 3.5 GHz band, for example, is an

attractive option. Due to its short coverage radius, the 3.5 GHz band is not suited for

Macro deployments, but it works well as an under-layer for SCs that, unlike co-channel

deployments, does not create interference with the Macro layers [10].
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LTE-LAA and LTE-U

It should be taken into account that the transmission relying only on unlicensed spectrum

is unstable since the nature of being unlicensed makes it hard to provide guaranteed

Quality of Service (QoS) [8]. Therefore, it seems unreasonable to ignore the usage of

licensed spectrum during the extension of LTE spectrum access. To allow users to access

both licensed and unlicensed spectrum and to study the use of unlicensed band under a

unified LTE network infrastructure, LTE-LAA is initiated as part of 3GPP LTE Release

13 [11, 12]. According to the design, LTE-LAA in unlicensed spectrum is an extension

of the LTE carrier aggregation protocol [13–16]. LTE-LAA on unlicensed band is always

combined with licensed band LTE and is replacing the current terminology of LTE-U [8],

which is a natural extension of LTE carrier aggregation to unlicensed band as a part of

secondary carriers. Besides using unlicensed spectrum targeting at 5 GHz UNII band

at present, LTE-LAA tends to include every kind of technology that would augment

licensed spectrum operation [17].

As it requires fewer modifications from licensed LTE compared to LTE-LAA, LTE-

U will be the first version of LTE unlicensed to be available in commercial deployments.

However, because it does not implement LBT mechanisms, LTE-U can only be used

in markets where regulation does not require LBT, such as China, Korea, India and the

USA. LTE-LAA, on the other hand, is the version of LTE in unlicensed band that 3GPP

standardizes in Release 13. It supports LBT in addition to carrier aggregation. LTE-

LAA is set to become a global standard as it strives to meet regulatory requirements

worldwide. Nevertheless, because the standardization work had not been completed until

March 2016, commercialization will take longer than for LTE-U. For details refering to

the LBT mechanisms, see section 1.2.3. For more details about LTE carrier aggregation,

refer to [18–22].

Integration of LTE Licensed and LTE Unlicensed

As stated above, if there is additional capacity demand, to manage the different com-

ponent carriers, carrier aggregation may be employed with one carrier serving as the

Primary Cell (PCell) and others serving as Secondary Cells (SCells)[23, 24]. The unli-

censed spectrum may be employed by cellular systems in different ways, distinguished

by the supplementary and control channel configurations shown in Fig. 1.2. In some

systems, the aggregation is based on what is supported in 3GPP Release 12 [25]. In this
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case, the second carrier would be a Time-Division-Duplexed (TDD) carrier or Supple-

mental DL (SDL) only. In the SDL mode, the unlicensed band is used to carry data traffic

originally staying in the licensed spectrum, while the UL and control channel remain in

the licensed spectrum. In the TDD carrier aggregation mode, the unlicensed band is

capable of carrying data traffic in both UL and DL directions while the control chan-

nel remains in the licensed spectrum. In other systems, the unlicensed spectrum may

be employed in a standalone configuration, with all carriers operating in the unlicensed

spectrum exclusively. A representative LTE-based technology for unlicensed spectrum

without licensed anchor channel is called MuLTEfire alliance, which is formed by Nokia

and Qualcomm. It is a solution that may be attractive to cable operators, wireless Internet

service providers or hotspot network operators who lack licensed spectrum. This mode

has not been discussed in 3GPP yet.

1.2.2 LTE and Wi-Fi MAC Protocols

In this part, I briefly review the load-based Wi-Fi and frame-based LTE MAC layers.

LTE MAC Protocol

The key enabling technology of LTE systems is orthogonal frequency division multiple

access. For better QoS control, transmission spectral efficiency and inter-cell coordi-

nation, transmission in LTE has to follow a continuous stream of a deterministic frame

structure, i.e., a Radio Frame (RF). An LTE RF consists of ten 1 ms subframes, each one

is further divided into two 0.5 ms slots [18, 19, 26, 27]. For further details about LTE

frame structure, refer to [20, 21, 28–30].

The LTE system adopts a centralized MAC protocol, which includes a dynamic re-

source scheduler that allocates physical resources on PHY DL Shared Channel (PDSCH)

for data traffic. The scheduler takes into account the traffic volume, the QoS requirement,

and the radio channel conditions when sharing the physical resources among mobile de-

vices. For DL data transmissions, the eNBs transmits the PDSCH resource assignments

and their Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS), on PHY DL Control Channel (PD-

CCH), and the data packet on the PDSCH accordingly. The mobile device needs to

monitor its PDCCH in the control region to discover its grant. Once its PDCCH is

detected, the mobile device decodes PDSCH on allocated resources using the MCS pro-

vided. For more details about LTE MAC protocol and radio resource management, refer
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to [18, 26, 31].

Wi-Fi MAC Protocol

A Wi-Fi node, on the contrary, with no need for centralized controller, will first sense the

channel whenever it has a pending transmission. The MAC layer of Wi-Fi is based on

the Carrier Sense Multiple Accesses with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism

[32], so Wi-Fi systems do not require a centralized controller as is needed in LTE systems

[33]. The basic idea of CSMA/CA is to sense the channel to determine whether the

wireless medium is busy or not. Only if the channel is sensed to be not busy, or idle,

is a Wi-Fi station (STA) permitted to transmit. The CSMA/CA mechanism particularly

used in the IEEE 802.11 MAC is also known as the Distributed Coordination Function

(DCF), which enables multiple Wi-Fi STAs to access the channel according to the order

they start sensing the channel [34, 35].

DCF is very effective when the medium is not heavily loaded, since it allows STAs

to transmit with minimum delay. However, there is always a chance of collision, i.e.,

several STAs transmitting at the same time, due to the fact that these STAs sense the

medium free and decide to transmit at once. In order to overcome this problem, Wi-Fi

uses a collision avoidance mechanism. As a matter of fact, if the medium is free for a

specified time, defined as distributed inter frame space, the STA is then allowed to trans-

mit, the receiving STA will check the cyclic redundancy check of the received packet and

send an Acknowledgement Packet (ACK). Receipt of the ACK means that no collision

occurred. Besides the above mechanism, IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi standard also defines a vir-

tual carrier sense mechanism. When an STA is willing to transmit a packet, it will first

transmit a short control packet called Request to Send (RTS). As a response to the RTS,

the destination STA will send a Clear to Send (CTS) back. All STAs receiving RTS/CTS

will set their virtual carrier sense indicator, and will use this information together with

the physical carrier sense when sensing the medium. For more details about DCF and

related collision avoidance mechanisms, refer to [32].

The fundamental difference between LTE and Wi-Fi MAC layers has caused some

issues on the coexistence of the two systems [36]. I will focus on coexistence challenges

and enablers as well as the choice of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi in section 1.2.3 and section

1.2.4 respectively.
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1.2.3 Coexistence Issues and Enablers

The main challenge for the coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi is while operating LTE-

LAA in the presence of Wi-Fi making use of the same band, the performance of Wi-Fi

systems will be significantly affected, while the performance of LTE is nearly unchanged

since Wi-Fi moves to silence mode due to the CSMA/CA mechanism. That is due to the

fact that these two technologies use different channel usage and access procedures. LTE

is designed based on the assumption that one operator has exclusive control of a given

spectrum. It will continuously transmit with minimum time gap even in the absence

of data traffic. LTE also has an almost continuously transmitting protocol, as well as a

periodically transmitting protocol to transfer a variety of control and reference signals.

Wi-Fi, on the contrary, is designed to coexist with other technologies through random

backoff and channel sensing. As a result, Wi-Fi users will have little chance to sense

a clear channel and transmit. For more details about LTE channel usage and access

procedures, refer to [22, 31, 37–41].

Studying the MAC implementation of Wi-Fi system can help understand how LTE

and Wi-Fi systems can coexist with each other. In fact, the LBT scheme introduced

by [42] and [43] is a simplified version of DCF. In order to enable the coexistence of

LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi in unlicensed bands, in such markets where the LBT is mandatory,

the coexistence of these two systems can be enabled by LBT enforced on LTE-LAA in

unlicensed bands [36].

Two design options of LTE-LAA LBT, asynchronous LBT and synchronous LBT,

have been proposed in [44]. The main difference between them lies in that the asyn-

chronous LBT is based on the current DCF protocol. In this case, the LBT scheme

might use IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS signals to ensure that the channel is idle just at that

moment. However, synchronous LBT can be seen as a special version of asynchronous

LBT, wherein, data subframes are synchronized with the licensed LTE carrier. This

LBT approach may need a smaller number of changes in the LTE specification, and use

Inter-cell Interference Coordination (ICIC) already defined in LTE releases to manage

the interference among LTE base STAs [45].

A simple way to explain ICIC is based on the scheme of Fig. 1.3. The users are

divided into two categories, one is CCU shown in Fig. 1.3(a), and the other is CEU

shown in Fig. 1.3(b). CCUs are the users distributed in the gray region of Fig. 1.3,

and CEUs are the users distributed in the red, green and blue areas. CCU can use all the
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Figure 1.3: Two categories of ICIC users: a) Cell Center User (CCU); b) Cell Edge User (CEU).

CCUs are distributed in the gray region. CEUs are distributed in the color regions. CCU’s

frequency reuse factor is 1. The frequency reuse factor for CEU is 3. Different colors represent

different frequencies.

frequency points to communicate with the base STA, while CEU must use corresponding

specified frequency points to ensure orthogonality between different cells. CEUs can be

assigned a higher transmission power for the frequency reuse factor greater than 1. The

frequency points are not overlapped at the edges so the adjacent cell interference is small.

CCUs frequency reuse factor is 1 for the cases where path loss is small and transmission

power is low. Therefore the interference to the adjacent cells is not high either. More

details about ICIC can be found in [46–48].

Furthermore, LTE advanced in unlicensed spectrum can also use a coexistence mech-

anism centralized by CSAT, which is in spirit very similar to DCF.

Moreover, enhanced ICIC (eICIC) in 3GPP Release 10 [25], which is designed to

mitigate intra-frequency interference by using various measures in the power, frequency,

and also time domain, introduces a concept of ABSs to manage coexistence of the two

technologies [49]. ABSs are LTE subframes with reduced DL transmission activity or

power. The eICIC in time domain introduces a Resource Specific Cell Selection (RS-

CS) method. The concept is to have certain sub-frames during which the Macro-eNB is

not allowed to transmit data allowing the Pico cell edge users suffering high interference
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from the Macro-eNB, to be served with better conditions. Transmissions from Macro-

eNBs are periodically muted during entire sub-frame. The users associated with the

Pico cell can send their data during such an ABS and avoid interference from the Macro

cell. In fact the muting is not completed since certain control signals still need to be

transmitted even in the muted sub-frames to avoid radio link failure.

1.2.4 Key Factors of Performance Difference between LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi

Mobile operators are assessing LTE-LAA in the 3GPP standardization. At the same

time, Wi-Fi also relies on for enterprise and residential offload, carrier Wi-Fi, or hotspot

access, and the use of this technology expanding as Wi-Fi becomes more preferable

while using unlicensed spectrum for opportunistic access. Since LTE in unlicensed band

will be deployed mostly in SC topologies, often in indoor locations, operators can face

a complex decision of choosing between LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi especially when they

plan for an SC deployment [10]. In some deployment scenarios, if practical commer-

cial factors are taken into account, LTE-LAA or Wi-Fi should be used alone in 5 GHz

band without considering coexistence issue. Even if the coexistence issue is considered,

LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi deployments should also depend on their own features. There-

fore, comparison of performance between LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi becomes necessary. In

order to emphasize key points, I choose several items of representative performance to

illustrate the difference between two RANs.

Spectral Efficiency

The following factors are responsible for the improved spectral efficiency of LTE-LAA

over Wi-Fi:

a) Robust transmission schemes: As stated before, LTE is a synchronous system

and uses scheduling-based channel access rather than contention-based random ac-

cess. LTE-LAA adopts centralized MAC layer to schedule multi-user transmissions

based on the user feedback information of the channel qualities, achieving multi-user

frequency-selective diversity gain [19, 27, 30].

b) Effective interference management: Interference coordination and avoidance mech-

anisms, i.e., eICIC and Coordinated Multi-point (CoMP) are adopted in LTE systems

to reduce interference and improve spectrum efficiency. CoMP transmission and re-
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ception actually refer to a wide range of techniques that requires close coordination

among a number of geographically separated eNBs. They dynamically coordinate

to provide joint scheduling and transmissions as well as proving joint processing of

the received signals. In this way a user at the edge of a cell is able to be served by

two or more eNBs to improve signals reception and transmission as well as increase

throughput particularly under cell edge conditions [22, 25, 26, 29].

c) Carrier aggregation to manage traffic across licensed and unlicensed channels:

LTE carrier aggregation technology, aggregating both licensed bands and unlicensed

band, will bring in several benefits. First, higher throughput can be achieved with the

help of a wider bandwidth. Second, aggregating multiple carriers not only increases

spectrum but also includes trunking gains from dynamically scheduling traffic across

the entire spectrum. This in turn increases cell capacity and network efficiency as

well as improves the experience for all users. Third, carrier aggregation also leads

to an optimum utilization of the operator’s spectrum resources. The majority of op-

erators has fragmented spectrum covering different bands and bandwidth. Carrier

aggregation helps combine these into more valuable spectrum resource [20, 31, 40].

d) Better mobility and coverage support: As stated in section 1.2.2, LTE-LAA users

are operated within a unified architecture since LTE access methods can be used on

both licensed and unlicensed spectrum [8]. First, a unified architecture means the

same core network, and the same integrated authentication, management, and secu-

rity procedures. Second, synchronization on both spectrum types means that inter-

ference bursts can be handled better. Last but not least, PCells can always provide

ubiquitous coverage for one user. Only horizontal handover is needed between SC

and Macro cell [37, 38, 41].

e) HARQ versus ARQ: As for the difference of retransmission mechanisms between

LTE and Wi-Fi, LTE can make full use of time-domain receiver diversity with the

help of Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) at MAC layer, which has a higher

efficiency than single-loop ARQ with ACK used by Wi-Fi due to the receiver com-

bination of retransmissions and small overhead [12]. For ARQ, if the received data

has an error (as detected by ARQ) then it is discarded, and a new transmission is

requested from the sender. For HARQ, if the received data has an error then the re-

ceiver buffers the data and requests a re-transmission from the sender. In this case the
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eNB will perform a retransmission, sending the same copy of the lost packet. Then,

the user will try to decode the packet combining the retransmission with the original

version, and will send an ACK message to the eNB upon a successfully decoding

[18, 21, 22].

Link adaption

In terms of link adaption, Wi-Fi uses open-loop link adaption without asking for Channel

Quality Indicator (CQI) feedback, hence it is incapable of catching up with fast chan-

nel/interference fluctuation. On the contrary, LTE can choose resource blocks based on

the received CQI [50]. Another impact of using dynamic link adaption based on instan-

taneous CQI feedback is that, if both technologies employ the same power, the Power

Spectral Density (PSD) for LTE is higher than that for Wi-Fi. PSD describes how power

of a signal or time series is distributed over frequency, as defined in [51]. This also

means, to attain the same PSD, the power consumption of LTE will be much lower than

that of Wi-Fi. Power consumption often refers to the electrical energy over time supplied

to operate an electrical appliance.

Performance stability

As stated in section 1.2.1, for LTE-LAA, licensed and unlicensed bands are integrated on

the same SC, and only the PCell can carry the control signallings which are granted the

highest priority among the nine QoS class identifiers the LTE has defined. The control

channel messages are transmitted properly between the base STAs (BSs) and the users.

Those features make LTE-LAA be able to better facilitate the opportunistic unlicensed

access. Wi-Fi systems, on the contrary, is not efficient especially when the network is

heavily loaded [18, 19, 21].

Additional Wi-Fi Advantages

Compared to LTE-LAA, Wi-Fi has several advantages. Besides its robust standardiza-

tion and established ecosystem, an additional advantage is its wide AP footprint in the

enterprise and in public venues [10]. This installed base can be used as a springboard for

SC deployment. Being able to co-locate SCs where Wi-Fi APs already exist can speed

up deployments and reduce cost and complexity in the above two scenarios. On the con-

trary, while combining unlicensed and licensed LTE strategy, a mobile operator may find
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Figure 1.4: Co-channel interference from LTE SC/UE to Wi-Fi AP/STA.

it more complex to gain access to these premises, because enterprise and public venues

managers already have their own Wi-Fi networks. An operator wanting to install LTE

unlicensed might be taken as an aggressive competitor, especially if the fair coexistence

of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi is not trusted [52].

1.2.5 Co-channel Interference

Interference Sources

Fig. 1.4 shows two sources of potential co-channel interference caused by LTE-LAA to

the Wi-Fi APs in cases where LTE-LAA SCs are deployed with Wi-Fi APs together [53].

One source of co-channel interference is DL signaling from the LTE SC. This signaling

includes not only broadcasted synchronization and discovery such as the Primary Syn-

chronization Signal (PSS), Secondary Synchronization Signal (SSS) and Cell-specific

Reference Signal (CRS), but also data transmissions to users. This interference will im-

pact the Wi-Fi AP as well as the STA. Another source of co-channel interference is UL

signaling including control information such as the PHY UL Shared Channel (PUSCH)

signal and PHY UL Control Channel (PUCCH) signal from the user.
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Interference Management in Unlicensed Bands

One crucial issue for LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi coexistence mechanisms reviewed above is

the so-called interference management, including interference detection, measurement

and mitigation/avoidance, etc.

Take the LTE-LAA interference management in unlicensed bands for Wi-Fi opera-

tion for example. One method for improving the quality of interference management has

been provided in [17]. The basic idea is to compare the signal energy monitored by Wi-

Fi devices with a known waveform signature corresponding to LTE-LAA operation. The

comparison result works as an indicator to help identify the presence of an LTE-LAA

interferer on the communication channel in the current frequency band.

In particular, first, the Wi-Fi AP monitors signalling energy on a communication

channel in a frequency band associated with its typical operations, such as the 5 GHz.

Wi-Fi is able to monitor signalling energy within its frequency band of operation by us-

ing its own WLAN receiver circuitry. Second, once the measurements are collected, the

Wi-Fi AP can compare the monitored signal energy with a known waveform signature

corresponding to LTE and identify therefrom the presence of any LTE interfaces. For ex-

ample, PSS and SSS signals are sent on the center subcarriers of all component carriers

in the last Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbol of the 1st slot

and 11th slot in every RF by the LTE SC. The periodicity of the signaling energy output

in center frequency bins can accordingly be matched in pattern to identify the presence

of nearby LTE SCs based on a PSS and SSS signature pattern. Then, the interference

identification may be repeated over a period of time to produce reliable pattern matching

results. Finally, once an LTE interferer has been identified, the Wi-Fi AP may perform

further match processing on the resulting signal energy pattern to classify the type of

interference [53].

1.2.6 Summary and Guidelines

Lessons learnt from LTE and Wi-Fi MAC Comparison

In general, LTE and Wi-Fi adopt different MAC layers.

From the aspect of channel access and channel usage schemes, for LTE systems, there

are no sensing and backoff procedures. Instead, in LTE systems designed for licensed

bands, there indeed exists a centralized controlling architecture, which always allocates
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one resource unit to the user that can maximize the target metric in every subframe. A

Wi-Fi node, on the contrary, with no need for centralized controller, will first sense the

channel whenever it has a pending transmission.

What’s more, for Wi-Fi systems, channel is occupied only when packets need to be

transmitted. Since LTE frames are contiguous, channels are always in the ON periods.

Furthermore, channel access in LTE systems are centrally scheduled, so the collision

avoidance mechanisms adopted in Wi-Fi is not required in this case.

The Choice of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi

In addition to the key factors of performance difference between LTE-LAA and Wi-

Fi summarized in section 1.2.4, there are still two issues with the heaviest weight of

consideration during the choice procedure:

a) Wi-Fi still needs enhancement in coverage, mobility and network efficiency like what

LTE offers [54]. Unlike Wi-Fi, LTE network is well integrated to the existing opera-

tor network, thus solving almost all authentication, operations and management and

QoS issues [55]. LTE also simplifies network management and tracking of key per-

formance indicators through a single RAN [56]. Unfortunately, due to various types

of restriction upon large-scale transformation towards Wi-Fi, it seems impossible to

achieve the purpose of above-mentioned enhancement on Wi-Fi performance in the

foreseeable future.

b) Wi-Fi has been widely used with traditional merits in low cost and easy deployment,

making the integration of Wi-Fi in LTE networks possible today. Furthermore, the

commercial availability of LTE-LAA in mobile devices requires a couple of years

[10].

When operating in a channel shared with Wi-Fi or another LTE-LAA network, LTE’s

performance advantages are reduced by interference or by the introduction of coexis-

tence mechanisms. For more details about how coexistence mechanisms affect perfor-

mance of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi, refer to section 2.3.4.

In view of their own benefits, the choice of Wi-Fi or LTE-LAA should depend on

the environment and power considerations. The detailed environment classifications

are being elaborated in section 2.3. Furthermore, it is also related to the experience

of operators and even financial and other factors.
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As stated, LTE carrier aggregation with 5 GHz unlicensed band has been pointed out

by the industry as a candidate solution to offload cellular traffic to the unlicensed band,

while another way for network operators to utilize unlicensed spectrum is to use the Wi-

Fi radio access technology (RAT). Operators may face a complex decision of choosing

between LTE and Wi-Fi in the unlicensed spectrum. Therefore, a comparison between

techniques with LTE or Wi-Fi in the unlicensed bands becomes essential.

This section includes an overview of the recent existing literature on LTE and Wi-Fi

coexistence in 5 GHz. For details about performance evaluation workflow, scenarios and

metrics, refer to section 2.3.3.

1.3 Motivations of this Thesis

1.3.1 Modeling and Analysis of LTE and Wi-Fi Aggregation using Both Queueing

Theory and Stochastic Geometry

Early studies of LWA mainly focus on the prototype and architecture design [57, 58].

The feasibility of licensed and unlicensed carriers aggregation has been verified exper-

imentally in [59]. The authors in [60] present a traffic aggregation-based LWA flow

control algorithm. Reference [61] implements the radio resource management layer for

LWA. The layer 2 structure for LWA to achieve the compatibility with Wi-Fi is proposed

in [62]. The authors in [63] investigate the load balancing and user assignment solutions

for LWA. Techniques for traffic splitting and aggregation at the radio layer have also

been considered in the literature. References [64, 65] investigate aggregation and path

selection mechanisms that maximize the network utility. The LWA and Wi-Fi offload-

ing scheme are jointly considered in [66], which also strikes the balance between user

payment and quality of service (QoS).

The aforementioned LWA studies are based on one common assumption: a Wi-Fi

AP serving LWA purpose is only able to offload bearers from LTE, and does not have its

own user equipments (UEs) to serve. In reality, a Wi-Fi AP can operate in both the native

mode and the LWA mode simultaneously [57, 67]. Specifically, the LWA-mode Wi-Fi

AP cooperates with the LTE BS to transmit bearers to the LWA UE, which aggregates

packets from both LTE and Wi-Fi. The native-mode Wi-Fi AP transmits Wi-Fi packets

to the native Wi-Fi UEs, which do not serve the LWA purpose. Hence the problem arises

of how to transmit different messages for one AP to different UEs. The conventional
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approach is to set up orthogonal channels in terms of time/frequency etc [68]. However,

this approach is inefficient and not optimal in terms of achievable rates [69]. More

importantly, collisions may be inevitable because of imperfect knowledge of the channel

occupancy state. As an alternative, a method called superposition coding proposed in

[70, 71] can be used to remove the orthogonality constraint in a transmission by one

AP to both the LWA UE and the native Wi-Fi UE. The superposition coding method is

considered as a promising technique for enhancing resource efficiency, and it achieves

the capacity on a scalar Gaussian broadcast channel [72].

Nevertheless, spectrum sharing between the native-mode AP and the LWA-mode AP

inevitably creates interference among concurrent transmissions. Accounting for the in-

terference caused by the native Wi-Fi network and affecting the LWA UE, an appropriate

access protocol needs to be carefully designed such that the QoS of the LWA UE will

not be adversely degraded. The authors in [73, 74] develop the scheduling polices for

the low-priority node under partial channel state information. In [75], a random access

protocol is proposed, where low-priority nodes make transmission attempts with a given

probability. The study [75] is based on the general multi-packet reception (MPR) chan-

nel model proposed in [76, 77], which captures the interference at the physical layer

more efficiently compared to the traditional channel model, as in the former a transmis-

sion may still succeed even in the presence of interference. References [78, 79] study

the interference created by the spectrum sharing between high-priority and low-priority

nodes in the MPR channel among current transmissions. Reference [80] analyzes the

throughput of the low-priority network where MPR capability is adopted in a cognitive

network with the high-priority node under certain conditions. The authors in [81] opti-

mize the throughput with deadline constraints on a single low-priority node accessing a

multi-channel system.

In this thesis, we consider a shared access Wi-Fi network inspired by the cognitive

radio network paradigm. More specifically, the high-priority node (i.e., the LWA-mode

Wi-Fi AP) is allowed to access the channel whenever it is needed. However, the low-

priority node (i.e., the native-mode Wi-Fi AP) will randomly access the channel when

the queue size of the LWA-mode Wi-Fi AP is below a congestion limit, so as not to

create harmful interference to the LWA UE. How to investigate the performance of such

systems remains open. Recently, there is growing interest in the delay analysis or the

combination of throughput and delay analysis in LWA-enabled networks [82–85]. How-
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ever, most of the existing studies focus on the case under the saturated traffic assumption.

In fact, based on the queueing theory, the analysis of the delay of networks with bursty

sources cannot be easily seen with the saturated traffic assumption [86]. In general, how

to design the random access protocol accounting for both the throughput of the native

Wi-Fi network and the delay of the LWA-enabled network with bursty LWA traffic has

not been addressed yet.

In addition, a mathematical approach would be helpful for a fundamental understand-

ing of the performance of LWA. Recently, stochastic geometry has become a powerful

tool for modeling cellular and Wi-Fi systems with large random topologies. In [87],

the coverage probability and the average Shannon rate were derived for macro cellular

networks with BSs distributed according to a Poisson Point Process (PPP). This work

has been extended to heterogeneous cellular networks (HetNets) [88–90]. Stochas-

tic geometry can also model Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance

(CSMA/CA)-based Wi-Fi networks. When using CSMA/CA as the MAC protocol, due

to the carrier sensing range, there is a minimum guaranteed distance between concurrent

transmitters operating in the same frequency band. Matérn Hard-core Process (MHCP)

has become a commonly used model for the distribution of simultaneously transmitting

nodes where two points cannot coexist with a separating distance shorter than a prede-

fined parameter [91–93]. Thus, MHCP can capture the repulsion between two coexisting

nodes. Another commonly used model for networks with inter-tier repulsion is the Pois-

son Hole Process (PHP), which can capture the inter-tier correlation when a secondary

node cannot be within a predefined distance to a primary node [94–97]. In a Device-to-

Device (D2D) underlaid cellular network where the activation conditions of D2D nodes

depend on the locations of neighbors in both cellular and D2D tiers [98], the effect of

two-tier dependence on the network throughput has been characterized in [99].

1.3.2 Resource Optimization for Joint Data Offloading to Wi-Fi and LTE-U in

Load-coupled and Multi-cell Networks

Offloading traffic to the unlicensed spectrum is a recent trend [1]. Two approaches for

LTE are data offloading to Wi-Fi via LWA or Wi-Fi offloading. [16] and LTE-U [8]. Ex-

isting works have addressed LWA/Wi-Fi offloading or LTE-U. We consider performance

optimization with joint LWA and LTE-U.

With multi-cell LTE, interference is present. Reference [100] uses stochastic geom-
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etry to analyze the coexistence performance of multi-cell LTE and Wi-Fi. By the nature

of stochastic geometry, the results do not apply for analyzing networks with specific

given topology, which is focused in our work. Another mathematical characterization

for interference modeling is the load-coupling model [101]. The load of a cell is defined

to be the proportion of consumed time-frequency resources, and its value is used as the

severity of generated interference. This model has been widely used [102–105]. It has

been verified in [104] through system level simulations that this model is sufficiently

accurate for multi-cell network performance analysis.

How to avoid severe performance degradation of the Wi-Fi network is a challenging

issue of implementing joint Wi-Fi offloading and LTE-U. First, one needs to carefully

design the amount of offloaded traffic to avoid over saturation in the Wi-Fi network,

especially when Wi-Fi has limited resource for external offloading. Various offloading

schemes have been proposed to improve the system performance [106–111]. Among

them, Wi-Fi offloading in the context of user equipment (UE) association has been in-

vestigated in [106, 111]. Second, the inter-system spectrum sharing, or, more specifi-

cally, the coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi in the same unlicensed spectrum is the major

challenge of implementing LTE-U. As shown in system-level simulation studies, e.g.,

[112], Wi-Fi throughput can be significantly degraded by the LTE-U interference if no

adaption is made for LTE protocol. This is because Wi-Fi moves to silent mode when

sensing a busy channel used by LTE-U due to the contention-based scheme [113]. Or-

thogonal spectrum sharing schemes have been proposed in [3, 114–118] to deal with

LTE and Wi-Fi coexistence issue, and can be guaranteed by the listen before talk (LBT)

protocol [3] or the duty-cycle method [114]. It is shown that Wi-Fi can be protected with

LBT or adaptive duty-cycle [1].

In this work, we consider multi-cell LTE networks and therefore inter-cell interfer-

ence is present. The authors in [111] jointly address traffic offloading and spectrum

sharing between LTE and Wi-Fi in a single-cell case. However, resource allocation in

multi-cell scenarios faces more challenges compared to the single-cell case. The cru-

cial aspect of multi-cell scenarios consists of capturing the mutual interference among

cells. In [116–118], stochastic geometry has been used to analyze the coexistence per-

formance of Wi-Fi and multi-cell LTE networks. Hence the results do not apply for

analyzing network with specific given topology, which is focused in our work. To the

best of our knowledge, resource allocation for joint Wi-Fi offloading in the context of
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UE association and LTE-U with inter-system spectrum sharing in multi-cell networks

without restrictions on network topology has not been addressed yet.

To enable the network-wide performance evaluation with arbitrary network topology,

a modelling approach named load-coupling has been proposed by [101]. The inter-cell

interference in [101] is modeled via characterizing the coupling relationship of allocated

resource among cells. The cell load here refers to the proportion of consumed time-

frequency resource in each cell. The load-coupling model has been widely used in the

literature [102, 103, 105, 119–121]. Among them, [119] proposes a utility maximization

framework for data offloading to Wi-Fi. The works [102, 103, 119, 120] assume fixed UE

association in load-coupled heterogeneous network (HetNet) even though proper UE as-

sociation plays a critical role in achieving enhanced network performance, especially in

Wi-Fi offloading scenarios. Recently, the authors in [105, 121] consider UE association

in load-coupled HetNet. However, most of the existing efforts do not study the prop-

erties of load-coupling when the amount of resource is variable. Recently in [122], we

address resource optimization in load-coupled networks with spectrum sharing. How-

ever, the system model does not consider offloading LTE UEs to Wi-Fi. How to model

joint optimization of UE association and inter-system spectrum sharing in joint Wi-Fi

and load-coupled LTE networks and how to solve the resulting problems to optimality

have remained open so far.

One way of evaluating the performance with respect to capacity is to compute how

much of the UE demand can be scaled up subject to the constraint on the maximum

network resource. Given a baseline demand distribution, for fairness-based capacity en-

hancement, the problem can be investigated by measuring the maximum demand scaling

factor for all UEs, while accounting for the resource limits, such as in [102, 122, 123].

The solution method in above three works is based on solving a conditional eigenvalue

problem for a non-linear system. However, references [102, 122, 123] employ a re-

stricted setup of ours. The method in their works does not generalize to the case of

scaling up the demand for UEs in networks with variable UE association and/or amount

of resource, as the generalized problem does not map to computing the eigenvalue any-

more. Besides, in load-coupled networks with Wi-Fi offloading and LTE-U, the inter-

play among load-coupling, UE association and inter-system spectrum sharing needs to

be captured. Whether or not the maximum capacity with respect to demand scaling of

joint Wi-Fi and load-coupled LTE networks with both Wi-Fi offloading and LTE-U can
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be efficiently and effectively computed remains unknown.

1.4 Main Contributions and Outline of the Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows.

LTE carrier aggregation with 5 GHz unlicensed national informational infrastructure

band has been pointed out by the industry as a good solution to handle the rapidly in-

creasing amounts of data traffic. To provide fair coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi on

5 GHz, several coexistence mechanisms have already been proposed. Chapter 2 pro-

vides the world’s first comprehensive survey of the coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi

on 5 GHz with corresponding deployment scenarios. I first analyze coexistence-related

features of those two technologies, including motivation, LTE carrier aggregation with

unlicensed band, LTE and Wi-Fi medium access control protocols comparison, coexis-

tence challenges and enablers, performance difference between LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi,

as well as co-channel interference. Second, I further extensively discuss current con-

siderations about the coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi. Third, influential factors for

the classification of small cell scenarios, as well as four representative scenarios are

investigated in detail. Then I explore a relatively smooth technical route for solving

coexistence-related problems, which practically takes features of a specific scenario as

the base for designing deployment mode of LTE-LAA and/or Wi-Fi. A scenario-oriented

decision making procedure for the coexistence issue and the analysis on an example de-

ployment scenario, including design and performance evaluation metrics focusing on

the concept of the scenario-oriented coexistence are presented. I finally forecast further

research trends on the basis of our conclusion.

LTE-WLAN Path Aggregation (LWPA) based on MPTCP has been under standard-

ization procedure as a promising and cost-efficient solution to boost Downlink (DL) data

rate and handle the rapidly increasing data traffic. Chapter 3 aims at providing tractable

analysis for the DL performance evaluation of large-scale LWPA networks with the help

of tools from stochastic geometry. We consider a simple yet practical model to deter-

mine under which conditions a native WLAN AP will work under LWPA mode to help

increasing the received data rate. Using stochastic spatial models for the distribution of

WLAN APs and LTE BSs, we analyze the density of active LWPA-mode WiFi APs in

the considered network model, which further leads to closed-form expressions on the DL

data rate and area spectral efficiency (ASE) improvement. Our numerical results illus-
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trate the impact of different network parameters on the performance of LWPA networks,

which can be useful for further performance optimization.

Chapter 4 investigates the effect of bursty traffic in an LTE and Wi-Fi aggregation

(LWA)-enabled network. The LTE BS routes packets of the same IP flow through the

LTE and Wi-Fi link independently. I motivate the use of superposition coding, so as

to allow the Wi-Fi AP serving the purpose of LWA can simultaneously operate as the

native-mode AP that serves Wi-Fi users only. With respect to the existing works on

LWA, the novelty of our study consists in a random access protocol allowing the native-

mode AP to access the channel with probabilities that depend on the queue size of the

LWA-mode AP, such that it does not impede the performance of the LWA-enabled net-

work. I analyze the throughput of the native Wi-Fi network and the delay experienced

by the LWA users, accounting for the native-mode AP access probability, the traffic flow

splitting between LTE and Wi-Fi, and the operating mode of the LWA user with both

LTE and Wi-Fi interfaces. The results provide fundamental insights in the throughput

and delay behavior of such systems, which are essential for further investigation in larger

topologies.

Chapter 5 considers performance optimization of multi-cell networks with LWA and

LTE-U with sharing of the unlicensed band. Theoretical results are derived to enable an

algorithm to approach the optimum. Numerical results show the algorithms effectiveness

and benefits of joint use of LWA and LTE-U.

Chapter 6 takes a significant step of analyzing joint Wi-Fi offloading and LTE-U in

multi-cell scenarios. For unlicensed spectrum utilization in cellular networks, most of

the existing efforts have addressed separately Wi-Fi offloading or LTE-U with sharing

of unlicensed bands occupied by Wi-Fi. Besides, compared to the single-cell case, op-

timization for joint Wi-Fi offloading and LTE-U in multi-cell scenarios is much more

challenging because inter-cell interference must be addressed. I explore the potential

of networks in achieving optimal capacity with arbitrary topologies, accounting for re-

source limits and inter-cell interference. Towards this goal, I consider an optimization

problem, aiming at maximumly scaling up the capacity for all user equipments (UEs),

by jointly optimizing UE association and inter-system spectrum sharing. I first consider

a restricted optimization problem, which is then proved to lead to no loss of optimality

and generality. Next, theoretical results are derived to enable an algorithm that achieves

global optimality for this restriction. Numerical results show the algorithms effective-
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ness and benefits of joint use of Wi-Fi offloading and LTE-U.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. I summarize the contribution as well as the high-

lights of this thesis. The perspectives regarding the future work related to the topics

presented in this thesis has also been discussed. To be more specific, I discussed future

research directions malily related to medium sharing algorithms design, realistic sce-

narios and mechanisms consideration, further coexistence optimization, advanced traffic

flow and aggregation schemes, as well as realistic coexistence mechanisms to be consid-

ered in the joint Wi-Fi and multi-cell LTE networks.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

As the rapid progress and pleasant experience of Internet-based services, there is an in-

creasing demand for high data rate in wireless communications systems such that the

growth of mobile traffic in the next decade is over one thousand times [124]. However,

since the usable licensed spectrum is of limited physical extent, new licensed frequency

bands are becoming rare and expensive. To respond to increased wireless communica-

tion capacity demand, the innovation focusing on such techniques that enable better use

of different types of spectrum for traffic offload, including unlicensed bands, is urgently

needed [2]. It is assumed that up to thirty percent of broadband access in cellular net-

works can be offloaded to unlicensed bands, primarily Wi-Fi networks until now [125].

The extension of LTE-LAA over 5 GHz UNII band and the requirement to provide

fair coexistence of LTE-LAA with other technologies working on 5 GHz are two major

observations of the ongoing discussion on the 3GPP [8, 126]. While considering the co-

existence of Wi-Fi and LTE-LAA in 5 GHz UNII spectrum, designers should ensure that

LTE-LAA can coexist with Wi-Fi fairly and friendly in unlicensed band by complying

with regulatory requirements of the local government in a region. In some markets, like

the US, Korea and China, there is no Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) requirement. Without

changing LTE air interface protocol, coexistence with Wi-Fi in those scenarios can be

realized for LTE Release 10-12 by using specific techniques such as CSAT. In markets

like Europe and Japan where LBT is required, however, LTE air interface would need

changes with the introduction of LBT feature potentially in 3GPP Release 13 [127].

To the best of our knowledge, current research mainly aims at such mechanisms as
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capable of enabling the coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi. It should be noticed that the

coexistence performance of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi in 5 GHz UNII spectrum would vary

a lot in different deployment scenarios. Take the early coexistence results in [55, 128]

for example, the ratio of the DL throughput gain of LTE-LAA to that of Wi-Fi would

be different if the simulation scenario changes from outdoor to indoor. The through-

put also differs when an operator chooses to place Picocells uniformly or in a hotspot

region[127]. Both LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi have their own benefits and cannot be replaced

by each other at the moment [54]. The performance of either LTE-LAA or Wi-Fi should

be maintained and not be affected by each other while deployed in 5 GHz spectrum

together.

Focusing on those important issues, this chapter surveys the coexistence of LTE-

LAA and Wi-Fi on 5 GHz with corresponding deployment scenarios, and introduces

a scenario-oriented decision-making method for coexistence. The rest of this chapter

is organized in the following manner. In section 2.2, a comparative study of existing

LTE surveys and this chapter is provided. In section 1.2, relevant features of Wi-Fi and

LTE-LAA are overviewed. In section 2.3, I first overview the coexistence mechanisms

related researches. Then I review the LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi coexistence testing and results

to present a picture of the research stage in the community. We also investigate the

current coexistence mechanisms in both markets where LBT is required or not, so as

to evaluate their influence on wireless service. In addition, I also provide lessons learnt

from different coexistence mechanisms comparison and Cognitive Radio (CR), as well as

propose recommendations and guidelines for ensuring fairness. In section 2.6, I analyze

eight key influential factors for the classification of SC scenarios, demonstrate several

representative scenarios, and dissect an example of deployment scenario to highlight the

concept of the scenario-oriented coexistence for different access applications. I further

recommend performance evaluation scenarios and metrics. In section 2.5.4, I discuss

future research trends. Finally, I conclude in section 2.7.

2.2 Comparative Study of Existing Surveys on LTE and This Chap-

ter

In order to provide a broader perspective, as well as to give directions to readers about

the key distributions of this survey, I illustrate a comparative study of the existing surveys
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on LTE and this chapter.

Here I investigate several representative surveys reviewing the LTE-related technolo-

gies from different aspects. Authors in [19] first review the evolution of LTE physical

(PHY) layer control channels. Moreover, in [18, 20, 31], authors focus on radio resource

management (RRM) for LTE and LTE Advanced (LTE-A) from different angles. To be

more specific, authors in [18] demonstrate Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets), partic-

ularly on femto cells and relay nodes. In [31], authors study RRM for spectrum aggre-

gation. Resource allocation and link adaptation are overviewed in [20]. What’s more,

in [26, 29, 30, 39–41], authors review the Uplink (UL) or Downlink (DL) scheduling

from different angles. In particular, authors in [26] classify LTE UL scheduling from the

perspective of Machine-to-machine (M2M) communications. In [29], authors demon-

strate cooperative UL transmissions beyond LTE-A system. In [30], authors summary

UL scheduling in LTE and LTE-A. Authors in [40] demonstrate DL packet scheduling

in LTE cellular network. Multi-cell coordinated scheduling, particularly inter-cell inter-

ference mitigation techniques for DL and UL are reviewed in [39]. As a supplement

to [39], multi-cell scheduling strategies in LTE and LTE-A are also overviewed in [41].

In addition, there are also some surveys discussing corresponding techniques enabling

communications in LTE networks. In [21], authors review M2M communications in the

context of LTE and LTE-A. Authors in [27] review Device-to-Device communications in

LTE networks. Security aspects for LTE and LTE-A networks are overviewed in [37]. In

[38], authors also review the mobility management support in LTE-A networks. Authors

discuss alternatives to improve the operation of the random access channel of LTE and

LTE-A in [22].

Unlike these surveys which are targeted only for a single Radio Access Network

(RAN), i.e., LTE, this chapter focuses on the study of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi coexistence

in 5 GHz, including coexistence-related features, coexistence considerations, deploy-

ment scenarios for the coexistence and scenario-oriented decision making. Table 2.1

shows a brief summary of the related survey papers on LTE and this article.
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Table 2.1: Comparative Study of our work with existing surveys on LTE

Item Key word Description

Our

work

Coexistence

A comprehensive survey on LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi coexistence in 5 GHz

1. analysis on coexistence-related features of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi;

2. current research on LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi coexistence considerations;

3. deployment scenarios for the coexistence and scenario-oriented decision-making;

4. challenges and further research directions.

[19] PHY

The evolution of LTE PHY layer control channels:

1. an overview of the legacy LTE control channel and challenges;

2. the new solutions provided by LTE Release 11;

3. limitations of the new design.

[18] RRM

RRM for LTE/LTE-A HetNets, particularly for femtocells and relay nodes:

1. key challenges from HetNet;

2. radio resource management schemes;

3. schemes classification and comparison according to approaches.

[20] RRM

Resource allocation and link adaptation in LTE and LTE-A:

1. the units for resource allocation modes and purposes;

2. the way the resource allocations are encoded under these different modes;

3. methods of link adaption;

4. the control signaling encoding for link adaption;

5. the encoding of channel state feedback.

[31] RRM

RRM for spectrum aggregation in LTE-A:

1. spectrum aggregation techniques;

2. radio resource management aspects and algorithms to support carrier aggregation;

3. technical challenges for future research on aggregation in LTE-A.

[26]
UL/DL

scheduling

Classification of LTE UL scheduling techniques from the perspective of machine-to-machine communications:

1. power efficiency;

2. QoS support;

3. multi-hop connectivity;

4. scalability for massive number of users.

[29]
UL/DL

scheduling

Cooperative UL transmissions of systems beyond the LTE-A initiative:

1. single-carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) and the localized FDMA comparison;

2. the philosophy of both user cooperation and cooperative single-carrier FDMA;

3. benefits of relying in LTE-A.

[30]
UL/DL

scheduling

UL scheduling in LTE and LTE-A:

1. scheduling in LTE and LTE-A;

2. schemes that address the scheduling problem;

3. an evaluation methodology to be as a basis for comparison between scheduling.

[39]
UL/DL

scheduling

Multi-cell coordinated scheduling and multiple-input multiple-output techniques in LTE:

1. single user multiple-input multiple-output;

2. multi user multiple-input multiple-output;

3. inter-cell interference mitigation techniques for DL and UL;

4. potential research challenges on physical limitation of user equipment, feed back consideration

and enhanced codebook-based transmission.

[40]
UL/DL

scheduling

DL packet scheduling in LTE cellular networks:

1. the design of a resource allocation algorithm for LTE networks;

2. a survey on the most recent techniques, including channel-unaware strategies, channel-aware/QoS-unaware

strategies, channel-aware/QoS-aware strategies, semi-persistent scheduling for voice over Internet phone support and

energy-aware strategies;

3. performance comparisons of the above well-known schemes.

[41]
UL/DL

scheduling

Multi-cell scheduling strategies in LTE and LTE-A:

the evolution of interference management.

[21]

Techniques

enabling

communications

Machine-to-machine communications in the context of the LTE and LTE-A:

1. architectural enhancements for providing machine-to-machine services;

2. the signal overheads and various QoS requirements in machine-to-machine communications;

3. application scenarios;

4. machine-to-machine challenges over LTE/LTE-A and issues on random access overhead control.

[27]

Techniques

enabling

communications

Device-to-Device communication in LTE networks:

related research works ranging from technical papers to experimental prototypes to standard activities.

[37]

Techniques

enabling

communications

Security aspects for LTE and LTE-A networks:

1. an overview of the security aspects of the LTE and LTE-A networks;

2. the security vulnerabilities in the architecture;

3. the design of LTE and LTE-A networks;

4. the existing solutions to security problems.

[38]

Techniques

enabling

communications

Mobility management support in the presence of femtocells in LTE-A:

1. key aspects and research challenges of mobility management support

2. mobility management procedures in the LTE-A system;

3. handover decision algorithms

[22]

Techniques

enabling

communications

Alternatives to improve the operation of the random access channel of LTE and LTE-A:

1. discussion of the limits of LTE and LTE-A to handle M2M applications;

2. performance evaluation of the energy efficiency of the random access mechanism of LTE;

3. existing improvements of the random access channel, including optimized MAC, access class barring, separation of

random access resources and distributed queuing for M2M applications.
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2.3 Current Research on Directly Extending LTE to the Unlicensed

Band

In light of the aforementioned challenges, this section first overviews the recent related

works to present a stage picture of the research in the community. What’s more, rep-

resentative coexistence mechanisms with and without LBT features will be investigated

from the markets perspective. In addition, I further summarize and compare between

these two kinds of schemes in terms of MAC/PHY modification requirement, advan-

tages and disadvantages. Moreover, I illustrate lessons learnt from cognitive radio, as

well as recommendations and guidelines for ensuring fairness.

2.3.1 Recent Related Works

This section includes an overview of the recent existing literature on LTE and Wi-Fi

coexistence in 5 GHz. For details about performance evaluation workflow, scenarios

and metrics, refer to section 2.3.3.

An Overview of Coexistence Mechanisms Related researches

There are some existing works studying the coexistence mechanisms of LTE-LAA and

Wi-Fi networks in very recent years. Relevant studies in this chapter are overviewed in

a logical manner.

The community first analyzes the problem of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi coexistence. For

example, in [112], coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi in the TV white space band

is studied. Simulation results show that in situations where LTE and Wi-Fi nodes are

randomly deployed, Wi-Fi throughput can be significantly degraded by LTE interference.

In [140], the results show that channel sharing between Wi-Fi and LTE is unfair for the

Wi-Fi network to a great extent.

To solve the above challenges, the basic idea of enabling the fair coexistence of LTE-

LAA and Wi-Fi networks by adjusting LTE MAC protocols is proposed. In [42], it

concludes that LTE-LAA can gain high throughput performance without harming Wi-Fi

performance with the proposed MAC mechanisms. However, this conclusion only holds

when the coexistence channel model can accurately simulate the interference condition

between LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi transmission. Papers like [24] mathematically model how

LTE would behave if quite period was added to it. They calculated the probability of
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Table 2.2: Comparative study of coexistence schemes

Item Scheme Descriptions Characteristics/limitations

[54]
LTE UL

power control

The design of an LTE UL power control with an

interference-aware power operating point.

1. LTE power control procedures are specified and established by

3GPP TS 36.213 [129].

2. LTE UL power control defines UE transmit powers so that path

loss and interference are compensated.

3. Not suitable in dense deployment scenarios.

[3] LBT

The design of three LBT design options:

1. LBT without random backoff;

2. LBT with random backoff in a contention

window of fixed size;

3. LBT with random backoff in a contention

window of variable size

(The 3rd option is also adopted by [130–132]).

1. Lower collision probability means higher Wi-Fi throughput.

2. The collision probability to the Wi-Fi can be adjusted by the

contention window size.

3. Wi-Fi performance itself benefits from a variable backoff periods.

[36] LBT

A specific LBT scheme considering two data

rate stages:

1. At high data rate stage, if packet collision

occurs, the equipment will not transmit, and

LTE-LAA will automatically go to low data

rate stage;

2. At low data rate stage, LTE-LAA will use

a lower modulation and coding selection.

1. Much simpler compared to previous LBT schemes.

2. Not included in the 3GPP discussion.

3. The definition about high/low data rate stage is not easy to use.

[42, 43] LBT

The design of a LBT scheme similar to Wi-Fi:

1. Based on the Wi-Fi DCF protocol;

2. Similar to Wi-Fi CSMA mechanism

(section 2.3.3).

1. Only holds when the coexistence channel model

can accurately simulate the interference condition.

2. This LBT approach needs a large number of changes in the

LTE specification.

[44] LBT

The design of two LBT options:

1. asynchronous LBT (similar to [42, 43]);

2. synchronous LBT (data subframes are

synchronized with the licensed LTE carrier).

1. The asynchronous LBT scheme might use IEEE 802.11

RTS/CTS signals to ensure that the channel is idel;

2. The synchronous LBT scheme may need a smaller number

of changes in the LTE specification, and use ICIC to manage

the interference among LTE STAs.

[133,

134]

LBT

The design of two LBT options:

1. frame-based LBT, where the equipment has

an idle period after transmission;

2. load-based LBT, where the equipment checks

the channel, and transmits if the channel is idle

(also adopted by [135], where LTE-LAA further

incorporates a backoff defer period after a busy

channel has just become free).

1. Since LTE operates with the fixed frame period, the frame-based

LBT is easy to be applied in LTE if a fixed frame period for

frame-based LBT can be defined.

2. Load-based LBT takes the advantages over frame-based

LBT in channel access opportunities because the transmitter can

continuously detect the channel.

[136,

137]

LTE muting

Assigning channel time to every competing entity

including idle periods, successful transmissions

and collisions for the Wi-Fi network.

1. Wi-Fi performance will degrade because Wi-Fi UEs may spend.

much time in backoff.

2. The above problem can be solved if LTE-LAA can exploit the

silent time.

3. ABS can be exploited as a base (section 2.3.2) in order to avoid

interference from LTE-LAA to Wi-Fi.

[138,

139]

CHS

CHS performs scanning procedures to classify the

different channels based on their conditions.

(section 2.3.2)

1. Sufficient if the traffic density is low.

2. Not available if there is no clean channel.

[24] CSAT

The key idea of CSAT is to define a time division

multiplexing cycle for the LTE-LAA transmission

in a short term (section 2.3.2).

1. As a supplement to CHS

2. For characteristics and limitations, refer to Table 2.5

Wi-Fi’s back-off delay is less than LTE-LAA quite period. However, in this chapter,

authors only consider pure statistical approach, and eliminate PHY layer effects as well

as hidden/exposed terminal problems. Papers like [141] suggest to divide transmission

burst time. This means that the BSs must know the exact number of nodes of LTE-LAA

and Wi-Fi. This is challenging if nodes overhear each other.

Then, coexistence mechanisms designed for markets with or without LBT require-
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ment are proposed. Table 2.2 shows a comparative study of coexistence schemes pro-

posed so far. Papers like [12, 42, 129, 135, 142] introduce coexistence algorithm by

implementing contention based algorithms in LTE-LAA, i.e., LBT, and add collision

avoidance algorithms to LTE-LAA. Specifically, 3GPP is working on the introduction

of LBT in the 3GPP standards. Progress in LTE-LAA standardization is shown in Table

2.3. 3GPP has also defined an LTE-LAA coexistence mechanism in TS 36.213 [129].

An extensive coexistence study of different coexistence mechanism has also been sum-

marized in 3GPP TR 36.889 [142]. However, as will be stated in section 2.3.4, LBT

introduces extra delay due to the contention time overhead, which can lead to inefficient

channel usage.

For markets with no LBT requirement, authors in [138, 139] propose a Channel Se-

lection (CHS) mechanism to enable the coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi. However,

as discussed in section 2.3.2, LTE-LAA has to hold until the channel becomes idle again

in scenarios where no clean channel is available. As a supplement to CHS, CSAT is

proposed in [24]. The advantage and drawback of CSAT as well as other duty-cycle

mechanisms can be found in section 2.3.1. An approach using LTE UL power con-

trol to solve the coexistence issue of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi networks is studied in [54].

Simulation results show that the proposed power control mechanism can improve the

performance of both types of networks. However, power control mechanism can not

solve coexistence problem of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi in dense deployment scenarios.

An Overview of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi coexistence testing and results

LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi coexistence physical equipment studies and simulations have been

presented by a number of industry players. Their testing activities are hardly in the

form of apples-to-apples comparisons, particularly in recent comments to the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC). That is due to the fact that different companies

are calling the other’s test methodologies skewed toward their preferred results. What’s

more, testing organised by the industry consortium LTE-U Forum is mainly focused on

mechanisms designed for markets without LBT requirement. On the contrary, testing

organised by 3GPP are aimed at markets with LBT requirement. Unlike the former

two others, test works organised by Wi-Fi stakeholders is focused on ensuring that tech-

nologies share unlicensed spectrum fairly with Wi-Fi. This section summarizes what

different companies have concluded based on their evaluations from different angles.
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Table 2.3: Progress in LTE Unlicensed Standardization

Time Description

Dec.

2013

Qualcomm and Ericsson presentation of the initial proposal

for LTE-U at a 3GPP meeting.

Jan.

2014

A 3GPP unofficial meeting with companies and operators

presenting their perspectives on the use of LTE in 5 GHz.

Mar.

2014

Outcomes include:

1. A plan to set up a study item in September 2014.

2. Adoption of LTE-LAA designation Agreement

to focus on the 5 GHz band.

3. Commitment to finding a global solution.

4. Establishment of fair coexistence with Wi-Fi

and among LTE operators.

Sep.

2014

3GPP approves LAA-LTE as a study item for Release 13.

The main goal is to determine the changes needed

for fair coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi.

The relevant study covers:

1. Regulatory requirement

2. Deployment Scenarios

3. Design targets and functionalities

4. Coexistence evaluation and methodology

Required functionalities include:

1. LBT mechanism

2. Dynamic frequency selection for radar avoidance

3. Carrier selection

4. Transmit power control

Mar.

2016

Complete

LTE-LAA related Updates:

1. LBT coexistence mechanisms implementation design

2. The paring of unlicensed transmission with licensed band

Other LTE Unlicensed Updates:

1. LTE-WLAN Aggregation (LWA) is included

in Release 13.

2. New functionality to improve mobility management.

3. eNB management in integrated LTE and Wi-Fi network.

4. 3GPP has approved Enhanced LTE-LAA and Enhanced

LWA in Release 14, targeting completion by June 2017.

In comments to the FCC, there are different kinds of suggestions. The first kind is

to leave the development of coexistence mechanisms to industry cooperation with the

broader unlicensed community, e.g. IEEE 802.11 and the Wi-Fi Alliance rather than

regulatory intervention. For instance, in [143], tests are conducted in an RF isolation

chamber with programmable attenuators, with single Wi-Fi AP-client pairs and a single

LTE-LAA eNB. Only LTE-LAA transmissions in the unlicensed bands were consid-

ered. It concludes that the failure to coexist effectively can be attributed to two factors.

One is the effect of LTE-LAA’s duty-cycling mechanism on Wi-Fi operation, as will be

discussed in section 2.3.4. Another is the lack of effective coexistence mechanisms in
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Table 2.4: Typical LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi coexistence testing and results

Item Organiser Characteristics/conclusions

[143] FCC

The first representative suggestion:

1. Leave the development of coexistence mechanisms to industry cooperation with the broader unlicensed community.

2. The failure to coexist effectively can be attributed to:

a. Duty-cycling’s effect on Wi-Fi;

b. Lack of coexistence mechanism at moderate levels.

[144] FCC

The second representative suggestion:

1. Congests [143]’s second conclusion.

2. LTE-LAA is a better neighbor to one Wi-Fi than other Wi-Fi devices.

[145] FCC

Neutral opinion compared to [143, 144]:

1. Unfair to compare Wi-Fi’s performance in an interference-free environment to its performance in the presence of LTE-LAA.

2. Instead, a more fair comparison is to evaluate Wi-Fi’s performance in the presence of other Wi-Fi nodes.

3. Different vendors will be impacted quite differently in the presence of LTE in 5 GHz.

[7]
LTE-U

Forum

For markets without LBT:

1. Simulation models are not published.

2. LTE-LAA behaves as a comparable neighbor to Wi-Fi compared to Wi-Fi as a neighbor, while LTE-LAA significantly

outperforms Wi-Fi.

3. All tests in [7] are based on the current IEEE 802.11ac standard.

[142] 3GPP

For markets with LBT:

1. It is possible for LTE-LAA with LBT scheme in 5 GHz to be a good neighbor to Wi-Fi.

2. All testing activitis in [142] are based on the current IEEE 802.11ac standard.

3. Recommendations based on testing:

a. Some LBT schemes should be configurable within limits

b. LTE-LAA should support UL LBT.

[146]
Wi-Fi

Alliance

A future test plan:

1. Tests are developed to ensure fairness to Wi-Fi.

2. How LTE-LAA equipment passes those tests is immaterial.

scenarios where LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi devices receive signals from each other at moder-

ate levels. It even states that LTE-LAA does not have an effective coexistence technique

to handle scenarios in which LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi devices hear each other at moderate

levels (below -62 dBm) and, as a consequence, Wi-Fi can be crippled in such scenarios.

Nevertheless, the accuracies of this claim have been contested by [144], which reflects

the second kind of suggestion that LTE-LAA is a better neighbor to Wi-Fi than other

Wi-Fi devices. There are also some neutral opinions. In [145], a series of tests and

demonstrations using eight Wi-Fi routers and gradually changing nodes in form of Wi-

Fi or LTE-LAA have been done, arguing that it is unfair to compare Wi-Fi’s performance

in an interference-free environment to its performance in the presence of LTE-LAA. In-

stead, a more fair comparison is to evaluate Wi-Fi’s performance in the presence of other

Wi-Fi nodes. One thing [145] makes clear is that different vendors will be impacted quite

differently in the presence of LTE over unlicensed band. There is further a very large set

of FCC fillings within this area [147]. Furthermore, in [7], a significant amount of LTE-
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Figure 2.1: Three steps of coexistence mechanism centralized by CSAT: a) CHS; b) OSDL; and

c) CSAT.

U forum testing and technical documentation can be found. However, the most crucial

details such as the simulation models are proprietary. The testing has shown result that

LTE-LAA behaves as a comparable neighbor to Wi-Fi compared to Wi-Fi as a neighbor,

while LTE-LAA significantly outperforms Wi-Fi. All tests in [7] are based on the current

IEEE 802.11ac standard.
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In addition, in [142], the testing work organised by 3GPP presents the results of

a study on the operation of LTE in unlicensed spectrum as an SCell. It shows that

with proper and robust coexistence mechanisms, it is possible for LTE-LAA with LBT

scheme in 5 GHz to be a good neighbor to Wi-Fi. For example, LTE-LAA causes less ad-

jacent channel interference to a Wi-Fi system compared to another Wi-Fi system. 3GPP

also provides some recommendations for the coexistence study in the future based on the

testing result. First, it is recommended that the key parameters of the LBT scheme such

as contention windows and defer periods should be configurable within limits to enable

fair coexistence with other technologies operating in unlicensed spectrum. Second, it

also shows that LTE-LAA should support UL LBT at the UE.

What’s more, to ensure that LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi will coexist well and to address

stakeholder questions and concerns, LTE-U Forum has been collaborating with Wi-Fi

stakeholders, e.g. the Wi-Fi Alliance, CableLabs and others in the cable industry. In

particular, Wi-Fi Alliance has posted the current test plan [146], and also posted the

coexistence guidance [148]. In [146], tests are developed to ensure fairness to Wi-Fi, and

how LTE-LAA equipment passes those tests is immaterial and is not specified. Table 2.4

gives the details of each work.

2.3.2 Coexistence Mechanisms in Markets without LBT Requirement

In those markets where no LBT is required, with carefully designed coexistence mech-

anisms, resource sharing between LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi in unlicensed band could be

managed fairly without modifying Release 10/11 PHY/MAC standards. LTE-LAA duty

cycling is proposed to release resources to the Wi-Fi network. One practical way to

implement duty cycling is using coexistence mechanism centralized by CSAT [2, 127].

Another feasible methodology is assisted by ABS [112, 140, 149].

Coexistence Mechanism Centralized by CSAT

One example cellular operation consisting of three different techniques has been given in

[150]. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the whole workflow can be divided into three steps. Origi-

nally, the CHS performs scanning procedures to classify the different channels based on

their conditions. If a clean channel is identified, a corresponding SCell (e.g., LTE-LAA)

can be operated without concerning co-channel communications. In practice, if a form

of interference is found in the current operating channel, the LTE-LAA transmission will
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Figure 2.2: Messages exchange between Co-located LTE and Wi-Fi radios.

be switched to a cleaner one with less interference by using LTE Release 10/11 proce-

dures. Note the interference level in this example can be measured by energy detection

for the sake of simplicity, as is done in [151], where interference types and sources are

not considered. On the other hand, in consideration of the existence of multiple incum-

bent wireless technologies besides Wi-Fi in the unlicensed spectrum such as radar signal

and satellite signal, a scheme of high level interference detection of which the sensitiv-

ity is improved by collecting the information of the sources types and quantities can be

performed [8].

CHS is often sufficient to meet the Wi-Fi and LTE-LAA coexistence requirement as

long as the traffic density is low [127]. On the contrary, in areas of dense deployments,

where no clean channel is available, a further process, i.e., Opportunistic SDL (OSDL)

should be utilized to reduce the impact on co-channel communications. Input from CHS

algorithms as well as from various measurements, traffic buffers and schedulers is op-

tional by OSDL to find out whether there exists enough traffic to support a secondary

carrier or not. If the answer is ’YES’, an SCell supporting relevant secondary carrier can

be initially enabled in a deconfigured state, then be configured and activated with the

help of additional process such as CSAT which is designed to improve the coexistence

performance. Otherwise, if no enough traffic is available, SCell will be disabled [150].

CSAT has been proposed initially by Qualcomm for LTE-LAA MAC scheduling

[127]. During CSAT operation, the SCell remains configured. However, once the traffic
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level drops below a certain threshold, the SCell will return to the deconfiguration state.

The key idea of CSAT is to define a time division multiplexing cycle for the transmission

of LTE-LAA in a short duration of time, where CSAT is enabled, namely CSAT ON

periods, during which it is available for an SC to transmit at a relatively high power.

While in the rest part, also known as CSAT OFF periods, although remains configured,

the SC will operate at a relatively low power or even gate off in order to avoid competing

with Wi-Fi [8].

Measurements of resource utilization performed by user devices and/or small BSs

can be utilized as reference materials to help adapt the CSAT parameters accordingly

[127, 150, 151]. In another word, one Radio Access Technology (RAT) (e.g., LTE-LAA)

needs to request a measurement from another RAT (e.g., Wi-Fi) and to identify its utiliza-

tion based on the received signals. Fig. 2.2 shows an example of about how messages

exchange between two different RATs during measurements time [150]. The whole

workflow also consists of three steps. In the first step, the LTE-LAA Self-organizing

Network (SON) sends a message to the LTE-LAA stack to notify that a measurement

gap is upcoming on the shared unlicensed band and then commands the LTE-LAA radio

to temporarily turn off transmission on the unlicensed band. The purpose of this part

is to guarantee that LTE-LAA transmission will not interfere with measurements dur-

ing this time. Sequentially, LTE-LAA SON requests the co-located Wi-Fi SON that a

measurement be taken on the unlicensed band by sending a message, which will then

command Wi-Fi RF to measure how Wi-Fi is utilizing the unlicensed band currently.

In the final step, the measurement report including the results of the measurements goes

back to the LTE-LAA SON, which may send permission to LTE-LAA RF and LTE-LAA

stack separately in order to turn on LTE-LAA transmission and modify communication.

By adjusting those parameters such as the cyclic on/off ratio and transmission powers

during the CSAT ON or OFF periods based on the current signaling conditions, resource

sharing between LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi in the same unlicensed spectrum can be optimized,

thus leads to a better coexistence performance. Take a representative CSAT communi-

cations scheme shown in Fig. 2.3 for example [150], if the utilization of a given channel

by Wi-Fi devices needs to be high, the usage of the channel by LTE-LAA radio can be

reduced by pulling its transmission power back or bring the cyclic on/off ratio down, and

vice versa.

The CSAT ON/OFF period duration also differs in various solutions. In some articles
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The usage of the channel by LTE-LAA radio can be reduced by pulling its transmission power

back or bring the cyclic ON/OFF ratio down, and vice versa. The introduction of data punctured

subframes can be used to reduce latency by dividing the CSAT ON periods into two parts: the

short CSAT ON periods and the short CSAT OFF periods.

like [150] this length of the CSAT cycle is designed to be greater than 200 ms to guaran-

tee a sufficient opportunity for user devices to measure the channel condition at least one

time. What’s more, longer CSAT cycle means higher capacity because of less overhead

in carrier activation [2]. On the flipside, shorter CSAT cycle reduces latency impact to

delay sensitive traffic on Wi-Fi. Like what coexistence specification from LTE-U forum

says, the maximum length of CSAT ON/OFF period is 50 ms [7]. Unfortunately, it is

contradictory indeed about this time length issue, so far no authoritative result has been

reached. In general, coexistence mechanisms centralized by CSAT herein may enjoy

several advantages. One example is, as mentioned before, it ensures fair and efficient

channel sharing between LTE-LAA node and Wi-Fi APs making use of CHS, OSDL

and CSAT as a group. Another big benefit is that such mechanism does not bring any

change to the underlying RAT communication protocol [127, 150]. It is no doubt that

a weakness remains in CSAT itself, namely its longer latency compared to CSMA. To

solve this problem, in one aspect, primary channel occupation by Wi-Fi APs needs to be

prevented by CSAT [127]. On the other hand, data punctured subframes inserted period-
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ically in Fig. 2.3 is also capable of minimizing latency impact [2]. In particular, the data

punctured subframes makes the CSAT ON period shown ahead be able to be divided

into two parts: the short CSAT ON period, i.e., the data puncturing period, and the short

CSAT OFF period, i.e., the time period where no data will be transmitted.

Coexistence Mechanism Assisted by ABS

Another mechanism called LTE muting in spirit similar to CSAT has also been proposed,

which is summarized as avoiding different RATs accessing the channel at the same time,

i.e., in n of every 5 subframes, LTE-LAA needs to be turned off, and Wi-Fi users will

replace LTE-LAA nodes in using channel resource [8]. Another example of fair allo-

cation scheme is to assign equal channel time to every competing entity including idle

periods, successful transmissions and collisions for the Wi-Fi network [136]. Moreover,

Wi-Fi users may spend a lot of time in backoff if there are a lot of users trying to access

the network at the same time. The Wi-Fi performance would not necessarily degrade

if LTE-LAA could exploit those silent times [137]. In those examples, the communica-

tion among different network techniques, utilized to adapt CSAT parameters and cannot

always be ensured when devices belong to different operators, is not required. These

time-sharing coexistence techniques requiring LTE silent periods would exploit ABSs,

a key feature introduced in Release 10 as a base [112]. ABSs are LTE subframes with

reduced DL transmission activity or power. By muting the transmission power of the

SCs in certain subframes, interference caused by Macro eNBs to Pico eNBs would be

less in HetNets [8, 112]. Building on this work, a probability for LTE-LAA to access the

channel is defined in [152–154]. A survey involving the summary of an example coex-

istence mechanism assisted by ABS has also been published [112]. It is concluded that

LTE-LAA activities in unlicensed spectrum can be controlled with the help of a modified

version of ABS, where UL and/or DL subframes can be silenced, and no LTE common

reference signals are included. It is shown that Wi-Fi is able to reuse the blank sub-

frames ceded by LTE, and that throughput increases with the number of null-subframes.

However, since LTE throughput decreases almost proportionally to the number of ceded

blank subframes, a tradeoff is established. Additional LTE performance degradation

may be observed if blank subframes are nonadjacent, since Wi-Fi transmissions are not

completely confined within LTE silent modes. However, if the duration and occurrence

of LTE blank subframes is reported to Wi-Fi during the negotiation phase, Wi-Fi nodes
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Figure 2.4: An example of CCA placement option. A subframe S (e.g., subframe 9) consists of

a GP, several slots for CCA placement and a node for CUBS for the remaining symbols. A GP is

provided prior to the CCA placement to guarantee the idle time. If the CCA procedure succeeds,

the node will seize and hold the medium until the start of the next subframe S, and CUBS may

block the transmission signals of other users nearby.

may be able to conveniently confine their transmissions within blank subframes and thus

avoid interference with LTE.

2.3.3 Coexistence Mechanisms in Markets with LBT Requirement

In many markets where LBT requirement exists, various modifications are required to

adapt LTE PHY/MAC. For example, LBT using CCA to determine if a particular channel

is available is needed to meet regional requirement. The concept of beacon signal is also

introduced to reserve the channel for transmission following LBT [127].

A node having data to transmit should perform a CCA first to determine the availabil-

ity of the spectrum band, i.e., whether the channel is clean or already occupied by other

signals transmitted by other operators or radar. If clean channel is available, this CCA

procedure will contend for use of the radio frequency spectrum band. Upon the suc-

cessful first CCA procedure, one or more additional CCA procedures will be performed

during Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) periods to determine continued availability

of the radio frequency spectrum band [12, 155].

Fig. 2.4 shows a case of CCA placement options in an example of DL frame structure

[156]. Subframe S (e.g., subframe 9) may be used to hold the succeeding transmission

resources. It may work as CCA, DTX, or Channel Usage Beacon Signals (CUBS). A

subframe S consists of a Guard Period (GP), several slots for CCA placement and a node
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for CUBS for the remaining symbols. A GP is provided prior to the CCA placement to

guarantee the idle time. The number of slots for CCA placement varies in different

papers, even as little as 2 in [139]. However, as is emphasized in [156], the number of

slots for CCA placement may be referred to as a CCA reuse factor, which can be 3, 4,

7, 9 or 12. The reuse factor adopted in Fig. 2.4 is 7. If the CCA procedure succeeds,

which means the node will grab and hold the medium until the start of the next subframe

S, CUBS may block the transmission signals of other users nearby by notifying other

nodes also performing CCA later in the same subframe S that the medium has been

occupied.

It is necessary to set CCA threshold appropriately for the purpose of protecting

nearby WLAN transmissions. The ability for devices to coexist is highly dependent

upon their ability to detect another at lower RF levels. Raising the threshold helps pro-

tect smaller area around eNB and implies sensing. However, if the LBT threshold is too

high, the case with LBT will become ineffective since it turns to be equivalent to the one

without LBT. Lowing the threshold will lead to wider covering area, but reducing the

chance for the eNB to transmit at the same time [12]. The CCA threshold also varies

with two types of CCA techniques designed in IEEE 802.11 specification, energy based

CCA and preamble based CCA. In the former case, the transmitter only measures the to-

tal received power and does not require any knowledge of the signal structure or packet

format. The preamble based CCA, on the other hand, is the one achieved by a cross

correlation module. In IEEE 802.11, the transmitter will declare the channel as busy

when the total received power is larger than -62 dBm while using energy based CCA in

20 MHz. This threshold value changes to -82 dBm while using preamble based CCA.

Since in LTE-LAA, either energy based CCA or preamble based CCA, or even both may

be used, CCA threshold should also be set carefully in different scenarios [157].

During example DTX periods shown in Fig. 2.5 [155], upon the successful first

CCA procedure, one or more second CCA procedures may be performed to determine

continued availability of the radio frequency band. If the first CCA does not succeed, the

eNB will not transmit, nor will it perform any CCA until the next transmission period,

either. On the contrary, if it succeeds, while the second CCA procedures fail during one

DTX period, the transmission will stop until a subsequent second CCA indicates that the

radio frequency band is available again.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of DTX periods and DL CCA intervals. If the first CCA lose contention,

the eNB will not transmit, nor will it perform any CCA until the next transmission period, either.

On the contrary, if it wins contention, while the second CCA procedures fail during one DTX pe-

riod, the transmission will stop until a subsequent second CCA indicates that the radio frequency

band is available again.

2.3.4 Summary and Guidelines

Lessons Learnt from Different Coexistence Mechanisms Comparison

In general, for markets where no LBT is required, LTE-LAA’s primary coexistence

mechanisms can be summarized as duty-cycling, i.e., cycling LTE-LAA through ON/OFF

periods. The main advantage of duty-cycling is that it requires fewer changes from LTE

and does not require any ad-hoc standardization effort. The availability is attractive to

operators who need to increase capacity in a short term, especially if they plan to deploy

LTE-LAA in environments where there are free channels are available and hence fair

coexistence with Wi-Fi is easy to achieve.

However, duty-cycling itself has some weakness, as stated in section 2.3.2, while

using duty-cycling, it is the LTE-LAA cell that decides how much fairness to allow, and

Wi-Fi networks can only adapt to the rules set by LTE-LAA. In other words, it is the

LTE-LAA device that controls the ON/OFF cycle. Due to this situation, duty-cycling

may lead to a poor performance of Wi-Fi devices. Furthermore, although longer LTE-

LAA OFF times can lead to a lower percentage of errors and thus excellent throughput,

for a better delay and latency performance of Wi-Fi devices, shorter LTE-ON time is

needed. LTE-LAA duty-cycle parameters may affect Wi-Fi performance, thus selection

of cycle period is critical to the performance on Wi-Fi network [158]. As shown in

Fig. 2.3, data gaps that can be punctured into data punctured subframes and inserted
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Table 2.5: Comparative study of LBT and Duty-cycling

LBT Duty-cycling

Advantage More fair
1. Fewer changes from LTE;

2. No ad-hoc standardization requirement

Disadvantage LTE performance degradation Less Fair

Target Mar-

kets

With LBT reuirement

(Europe and Japan)

Without LBT reuirement

(UK, Korea and China)

Practicality
Release 13 was completed in Mar. 13, 2016;

More onerous to implement

Based on Release 10-12;

Can be deployed in a short term

MAC/PHY Modifications required Modifications required

Notes

1. Various LBT schemes (refer to Table 2.2);

2. LBT implementation has an

impact on coexistence performance;

3. LBT with random backoff

in a contention window of variable

size is more attractive to Wi-Fi.

1. Short gaps lead to

not only short latency,

but also rate control problem;

2. Cycle period is critical

to the performance.

periodically are also capable of resolving this conflict by minimizing latency impact to

delay sensitive traffic on Wi-Fi. However, new challenges will arise with the introduction

of this method. First, the introduction of these gaps can exacerbate the rate control

problem. Second, delay-critical frames may not be transmitted during the short gaps.

Compared to duty-cycling, the addition of LBT will bring several benefits. For ex-

ample, LTE-LAA with LBT requirement will degrade performance and hence reduce

the benefits of LTE-LAA over Wi-Fi, thus will improve Wi-Fi throughput [55]. What’s

more, LBT itself allows for a distribution of spectrum resources that takes the traffic load

of each coexisting network into account. On the other hand, LTE-LAA with LBT also

has some weaknesses. As stated in Table 2.3, the LBT standardization was just com-

pleted in March 2016, so LBT is more onerous to implement than duty-cycling. What’s

more, the impact of Wi-Fi would vary on how LBT is implemented. In fact, 3GPP

designs four kinds of channel access schemes [3]:

a) No LBT: No LBT procedure is performed by the transmitting entity.

b) LBT without random backoff: It means the duration of time that the channel is

sensed to be idle before the transmitting entity transmits is deterministic.

c) LBT with random backoff in a contention window of fixed size: The LBT proce-

dure has the following procedures as one of its components. The transmitting entity
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draws a random number N within a contention window. The size of the contention

window is specified by the minimum and maximum value of N . The size of the

contention window is fixed. The random number N is used in the LBT procedure

to determine the duration of time that the channel is sensed to be idle before the

transmitting entity transmits on the channel.

d) LBT with random backoff in a contention window of variable size: The LBT pro-

cedure has the following procedures as one of its components. The transmitting entity

draws a random number N within a contention window. The size of the contention

window is specified by the minimum and maximum value of N . The transmitting

entity can vary the size of the contention window when drawing the random number

N , which is used in the LBT procedure to determine the duration of time that the

channel is sensed to be idle before the transmitting entity transmits on the channel.

Wi-Fi performance itself benefits from a variable backoff periods. Nevertheless, 3GPP

is also considering LTE-LAA using a fixed backoff periods. Table 2.2 further shows a

comparative study of proposed LBT schemes.

Generally speaking, duty-cycling mechanisms are commonly regarded as being more

aggressive and unfair than LBT because it does not abide by the same rules as Wi-

Fi. However, adding LBT to LTE-LAA may takes away LTE advantages. It is also

shown that the choice of channel access schemes real really makes sense, i.e., not all

LBT schemes providing fair coexistence [3]. The introduction of LBT also requires

MAC/PHY modifications, as discussed in section 2.3.3. For more details, refer to Table

2.5.

Lessons Learnt from Cognitive Radio

To ensure fairness, the unlicensed spectrum is supposed to be shared without prefer-

ence. Although coexistence mechanisms have been designed to ensure that the existing

systems are minimally interfered, potential interference could still appear in existing

systems. The interference will occur when primary system begins to transmit right or

shortly after the secondary system starts the transmission. For different RANs in unli-

censed spectrum, the Wi-Fi users can be regarded as the primary users (PUs) since Wi-Fi

is the prevalent technology using 5 GHz. If subsequent users such as LTE-LAA users, re-

ferred to as secondary users (SUs), want to use the occupied spectrum opportunistically

or concurrently, an interference management mechanism should be established.
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Since CR is initially designed in exploiting white spaces including unlicensed spec-

trum efficiently, it is nature to utilize the attributes of the CR to optimize LTE-LAA in 5

GHz. That means frequency-agile modems that can rapidly switch channels if interfer-

ence is present, are needed.

The FCC defines CR as the radio that can change its transmission parameters based

on interaction with the environment where it operates [159]. The main goal of CR is

to identify the unused licensed spectrum for SU without causing interference to the PU.

CR involves both spectrum sensing and channel switching techniques. Spectrum sens-

ing is the ability to measure, sense and be aware of the parameters related to the radio

channel characteristics. Spectrum sensing in CR networks is done for two purpose, one

is to identify the spectrum opportunities, the other is to detect the interference in the

spectrum. Channel switching techniques include predictive channel switching, random

channel switching and optimal channel switching. Predictive channel switching mecha-

nism calculates the remaining idle time of each channel and the channel with the largest

remaining idle time is selected for switching. Random channel switching makes the

selection in random manner when the interference occurs. In optimal channel switch-

ing scheme the channel that is free and offers longer remaining idle time is selected for

switching.

LTE-LAA in 5 GHz can be regarded as a special case of OFDM-based CR systems.

There are also several works focusing on LTE and LTE advanced networks along with

CR. For example, in [160], CR is applied to sense the spectrum by using the conventional

method of energy detection. In [161], the authors focus on improving resource efficiency

in LTE network by considering CR device to device communication links. However, it

seems the current available mathematically-optimal algorithms are not suitable for the

implementation of LTE-LAA systems, due to potential iteration divergence and compu-

tation load [162]. I recommend that researchers focus on the LTE-LAA CR technique

design.

2.4 Current Research on LTE and Wi-Fi Integration

Standards in which the Wi-Fi deals with authentication have been under consideration,

such that the offloading from LTE to Wi-Fi will happen seemingly. Indeed, alongside

LTE-LAA, recent work by the 3GPP on offloading to the WLAN is also being discussed.

The inherent constraints of cellular networks, particularly due to cross-tier and co-tier
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Figure 2.6: LTE-WLAN integration operation scenarios: (a) Non-collocated LWA operation

scenario; (b) Collocated LWA operation scenario; (c) LWPA operation scenario. EPC refers to

evolved packet core.

interference, motivate offloading some of the traffic to the Wi-Fi band, so as to alle-

viate the interference and ease congestion. 3GPP has defined several Wi-Fi offloading

mechanisms which rely on the connection between the LTE and Wi-Fi.

With carrier Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi infrastructure can be utilized. Because with carrier Wi-

Fi, LTE and Wi-Fi can be integrated in the core, operators can present a consistent set

of policy and services. However, due to the different mobility, authentication, security,

and management between LTE and Wi-Fi, there is still work ahead before achieving full

integration.

2.4.1 LTE-WLAN Aggregation

LWA has been recently standardized in 3GPP Release 13 [16] to allow for boosting LTE

data rates through leveraging 5 GHz Wi-Fi bands, such that Uplink (UL) traffic is carried

on LTE and DL traffic to be aggregated at the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP)

layer. PDCP re-ordering and PDCP aggregation features should be added to LWA UE.

The basic idea of LWA is that mobile operators use Wi-Fi for access, with Wi-Fi

unlicensed band transmission integrated in the cellular network. This means that LWA

can transmit LTE traffic through Wi-Fi APs that are connected to LTE BSs. At the same

time, the Wi-Fi APs can use the LTE core network functions without a dedicated gate-

way. LWA reuses the LTE split-bear reordering mechanism to transmit PDCP packets
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over LTE and to convey the remainders via Wi-Fi AP by encapsulating them in Wi-Fi

frames in advance. The LTE evolved NodeB (eNB) will control the amount of traffic

scheduled over Wi-Fi, and thereby will ensure proper load balancing between the LTE

and Wi-Fi links. The received packets from both LTE and Wi-Fi will be aggregated at

the PDCP layer of the LWA UE. A Wi-Fi AP can operate as a native Wi-Fi AP while not

serving LWA purpose.

LWA supports both non-collocated and collocated scenarios, as shown in Fig. 2.6a

and 2.6b. For the former, it features a new direct interface Xw, defined between LTE

and WLAN. It may be noted that the Xw interface borrows many features from the X2

interface enhanced for dual connectivity, developed in Release 12 by 3GPP. The Xw

interface is terminated at the WLAN termination (WT), which may be in control of one

or more Wi-Fi APs.

Complementary to carrier Wi-Fi and LTE-LAA, LWA enables operators to integrate

Wi-Fi. Moreover, LWA has several advantages. First, unlike LTE-LAA, it requires little

intervention in existing networks and in devices since the WLAN radio link effectively

becomes part of the E-UTRAN. Furthermore, because it uses ubiquitous Wi-Fi and LTE

wireless interfaces, it can become commercially available in a short term. More works

are required to quantify the performance comparison between LWA and LTE-LAA, es-

pecially if the LBT implementation is considered [10].

Additionally, Wi-Fi specifications continue to evolve. IEEE 802.11 is being adjusted

towards 802.11ax which aims at increasing spectral efficiency in 2.4 and 5 GHz bands,

particularly in dense deployments with a theoretical peak throughput up to 9.6 Gbps

and 1.6 Gbps under more realistic conditions. In the millimetre wave band of 60 GHz,

802.11ad is a ratified amendment to 802.11 that defines a new physical layer for 802.11

networks and can offer up to 7 Gbps throughputs. 802.11ay is in the process of enhancing

802.11ad and aims at improving mobility, range and providing data rates of at least

20 Gbps. Even though LWA framework has been designed largely agnostic to 802.11

technologies, such increased data rates may require additional optimizations [52].

Currently Release 13 assumes no IEEE 802.11 impact and requires little coordination

between 3GPP and IEEE. In Release 14, proactive cooperation and coordination between

3GPP and IEEE may allow LWA and IEEE 802.11 evolution to be more harmonious,

further increasing the benefits of these technologies.
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2.4.2 LTE-Wi-Fi Path Aggregation based on Multipath TCP

As an alternative to LWA at radio link level, LWPA is based on MPTCP which works

differently as it is designed to aggregate multiple flows of data on transport layer.

The main design feature of LWPA is to transmit data using as many paths as possible

while working with the existing Internet environment, without having to replace any part

of it. MPTCP can establish multiple paths, and transmit data through them concurrently.

Thus, LTE and Wi-Fi can be aggregated simply by adding an MPTCP gateway and

upgrading the software on mobile devices, as shown in Fig. 2.6d. LWPA operates with

the least knowledge of the network state, it provides performance improvement, and it is

easy to implement.

2.4.3 Advantages of LTE-WLAN Integration

Wi-Fi has been widely used, due to easy deployment and low cost, making the inte-

gration of Wi-Fi in LTE networks feasible. Although Wi-Fi still needs enhancement

in coverage, mobility and network efficiency similar to what LTE offers, it indeed has

some advantages. Besides its wide AP footprint in the enterprise and in public venues,

an additional advantage is its standardization and established ecosystem. Moreover, Wi-

Fi specifications continue to evolve. IEEE 802.11 is being adjusted towards 802.11ax

which aims at increasing the spectral efficiency in 2.4 and 5 GHz bands, particularly in

dense deployments with a theoretical peak throughput of up to 9.6 Gbps, and 1.6 Gbps

under more realistic conditions. 802.11ad is a ratified amendment to 802.11 that de-

fines a new physical layer for 802.11 networks and can offer up to 7 Gbps throughput.

802.11ay is in the process of enhancing 802.11ad and aims at improving mobility, range

and providing data rates of at least 20 Gbps.

The LWA, LWIP, and LWPA solutions seem to be promising for mobile network

operators, as these technologies will have a smaller impact on infrastructure of both

LTE and WLAN networks, compared to the use of LTE in the unlicensed bands. LTE-

U, LTE-LAA, and MulteFire require 5 GHz LTE hardware on devices. On the other

hand, existing eNBs and Wi-Fi APs can become LTE-WLAN Integration-enabled with

software upgrades, which is a more cost efficient option than the use of LTE in the

unlicensed spectrum, especially in the case of large-scale deployment. Moreover, LTE-

WLAN integration allows mobile network operators to leverage existing investments in

an extensive established base of Wi-Fi deployments. Being able to collocate SCs where
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Wi-Fi APs already exist can speed up deployments and reduce cost and complexity. In

addition, LTE-WLAN integration solutions do not cause issues regarding fair access as

they permit only Wi-Fi use of unlicensed bands.

2.5 Modelling Considerations for LTE and Wi-Fi Inter-working Sys-

tem

2.5.1 With or Without an Anchor in the Licensed Band

As described in Section III.A, there are two deployment scenarios with respect to whether

the licensed and unlicensed spectrum are aggregated or not. The choice between the two

deployment options is dictated by the operator’s existing assets and deployment plans.

Aggregating licensed and unlicensed spectrum for operator-controlled access to un-

licensed spectrum that is well integrated to the LTE core network [3] can offer signifi-

cant advantages. First, aggregating licensed and unlicensed bands can enable operators

to leverage the existing LTE hardware in both the radio and core networks, thus, data

offloading can be achieved in a seamless fashion. Moreover, to manage the different

component carriers, the LTE eNB operating in the licensed spectrum can carry the con-

trol signaling which is granted the highest priority among nine Quality-of-Service (QoS)

class identifiers defined by LTE. The signaling and control information is crucial not

only to ensure the resource allocation is managed properly but also to maintain the ro-

bustness of the links. In some cases where there is a lot of interference and all the nodes

are competing for resources, it is crucial to allocate the resources with an order. In addi-

tion, LTE macro cell can provide ubiquitous coverage for UEs. The above features make

LTE able to facilitate opportunistic unlicensed access.

However, technologies requiring the operator to have an anchor in licensed spectrum

may in practice limit the potential uses. A MulteFire network which is operating entirely

in unlicensed spectrum seems to be promising for small businesses, enterprises, venue

owners, and cable operators who lack licensed spectrum.

2.5.2 Radio Link-Level or TCP-level LTE-WLAN Integration

In radio link-level integration, LTE and Wi-Fi networks are closely coupled to potentially

provide the highest performance, but with high implementation complexity. Compared

to the TCP-level integration solution, where the transport layer has to infer the conges-
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tion in the links using round trip delays and TCP acknowledgement loss, LWA and LWIP

can improve system performance by managing radio resources in real time according to

the radio frequency (RF) and load conditions of both LTE and Wi-Fi.

MPTCP proxy performs aggregation on top of the legacy networks, thus requiring no

change in the legacy networks. A drawback to the radio link-level integration solution is

investment costs for replacing less capable eNBs and Wi-Fi APs. On the contrary, LWPA

based on MPTCP requires only modifications to operate software in the client devices

and servers, and hence is easily implementable. It is also compatible with any legacy

Wi-Fi APs. Since LTE and Wi-Fi have their own networks, the MPTCP proxy should

identify ways to perform flow control on traffic forwarded to the respective network.

2.5.3 Comparison of Standardization Statuses

3GPP is making efforts to standardize LTE-LAA, LWA and LWIP in order to increase

LTE rate through leveraging unlicensed Wi-Fi bands. In particular, LTE-LAA was ap-

proved as a Work Item (WI) for Release 13 in June 2015. 3GPP specified LTE-LAA

for DL operation in Release 13 and is currently working on specifying LTE-LAA for

UL operation in Release 14. Dual connectivity supporting spectrum aggregation be-

tween macro and small cells is another important LTE-LAA feature expected in Release

14 and beyond. LTE-LAA is standardized as a single global solution to be adopted by

all regions with or without LBT requirements. The standardization process for LWA,

including protocol architecture, solutions for aggregating data at the PDCP layer, sig-

naling and interfaces between eNB and Wi-Fi AP, etc., was completed in March 2016.

3GPP also works on the enhanced LWA (eLWA) in Release 14. The eLWA is built on the

Release 13 LWA framework without any change on the LWA architecture. Main topics

include UL support, enhanced mobility, support for 60 GHz, and optimizations for high

data rates 802.11 technologies, i.e., 802.11ax, 802.11ad and 802.11ay. Standardization

for LWIP was formally completed in March 2016. The mobile operators can implement

DL and UL functionality right away with LWIP.

The LTE-U forum has released LTE-U specifications including duty-cycle fair access

solution since 2015. The LTE-U is a non-standard technology that employs a proprietary

coexistence algorithm. The MulteFire Alliance released the MulteFire specification in

2016, which is built on elements of 3GPP Release 13 LTE-LAA for the DL and Release

14 enhanced LTE-LAA for the UL. Although standardization for MPTCP proxy began in
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2009 when Internet Engineering Task Fore (IETF) MPTCP working group was formed,

detailed architecture and deployment scenarios of MPTCP proxy-based aggregation, i.e.,

LWPA, have not been specified yet.

2.5.4 Further Research Directions

To meet the LTE and Wi-Fi inter-working challenges proposed in section 1.2.3, the com-

munity has proposed several coexistence mechanisms for both markets with and without

LBT requirement. However, as will be discussed in the following sections, such a kind

of coexistence is not going smoothly thus far. I summarize the key challenges related to

the LTE and Wi-Fi cooperation as follows:

a) Disputes over the effectiveness on current coexistence mechanisms are still the

hot topic of the community. As will be discussed in section 2.3.4, both duty-cycling

and LTE-LAA with LBT are designed for specific markets. What’s more, as stated

in section 2.3.1 and 2.3.4, both mechanisms have their own weaknesses, and dispute

remains over whether these mechanisms are valid in some specific scenarios. An

agreement among the community is needed on one or more acceptable coexistence

mechanisms.

b) The lack of documented agreement on a definition of fairness is a big problem.

As stated in section 1.2.3, there exist different kinds of definition of fairness. The

situation that Wi-Fi stakeholders tend to accept that fairness criteria means LTE-

LAA should not impact Wi-Fi more enormous than another Wi-Fi network. Some

3GPP members believe that fair access means that LTE-LAA BS and IEEE 802.11

clients should have half of the bandwidth respectively. An agreement is required on

the definition of fairness or a mechanism that achieves fairness.

c) It is still too early to determine whether LTE-LAA is successful. LTE-LAA is just

one of a number of spectrum-sharing methods being used now with others in develop-

ment or in test trials. The disagreement among different members in the community

shows that there is no unified test platform. Furthermore, more researches concerning

coexistence optimization are required. For example, new objective functions for op-

timizations problem formulations to guarantee the fair coexistence of LTE-LAA and

Wi-Fi are needed. The attributes of the CR to optimize LTE-LAA in 5 GHz are also

required. What’s more, more complex tests on fairness, especially those based on a
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range of realistic usage scenarios are urgently needed. That means, before drawing

any conclusions, the community should first complete simulations representing more

realistic usage scenarios.

d) It lies in the features of specific scenarios that decide the coexistence is necessary

or unnecessary. That is to say, if it is not worthwhile for operators to deploy LTE-

LAA from the perspective of various performance metrics, the coexistence is not

necessary accordingly. From the view of market and technology, both LTE-LAA and

Wi-Fi have their own benefits and cannot be replaced by each other. In this case, the

choice of Wi-Fi or LTE-LAA is also related to the experience of operators and even

financial and other factors.

2.6 Deployment Scenarios for the Coexistence and Scenario-oriented

Decision-making

In previous sections, some coexistence-related features of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi, as well

as typical coexistence mechanisms on 5 GHz are discussed. They are fundamental for the

discussion and investigation of the coexistence of two principal technologies in wireless

communication systems. In this section, representative scenarios of deployment, which

are of great significance, are being classified for the purpose of decision making for the

coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi in the next step. The concept of ’scenario-oriented

coexistence’ is presented and highlighted by dissecting an example of deployment sce-

nario.

2.6.1 Influential Factors for the Classification of SC Scenarios

As stated in 3GPP TR 36.932 [163], in principle, the deploying scenarios can be classi-

fied from perspectives of eight factors affecting scenario deployment features of SC.

With/without Macro Coverage

Since Macro layer plays an important role in guaranteeing mobility, an SC may benefit

from the presence of overlaid Macro cells. On the other hand, in such cases as deep

indoor situations, an SC should also be able to work without Macro coverage. Thus,

even for a space of similar size and for a building of same architectural structure and
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Table 2.6: 5 GHz sub-bands for indoor/outdoor environment in some countries

Sub-bands 5.15-5.25 GHz 5.25-5.35 GHz 5.47-5.725 GHz 5.725-5.85 GHz

US/Canada Indoor/Outdoor Indoor/Outdoor Indoor/Outdoor Indoor/Outdoor

EU Indoor Indoor/Outdoor Indoor/Outdoor N/A

Korea Indoor Indoor/Outdoor Indoor/Outdoor Indoor/Outdoor

Japan Indoor Indoor Indoor/Outdoor N/A

China Indoor Indoor N/A Indoor/Outdoor

Australia Indoor Indoor/Outdoor Indoor/Outdoor Indoor/Outdoor

India Indoor Indoor N/A Indoor/Outdoor

interior furnishings, macro coverage will change deployment scenarios into different

types compared with the case of absence of Macro cells.

Outdoor/indoor

A key difference between indoor and outdoor scenarios is the mobility support. In indoor

scenarios such as offices and apartments, users normally stay stationary or move at very

low speeds. In outdoor scenarios, however, to cover a large area like park or garden, a

large number of SC nodes need to be set up to guarantee mobility everywhere. Relatively

higher terminal speed can thus be expected in this situation.

Table 2.6 shows another notable fact that some sub-bands of 5 GHz are only available

for indoor environment, and some others are useful for both indoor and outdoor cases

due to specific considerations of these countries [50].

Ideal/non-ideal Backhaul

While considering the potentially large number of Wi-Fi APs and/or LTE-LAA STAs to

be deployed, the link connecting the RAN and core network, also known as the back-

haul is another key aspect of scenarios classification. The ideal backhaul, e.g., dedicated

point-to-point connection using optical fibre or Line of Sight (LOS), is defined as la-

tency less than 2.5 ms and a throughput of up to 10 Gbps. All other types of backhaul

are non-ideal. Fig. 2.7 shows examples of both ideal and non-ideal backhaul deploy-

ments [50]. The unlicensed and licensed carriers in ideal backhaul deployments can be

co-located or connected with each other with the help of the Remote Radio Head (RRH).

While deploying non-ideal backhaul deployment, Multi-stream Aggregation (MSA) can
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Figure 2.7: Ideal/non-ideal backhaul deployments.

enable data transmission without the need for additional signalling, thus maximizing

utilization of system resources even when the user moves between different cell iden-

tifications [164]. MSA leverages the centralized integration of multiple RATs, carrier

and intra-carrier ports to improve cell-edge throughput. In particular, with inter-RAT

MSA, different RATs can be utilized to enhance user experience. Take the LTE/Wi-Fi

scenario for example, LTE can act the host layer, with Wi-Fi acting as the boost layer.

The former provides basic mobile services to the user, with an LTE host link remain-

ing connected with the user. Wi-Fi then enhances user experience by providing a boost

link between the user and Wi-Fi AP to boost data transmission rates. In addition, with

inter-frequency MSA, a user is always anchored to the Macro cell through a host link

even while dynamic connecting to other carriers through boost links for enhanced data
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transmission.

Sparse/dense SC Deployment

In sparse scenarios, such as hotpot indoor/outdoor places, at most a few SC nodes are

sparsely deployed. In dense scenarios, for example in a hypermarket or shopping mall,

a large number of SC nodes are densely deployed to support huge traffic. Smooth future

extension from small-area dense to large-area dense, or from normal dense to super-

dense should be considered particularly.

Synchronized/asynchronous Connection

Both synchronized and asynchronous scenarios should be considered between LTE-LAA

and/or Wi-Fi SCs as well as between SCs and Macro cell(s).

Spectrum

As to the spectrum factor in classifying scenario deployment, there are some example

of spectrum configurations. The first case is when the carrier aggregation appears on

the Macro layer with bands X and Y, only band X and Y, or only band X staying on the

SC layer. Other two examples show that SCs supporting carrier aggregation bands are

co-channel or not co-channel with the Macro layer, respectively.

One potential co-channel deployment scenario is dense outdoor co-channel SCs de-

ployment, considering low mobility users and non-ideal backhaul.

Traffic

In an SC deployment, it is likely that the traffic will vary greatly since the number of

users per SC node is typically not large due to the small coverage. It is also likely that

the user distribution is very fluctuating among the SC nodes. The traffic is also expected

to be highly asymmetrical, either DL or UL centric one. It should also be noted that

traffic load distribution in the time-domain and spatial-domain could be uniform or non-

uniform. Each case may correspond to a different scenario.

Backward Compatibility

Backward compatibility, i.e., the possibility for legacy (pre-Release 12) users to access

an SC node/carrier, will be taken into account for SC deployments. The introduction
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Figure 2.8: Four LTE-LAA deployment scenarios designed by 3GPP: a) scenario 1: carrier

aggregation between licensed macro cell (F1) and unlicensed SC (F3); b) scenario 2: carrier

aggregation between licensed SC (F2) and unlicensed SC (F3) without macro cell coverage; 3)

scenario 3: licensed macro cell and SC (F1), with carrier aggregation between licensed SC (F1)

and unlicensed SC (F3); 4) scenario 4: carrier aggregation between licensed macro cell (F1),

licensed SC (F2) and unlicensed SC (F3) if there is ideal backhaul among macro cell and SC.

of non-backwards compatible features should be justified by sufficient gains. In another

word, backward compatibility will be an important factor for distinguishing scenarios of

deployment if the signal to/from an SC node is not strong to some extent.

2.6.2 Representative Deployment Scenarios

LTE-LAA Deployment Scenarios Designed by 3GPP

In an SC deployment, multiple scenarios are possible. The scenarios that 3GPP TR

36.889 envisages are shown in Fig. 2.8, and all include an LTE-LAA SC [142].

In the first scenario, the PCell is the Macro cell, and the LTE-LAA SC is not co-

located, but linked to the Macro cell with ideal backhaul. In the other three scenarios, the

LTE unlicensed cell is always co-located with a licensed SC, with the SC or the Macro

cell acting as the primary carrier. The second scenario is most likely used in indoor

environments. The choice of deployment scenario depends on the operators’ strategy for
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SCs and the availability of ideal backhaul.

By consolidating scene classification mentioned in the previous subsection, I con-

centrate on the following three representative scenarios of LTE-LAA and/or Wi-Fi de-

ployment.

Office or CBD Buildings

A potential traffic offloading indoor environment is a multi-floor and multi-room office

or Central Business District (CBD) building, where Wi-Fi APs and/or LTE-LAA BSs are

set up for indoor coverage only. In each floor, a single floor/multi-room indoor scenario,

adopted by both 3GPP and IEEE as a realistic scenario to represent residential and small

office uncoordinated deployments, can be used for reference as illustrated in Fig. 2.9

[112]. Each floor consists of 2 rows of 10 rooms, each measuring 10m × 10m × 3m.

The cross-floor signal needs to be calculated as well. Whether overlaid Macro cell(s)

should be considered is decided by the Macro cell transmission power and features of

the building structure, e.g., transmission loss condition of the external wall of building.

As shown in Fig. 2.9, the outdoor coverage is ensured by setting up distributed antenna

systems on the ground and directional antennas on the rooftop to cover high floors [165–

167].

Public Establishments

Wi-Fi and/or LTE-LAA hotspots may be found in public establishments such as park,

garden and coffee shops in many developed urban areas. In this situation, clustered Wi-

Fi APs and LTE-LAA STAs are set up for outdoor coverage with overlaid Macro cell(s).

All cells are distributed within a cluster in each Macro area. For closely located cells of

different operators, additional minimum distance requirement is needed [168].

High Capacity Venues

High capacity venues refer to those scenarios with high dense users. In this case, with

overlaid Macro cell(s), Wi-Fi APs are set up for indoor coverage, while LTE-LAA BSs

are set up for indoor coverage. The stadium and train station are two typical examples of

high capacity venues. Since UEs under those occasions are non-uniformly distributed,

it is necessary to design the deployment of LTE-LAA STAs and Wi-Fi APs carefully to

guarantee users coverage.
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2.6.3 An Example of Scenario-oriented Coexistence Design with Representative

Performance Evaluation Metrics and Scenarios

In this subsection I introduce a scenario-oriented decision-making procedure for the co-

existence issue.

Scenario-oriented Coexistence Design

A prerequisite issue is whether or not the coexistence of the two technologies in the same

unlicensed band is necessarily required. As far as the two aspects of this option are con-

cerned, if the coexistence is inevitable, relevant coexistence mechanisms and parameters

should be determined based on the specific scenario so as to settle the coexistence down.

On the contrary, if there is no coexistence requirement, in view of the fact that LTE-LAA

and Wi-Fi have their own benefits respectively, a question which technology should be

chosen for the wireless communication also depends on various scenarios. That is to

say, it is the particular scenario that makes sense while operators are considering how

to deploy different technologies in 5 GHz UNII band no matter whether to take coex-

istence issue into account. In the very beginning of consideration for scenario-oriented

coexistence, operators should determine whether the coexistence is certainly an uncon-

troversial choice. If the answer is NO, the feature of current deploying scenario can help

choose either LTE-LAA or Wi-Fi. If operators are facing an answer of YES, they can

also optimize coexistence mechanisms and parameters according to the communication

traffic map of actual scenarios. For the convenience of understanding towards this kind

of practical coexistence design, Fig. 2.10 is introduced to show a multi-floor and multi-

room building with no Macro coverage, consisting of two sketches demonstrating the

SC deployment plan in a single floor before and after optimization, respectively, as well

as signal level traffic maps for both of a single floor and a multiple floor building.

Particularly, an analysis on the local communication traffic map is the essence of per-

formance evaluation throughout the whole coexistence design process. In the example

shown in Fig. 2.10, indoor co-floor and cross floor signal can be predicted with the help

of an algorithm of environment modeling combined with radio propagation modeling.

By executing the simulation and utilizing the prediction results of signal transmission,

which could be calibrated with measurement data to ensure accuracy, the performance

of LTE-LAA and/or Wi-Fi in this scenario can be evaluated correctly to a great extent.

To observe the details, for example, the simulation baseline or the first case is the
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Figure 2.9: Office or CBD buildings.

one where all APs within a hotspot comply with Wi-Fi 802.11ac. The second case is a

mixture of two groups with a specific coexistence mechanism, where one group is Wi-Fi

and the other is LTE-LAA. In the third case, all Wi-Fi APs in the baseline are replaced

by LTE-LAA nodes. The performance comparison of the two technologies among those

three cases can help the operator determine whether considering the coexistence issue

is the best choice before making further efforts. If the answer is ’NO’, key factors of

performance difference between LTE and Wi-Fi discussed before can assist the operator

in choosing his/her favorite technology, i.e., either Wi-Fi or LTE-LAA. If the answer

is in the affirmative, the performance of the whole system can be further optimized by

adjusting one or more simulation parameters. The shadow of LTE-LAA interference on

Wi-Fi can be shifted by several elements defined by [169]. For instance, it is concluded

that LTE-LAA with smaller bandwidths may cause severe performance degradation of

Wi-Fi. There is another fact that blocking LOS between LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi links can

effectively decrease the impact of interference. Special care is thus required while simu-

lating the coexistence channel model and designing mechanisms for channel/bandwidth

selection. Moreover, multiple optimization methods shown in Fig. 2.10, e.g., adjusting
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Figure 2.10: Scenario-oriented coexistence design for a realistic scenario.

locations of SCs, optimizing the transmission power of some HeNBs to reduce interfer-

ence, adding walls for better interference isolation and removing unnecessarily deployed

SCs, etc., can be used to improve the performance of indoor cells [170].
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Figure 2.11: Two performance evaluation scenarios designed by 3GPP: a)indoor scenario; b)

outdoor scenario, where the licensed carriers for the SC and macro cell are different.

Representative Performance Evaluation Scenarios

In this section, both indoor and outdoor scenarios for coexistence evaluations designed

by 3GPP are discussed [142]. As shown in Fig. 2.11, the licensed carrier for the SCs

is different with that for Macro cell in the outdoor scenario. Performance of user(s)

attached to the Macro layer is not evaluated. More than one carrier can be considered

for the unlicensed carrier. It should be noted that the evaluation scenarios designed

by 3GPP do not restrict the design of target scenario for LTE-LAA. In the LTE and

Wi-Fi coexistence case, in the first step, performance metrics for two Wi-Fi networks

coexisting in a given evaluation scenario need to be evaluated and recorded. Then, in the

second step, Wi-Fi is replaced with LTE-LAA for the group of eNBs and users served

by one of the Wi-Fi operators. Performance metrics of the Wi-Fi network coexisting

with the LTE-LAA network need to be evaluated and recorded too. A comparison of

the performance metrics between two steps can be used to evaluate coexistence between

LAA and Wi-Fi in an unlicensed band.

Recommended Performance Evaluation Metrics

The performance should be judged from different angles [171]. The most common cri-

terion is the user throughput, which refers to the number of packets received for each

LTE/Wi-Fi node during whole simulation time. The transmission success rate is also

worth considering. The Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR), Wi-Fi listen

mode, as well as Wi-Fi transmit/receive mode also make sense. More researches are

urgently needed on summarizing assessment techniques. The following typical metrics

recommended by the community may be considered for coexistence performance eval-
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uation in testing or simulation [7, 142, 148]:

a) SINR: The SINR of user m associated to SC x is appropriately written as:

SINRk
m =

PWiFi(Lm,x)
−1

N0 +
∑
yϵAj

y

PWiFi(Lm,y)
−1 +

∑
yϵBj

y

PLAA(Lm,y)
−1

, (2.1)

where Aj
y = Aj \ Aj

x, where Aj is the set of all Wi-Fi SCs transmitting on channel j

and Aj
x is the contention domain of SC x. Similarly, Bj

y = Bj \ Bj
x, where Bj is the

set of all LTE-LAA SCs transmitting on channel j and Bj
x is the contention domain

of SC x. N0 is the noise power. k can be LTE-LAA or Wi-Fi.

b) User throughput: It refers to the data rate over the time from the packet arrival to

delivery during the interval divided by the interval period. The number of served bits

of an unfinished file by the end of the simulation is divided by the served time. In

actual operation, user throughput is the average of all its file throughputs. The interval

periods recommended by [148] is to be at least 500 ms. We could further calculate

the throughput of user m associated with SC x as:

Rk
m =

1∣∣Aj
x

∣∣+ ∣∣Bj
x

∣∣ρk(SINRk
m), (2.2)

where ρk is the auto-rate function specified in the IEEE 802.11ac standard.

c) Latency: Latency is defined as a time interval between time one and two, i.e., when

a packet arrives at the entry point on the source until it is successfully delivered at

the exit point on the destination. Latency is measured at the top of the MAC for

simulation, but can be measured higher in the network stack for device studies. It is

recommended that the number of users with the latency greater than 50 ms should

be reported [142]. Due to practical limitations, it may only be possible to measure

packet-by-packet latency for a few seconds. In such cases, the latency metric shall be

measured for the longest duration.

d) Average buffer occupancy: Packet arrival rate for the measured buffer occupancy

of the non-replaced Wi-Fi network in Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi coexistence scenario is used

as the packet arrival rate in Wi-Fi and LTE-LAA coexistence evaluations.

e) Loading on unlicensed layer: Let qm,x,h,t be the size of the queue for the user m

connected to the SC x for the operator h (h=1 or 2) at time t. Loading over the
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unlicensed layer per SC can be defined as:

Lx,h =

∑
t 1(
∑

mϵΩ qm,x,h,t > 0)

T
, (2.3)

where 1(.) is the indicator function, T refers to the total simulation time, and Ω is the

set of users within 5 GHz coverage.

f) Resource utilization on unlicensed layer: Resource utilization can be defined as:

Ux,h =

∑
t 1(Px,h,t)

T
, (2.4)

where Px,h,t = 1 if SC x of operator h is transmitting at time t over unlicensed layer

(i.e., to one of the users in Ω).

g) Packet loss: A lost packet is defined as a packet that entered the source for transmis-

sion but was never received by the destination. The packet loss metric is calculated

as a percentage of lost packets to the total packets attempted.

There are some other important metrics not captured in the current simulation and

test, as well as proposed test plan, e.g. power save signalling loss and deferral. How

well LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi play together in the real world will likely continue to be a

point of industry contention.

Some Key Questions to Direct Future Researches in Scenario-oriented Coexistence Issue

A cooperation mechanism together with coexistence rather than a coexistence mecha-

nism alone might become an option in future studies. Generally speaking, our suggestion

is to firstly optimize the system performance based on the communication traffic map.

Then, operators or even users can choose the best plan for the deployment of LTE-LAA

and/or Wi-Fi in a specific scenario.

On the whole, as to the challenge of coexistence issues, a series of questions as

follows could be summarized to direct future researches in this field.

1. For the purpose of performance maintenance, in which deployment scenario should

either LTE-LAA or even Wi-Fi be used alone in 5 GHz UNII band without consid-

ering coexistence issue?

2. Otherwise, if coexistence is certainly needed, is it possible for the operator or the

user to define the coexistence mechanisms and parameters based on the local com-

munication traffic map?
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3. On the other hand, is coexistence combined with cooperation mechanisms rather

than coexistence alone a better choice to handle the interference among those dif-

ferent RANs?

2.7 Conclusion

For the top QoS of LTE-LAA and/or Wi-Fi in 5 GHz unlicensed band, I overviewed

several key coexistence related features of the two technologies, and some key factors

of performance difference between LTE and Wi-Fi. As a result, some valuable lessons

have been learnt from LTE and Wi-Fi MAC comparison for the guideline of the choice

of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi. Furthermore, in section 2.3, to reach a better understanding

of current consideration about the coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi in the field of

wireless communication and to evaluate the associated influence on wireless services,

I first summarized the recent related works to present a stage picture of the research in

the community. Coexistence mechanisms in both markets where LBT backoff mecha-

nism is required or not have all been investigated. Meaningful lessons have been derived

from different coexistence mechanisms comparison and CR, along with some impor-

tant recommendations for ensuring fairness. Moreover, after summarizing eight primary

influential factors for the classification of SC scenarios and concentrating on four rep-

resentative scenarios of LTE-LAA and/or Wi-Fi deployment, I analyzed the whole pro-

cedure of design for an example scenario-oriented coexistence design by focusing on

various coexistence schemes for different access applications. Accordingly, I further

recommended performance evaluation scenarios and metrics. Besides, key challenges

and research trends have all been put forward as our guidelines.

The contribution of this chapter mainly lies in a scenario-oriented decision-making

procedure for the coexistence target, and recommendations related to LTE-LAA and

Wi-Fi coexistence. I expect that this work could attract much more attention from the

academia and industry to promote the corresponding research activities, especially fu-

ture studies on cooperation-assisted coexistence mechanisms, and might provide helpful

indications for deployment of LTE-LAA and/or Wi-Fi on 5 GHz UNII band.
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Chapter 3

LTE-WLAN Aggregation: A Packet

Level Analysis

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Background

One possible solution to address the increasing wireless data demand is traffic offloading

from licensed Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks to the unlicensed spectrum [1].

One common approach for LTE to use the unlicensed band is to interwork with Wi-

Fi. 3GPP has defined a tight interworking solution called LTE and Wi-Fi aggregation

(LWA) [67] since Release 13 to support the access to both LTE and Wi-Fi networks

simultaneously. LWA splits packet data convergence protocol (PDCP) packets of the

same IP flow through both the LTE and Wi-Fi links, and is also able of aggregating

received packets from both LTE and Wi-Fi at the user PDCP layer.

3.1.2 Main Results and Chapter Organization

The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows. We investigate the

effect of bursty LWA traffic on the throughput and the delay performance in an LWA-

enabled network, where the LWA-mode Wi-Fi AP can simultaneously operate as the

native-mode AP with the help of superposition coding. With congestion control on the

LWA-mode AP, the native Wi-Fi AP not only utilizes the idle slots, but also transmits

along with the LWA-mode AP by randomly accessing the channel. In this chapter, I

first analyzes the characteristics of the queues at the LTE BS transmitter and the LWA-

mode Wi-Fi AP transmitter. We model those queues as discrete time Markov Chains
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Figure 3.1: An example LWA network. LWA splits data units of the same bearer over the LTE

and Wi-Fi link simultaneously. The AP W serves LWA purpose, and also operates as the native-

mode Wi-Fi AP. The BS transmitter has queue LW and queue LUL with packets intended to

W and UL, respectively. The AP transmitter has queue WUL and queue WUW containing the

messages that are destined to UL and UW , respectively.

and obtain their stationary distributions. We then characterize the performance of the

considered network in terms of the native Wi-Fi throughput and the LWA UE delay.

More specifically, we derive the native Wi-Fi throughput and the delay of the LWA UE

as functions of the native Wi-Fi AP access probability, the probability that the LWA UE

chooses the LTE or Wi-Fi interface at one time slot, and the probability that an LTE

packet to be routed through the LTE or the Wi-Fi link. To the best of our knowledge,

similar results to this work have not been reported yet. Although our study builds on a

simple network with four nodes (i.e., one LTE BS, one Wi-Fi AP, one LWA UE and one

native Wi-Fi UE), the analysis can be used for further investigations in larger topologies.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we present the con-

sidered system model including the network model, the physical layer model and the

priority based Wi-Fi transmission scheme. In Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, we include

the analysis for the queues, and show how to derive the LWA UE delay and the na-

tive Wi-Fi network throughput. Then we provide numerical evaluation of the presented

results in Section 3.5. Finally we conclude this chapter in Section 3.6.
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Table 3.1: Formulation symbols.

Probability Explanation

qin probability that a packet generated at L

to be routed through the LTE link

qoff probability that a packet generated at L

to be routed through the Wi-Fi link

qUL,L probability that UL chooses the LTE in-

terface

qUL,W probability that UL chooses the Wi-Fi

interface

qW, W probability that the native-mode Wi-Fi

AP accesses the channel

3.2 System Model

3.2.1 Network Model

As shown in Fig. 3.1, we consider a scenario with one LTE BS and one Wi-Fi AP. The

BS and the AP operate in different frequency bands, therefore there is no interference

between them. We denote with L and W the BS and the AP, respectively. Packet traffic

originates from L and W . In this work, we assume slotted time and the transmission of a

packet requires one time slot. The ACKs are received instantaneously and error-free. The

packet arrival processes at L are assumed to be Bernoulli with arrival rates λL. Note L

and W are connected via a wireless non-ideal backhaul, which is used to offload packets

from LTE to Wi-Fi. When a packet is generated at L, it has probability qin to be routed

through the LTE link, and qoff to be offloaded to W through the backhaul. To avoid the in-

band interference, we further assume that the BS operates on 2.4 GHz to transmit packets

through the LTE link, and offloads packets to W using the 3.5 GHz band. The BS has two

different queues with packets intended for different receivers. Specifically, queue LW

and queue LUL contain packets generated at L, which are transmitted through Wi-Fi and

LTE, respectively. Remark that the arrival rate at each queue denotes the probability of

a new packet arrival in a time slot without accounting for the packets that are already in

the queue. Obvious, the packets that enter LW and LUL form two Bernoulli processes

with arrival rates λLW = qoffλL and λLUL
= qinλL, respectively.
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The AP can work in two modes. On the one hand, it can assist L’s transmissions

by keeping the offloaded packets in its queue WUL, and trying to transmit them to the

LWA UE in a later time slot. It is obvious that the packets enter WUL form a Bernoulli

process with arrival rates λWUL
= λLW . Note UL is equipped with both LTE and Wi-Fi

receivers, such like the current smartphone, and has the capability to aggregate traffic

over L and W serving the LWA purpose. On each time slot, UL may access either LTE

or Wi-Fi access or both, and thus is assumed to have two options for receptions:

1. Both LTE and Wi-Fi receivers are activated, i.e., UL can receive packets through

both interfaces simultaneously.

2. UE UL chooses randomly the LTE or the Wi-Fi receiver on each time slot.

Denote by qUL,L and qUL,W the probability that UL chooses the LTE and Wi-Fi interface

on each time slot, respectively. For the first case, qUL,L = qUL,W = 1. For the second

case, qUL,L + qUL,W = 1.

On the other hand, W also has its own messages to transmit, and has the queue

denoted by WUW containing the packets destined to the native Wi-Fi UE, which can be

served by W only. In this chapter, queue WUW is saturated, i.e., has unlimited buffer

size. In the later section, we will study the delay performance for UL when UW is under

heavy traffic conditions. This is also a way to measure an upper bound for the delay

faced by UL.

3.2.2 Priority Based Wi-Fi Transmission Scheme

As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, a priority-based Wi-Fi transmission scheme is considered

in this paper. Specifically, whether the native-mode Wi-Fi AP will access the chan-

nel depends on the size of WUL, such that the native-mode Wi-Fi AP will not dete-

riorate the performance of the LWA-mode AP. Denote by Qi the queue size of queue

i ∈ {LW,LUL,WUL,WUW}, measured in number of packets. Note that one packet

can only appear in only one queue. We introduce a threshold M , which plays the role of

a congestion limit for WUL, and the activity of the native-mode and LWA-mode AP in

a time slot are controlled in the following cases:

1. When QWUL
= 0, the LWA-mode AP has no packet to transmit, thus remains

silent. In such case, the native-mode AP transmits a packet to UW with probability

1.
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QWUL=0
W transmits one 

packet to UW

QWUL>M
W transmits one 

packet to UL

UL  receives  

the packet? 

The packet will be 

retransmitted to UL 

in a future time slot

UW  receives 

the packet?

The packet will be 

retransmitted  to UW 

in a future time slot

Operation of W
Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Native-mode W ON?

W  transmits one 

packet containing two 

messages to both 

UW and UL  

Yes

No No

Figure 3.2: The operation of W in the described protocol.

2. When 1 6 QWUL
6 M , the LWA-mode AP transmits one packet, and the native

Wi-Fi AP accesses the channel with probability qW, W.

3. When QWUL
> M , the LWA-mode AP transmits one packet to UL, and the native-

mode AP remains silent.

For the second case, when WUL and WUW are not empty, the Wi-Fi AP will adopt

the superposition coding scheme. More specifically, in this chapter, the AP can transmit

one packet containing two messages, intended for the LWA UE and the native-mode

Wi-Fi UE, respectively. We consider a decoding strategy where the UE with the better

channel applies successive decoding and the other one treats interference as noise. We

assume that the channel from W to UL is better than that to UW . The LWA UE decodes

first the message intended for the native Wi-Fi UE, then subtracts it from the received

signal. After that, UL proceeds to decode its own message. The native Wi-Fi UE decodes

its packets treating the superimposed additional layer just as noise. For more information

about how to deploy the superposition coding method in Wi-Fi networks, refer to [70,

71].
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Given a set of non-empty queues denoted by T , let Sj/T denote the event that UE j

successfully decodes the packet transmitted from the queue that contains packets in-

tended for j. For example, SUW /WUL,WUW
refers to the event that UE UW can de-

code the packet(s) from queue WUW when both WUL and WUW are not empty, i.e.,

T = {WUL,WUW}. Let P(B) represent the probability of occurrence of the event B.

It is reasonable to assume that no matter what the detection mechanism is, we always

have P(SUW /WUL,WUW
) 6 P(SUW /WUW

) and P(SUL/WUL,WUW
) 6 P(SUL/WUL

).

In general, our scheme can be regarded as an extension of the Aloha random access

scheme. We assume that there exists a coordinator, which exchange the information

between the native-mode and LWA-mode AP. The coordinator also broadcasts the re-

spective activity of the native-mode and LWA-mode AP depending on the queue size of

WUL. Although the exchange of information will introduce extra overhead to the LWA

system operation, the proposed scheme is more flexible, and provides lower signaling

overhead compared to fully centralized scheduling.

3.2.3 Physical Layer Model

The physical model is a generalized form of the packet erasure model. To be more clear,

for the wireless link, a packet can be decoded correctly by the receiver if the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) exceeds a prescribed threshold. Denote by pLW, pLUL
, pWUL

and

pWUW
the success probability of the link L → W , L → UL, W → UL and W → UW ,

respectively. We consider the success probability of each link k → j based on its SNR,

which can be represented as

SNRkj =
Pkj|hkj|2d−α

kj

σ2
, (3.1)

where Pkj denotes the transmission power of node k while serving j; hkj refers to

the small-scale channel fading from the transmitter k to the receiver j, which follows

Rayleigh fading; σ2 is the noise power; Here we assume a standard distance-dependent

power law pass loss attenuation d−α
kj , where dkj denotes the distance from the transmitter

k to the receiver j, and α with α > 2 refers to the pathloss exponent. A packet trans-

mitted by i is successfully received by j if and only if SNRkj > γj , where γj is the

threshold regarding the transmission to node j. Denote pkj as the success probability of
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link k → j, which can be represented as

pkj = P{SNRkj > γj} = exp

− γjd
α
kjσ

2

Pkj

. (3.2)

3.3 Network Performance Metrics

In this section, we define several relevant metrics for the performance evaluation of the

considered LWA-enabled network with the priority based Wi-Fi transmission scheme.

3.3.1 Service Probability for the Queues

The service probability with a given SNR target can be defined as the probability of a

successful packet transmission per time slot. The service probability for queue LUL is

µLUL
= qUL,L · pLUL

. (3.3)

Similarly, for queue LW , the service rate is represented as

µLW = pLW. (3.4)

In the following, we will show how to compute the service rate for queue WUL and

queue WUW , respectively, depending on the value of QWUL
.

1. When QWUL
= 0, AP W has no data to transmit to UL. In such case, the service

rate seen at queue WUW is

µWUW ,1 = P(SUW /WUW
). (3.5)

It is obvious that P(SUW /WUW
) = pWUW

holds.

2. When 1 6 QWUL
6 M , the service rate seen at queue WUW and queue WUL are

given by

µWUW ,2 = qW,W · P(SUW /WUL,WUW
), (3.6)

µWUL,1 = (1− qW,W) · qUL,W · P(SUL/WUL
)

+qW,W · qUL,W · P(SUL/WUL,WUW
).

(3.7)

Obviously, we have P(SUW /WUW
) = pWUW

. In order to compute (3.6) and (3.7),

we need to derive P(SUL/WUL,WUW
) and P(SUW /WUL,WUW

) first. Take the event
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SUL/WUL,WUW
for example. Remark that since WUW is saturated, QWUW

> 0 al-

ways holds. The SUL/WUL,WUW
is feasible when the received signal-to-interference-

plus-noise ratio (SINR) is above a threshold γUL
and can be expressed by

SUL/WUL,WUW
=

{
PWUL

|hWUL
|2d−α

WUL

1 + PWUW
|hWUL

|2d−α
WUL

> γUL

}
. (3.8)

Remark that we consider a decoding strategy where the UE with the better chan-

nel (i.e., UL) applies successive decoding and the other one (i.e., UW ) treats the

message of UL as noise. By (18) in [172], when PWUW
> PWUL

γUW
(1+γUL

)

γUL

, we

have

P(SUL/WUL,WUW
) = P(SUL/WUL

) = exp

− γUL
dαWUL

PWUL

. (3.9)

Otherwise, when γUW
PWUL

< PWUW
6 PWUL

γUW
(1+γUL

)

γUL

, the following equation

holds.

P(SUL/WUL,WUW
) = exp

− γUW
dαWUL

PWUW
− γUW

PWUL

. (3.10)

By (15) in [172], the probability P(SUW /WUL,WUW
) can be derived by

P(SUW /WUL,WUW
) =

1{PWUW
> γUW

PWUL
} exp

− γUW
dαWUW

PWUW
− γUW

PWUL

.
(3.11)

For the sake of simplicity, in the reminder of this chapter, we assume that γUW
PWUL

<

PWUW
6 PWUL

γUW
(1+γUL

)

γUL

always holds.

3. When QWUL
> M , the service rate seen at queue WUL can be represented by

µWUL,2 = qUL,W · P(SUL/WUL
). (3.12)

Remark that by definition, the service probability for WUW only accounts for the

case with QWUL
6 M .

In summary, when the RS scheme is adopted, the average service rate seen at queue

WUL is given by

µ̄WUL
=

TWUL

P(1 6 QWUL
6 M) + P(QWUL

> M)
, (3.13)
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Figure 3.3: The Discrete Time Markov Chain which models the i-th queue evolution (i ∈

{LUL, LW,WUL}). When i ∈ {LUL, LW}, M →∞ holds.

where
TWUL

=P(1 6 QWUL
6 M) · µWUL,1

+ P(QWUL
> M) · µWUL,2.

(3.14)

3.3.2 Native Wi-Fi throughput

For the considered shared access Wi-Fi networks, we aim at evaluating the throughput

of the native Wi-Fi network, abbreviated as native Wi-Fi throughput, denoted by TWUW
,

which can be represented as

TWUW
=P(QWUL

= 0) · µWUW ,1

+ P(1 6 QWUL
6 M) · µWUW ,2.

(3.15)

3.3.3 LWA UE Delay

The delay experienced by the LWA UE is a critical metric for the performance of the

LWA system with delay-sensitive applications. As mentioned before, we focus on the

delay experienced by UL when traffic at Wi-Fi UE UW is heavy. To be more specific,

denote by D̄ the average delay per packet at UE UL under heavy Wi-Fi traffic. The

delay D̄ is constitutive of LTE link delay and Wi-Fi link delay, denoted by D̄L and D̄W ,

respectively. Thus the formal definition of D is

D̄ = qinD̄L + qoffD̄W , (3.16)

where DL can be represented as

D̄L = DLUL
. (3.17)

DW equals to the sum of delay at queue LW and WUL. Denote by Di the average delay

at queue i (i ∈ {LW,LUL,WUL,WUW}) per packet, thus we have

D̄W = DLW +DWUL
. (3.18)
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Note that Di (i ∈ {LUL,WUL,WUW , LW}) consists of the queueing delay and

the transmission delay. From Little’s law [173], we obtain the queueing delay that is

related to the average queue size per packet arrival. The transmission delay is inversely

proportional to the service rate. In general, the following equation holds.

Di =
Q̄i

λi

+
1

µ̄i

, i ∈ {LUL,WUL,WUW , LW}, (3.19)

where Q̄i and µ̄i are the average queue size and the average service probability of the

i-th queue, respectively.

3.4 Analysis of Native Wi-FI Network Throughput and LWA UE

Delay

By the definition of the metrics proposed in Section 3.3, the delay seen at UL depends on

Q̄WUL
, Q̄LW and Q̄LUL

. In addition, native Wi-Fi throughput depends on the state of the

queue size of queue WUL. In this section, we first derive P(Qi = 0) and P(1 6 Qi 6
M) (i ∈ {LUL, LW,WUL}). Then the average queue size of LUL, LW and WUL will

be analyzed. After that, we will derive TWUW
and D̄.

3.4.1 Analysis of the Queues

We first provide the definition of queue stability.

Definition 1. Denote by Qt
i the length of queue i at the beginning of time slot t. The

queue is said to be stable if lim
t→0
P(Qt

i < x) = F (x) and lim
x→∞

F (x) = 1.

Although we will not make explicit use of this definition, here we take advantage of

its corollary, namely Loynes’ theorem [174], which states that if the average arrival rate

is less than the average service rate, the queue will be stable. Otherwise, the queue is

unstable and the value of Qt
i approaches infinity.

We model queue i ∈ {LUL,WUL, LW} as a discrete time Markov Chain (DTMC),

which describes the queue evolution and is presented in Fig. 3.3. Note that when i ∈

{LUL, LW}, M → ∞ always holds. In Fig. 3.3, for the sake of convenience, for

queue LUL and LW , we use λ to represent λi, while µ1 = µ2 = µi. For queue WUL,

we use λ to represent λWUL
, while µ1 refers to the service rate of queue WUL when

1 6 QWUL
6 M , and µ2 represents the service rate of queue WUL when QWUL

> M .
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Each state is denoted by an integer and represents the queue size. The metrics related to

the rate are measured by the average number of packets per time slot.

Denote by π the stationary distribution of the DTMC, where π(m) = P(Q = m)

is the probability that the queue has m packets in its steady state. Let Q represent the

queue size.

Lemma 1. The stationary distribution of the DTMC described in Fig. 3.3 is

1. For 1 ≤ Q ≤M , we have

π(m) =
λm(1− µ1)

m−1

(1− λ)mµm
1

π(0). (3.20)

2. For Q > M , we have

π(m) =
λm(1− µ1)

M(1− µ2)
m−M−1

(1− λ)mµm
1 µ

m−M
2

π(0), (3.21)

where π(0) is the probability that the queue is empty, given by

1. If λ ̸= µ1, we have

π(0) =
(µ1 − λ)(µ2 − λ)

µ1µ2 − λµ1 − λ
[
λ(1−µ1)
(1−λ)µ1

]M
(µ2 − µ1)

. (3.22)

2. If λ = µ1, we have

π(0) =
µ2 − µ1

µ1 + (µ2 − µ1)
M+1−µ1

1−µ1

. (3.23)

Proof. From the DTMC described in Fig. 3.3, we obtain the following balance equa-

tions:
π(0) = π(0)(1− λi) + π(1)µ1(1− λ)

⇔ π(1) =
λ

µ1(1− λ)
π(0).

π(1) = π(0)λ+ π(1)(1− λ− µ1 + 2λµ1) + π(2)µ1(1− λ)

⇔ π(2) =

(
λ

µ1(1− λ)

)2

(1− µ1)π(0).

In summary, for 1 ≤ Q ≤M we can derive (3.20), and for Q > M , the (3.21) follows.

In addition, we have that
∑∞

m=0 π(m) = 1 holds. This, together with (3.20) and

(3.21), shows that the (3.22) holds when λ ̸= µ1. When λ = µ1, denote by x(λ) and

y(λ) the nomination and denominator of π(0). We can derive π(0) as

π(0) = lim
λ→µ1

x′(λ)

y′(λ)
. (3.24)

Then the equation (3.23) follows by applying 1’Hôpital’s rule.
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Lemma 2. The queue in Fig. 3.3 is stable if and only if λ < µ2 holds.

Proof. From
∑∞

m=0 πi(m) = 1, the condition that the series is converging when λ < µ2,

which is also the condition that the DTMC is an aperiodic irreducible Markov Chain,

showing that the queue is stable.

In addition, the condition 0 6 π(0) 6 1 should also be satisfied. In the following,

we consider the three specific cases:

1. If λ < µ1, consider the equation (3.22), obviously π(0) > 0. In addition, we have

the denominator y(λ) > µ2(µ1 − λ), thus π(0) < µ2−λ
µ2

< 1 holds.

2. If λ = µ1, consider the equation (3.23), obviously 0 < π(0) < 1 holds.

3. If µ1 < λ < µ2, consider the equation (3.22), obviously the nominator x(λ) < 0.

we also have λ(1−µ1)
(1−λ)µ1

> 1. Since both
(

λ
µ1

)M+1

> 1 and
(

1−λ
1−µ1

)M
· µ2−λ
µ2−µ1

< 1

hold, we have y(λ) < 0. Therefore π(0) > 0. Similar to the case λ < µ1, we still

have π(0) < 1.

Therefore the conclusion that 0 < π(0) < 1 always holds.

With Lemma 1, the probability for 1 6 Q 6 M and Q > M when the queue is stable

can be derived as in the following theorem. For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of this

work, we only consider the case where λ ̸= µ1. The result for λ = µ1 can be derived in

a similar way. For convenience, in the reminder of this chapter, let ϕ , λ(1−µ1)
(1−λ)µ1

.

Theorem 1. When the queue in Fig. 3.3 is stable, i.e., λ < µ2, and λ ̸= µ1, the following

two equations hold:

P(1 6 Q 6 M) =
λ(1− ϕM)(µ2 − λ)

µ1µ2 − λµ1 − λϕM(µ2 − µ1)
. (3.25)

P(Q > M) =
λϕM(µ1 − λ)

µ1µ2 − λµ1 − λϕM(µ2 − µ1)
. (3.26)

Proof. By Lemma 1, when λ < µ2, we have

P(1 ≤ Q ≤M) =
M∑

m=1

π(m)

=
π(0)

1− µ1

M∑
m=1

ϕm =
π(0)λ(1− ϕM)

µ1 − λ
.

(3.27)
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Combined with (3.22), then the (3.25) follows. In addition, since

P(Q > M) = 1−
M∑

m=0

π(m) (3.28)

holds, the (3.26) follows. Hence the conclusion.

Corollary 1.1. When M →∞, P(Q > 1) is given by

P(Q > 1) =
λ

µ1

. (3.29)

Theorem 2. The average queue size of the queue in Fig. 3.3 is given by

Q̄ =
K1 +K2

µ1µ2 − λµ1 − λϕM(µ2 − µ1)
, (3.30)

where

K1 = ϕMλ(µ1 − λ)

[
M +

(1− λ)µ2

µ2 − λ

]
, (3.31)

and

K2 = λ(1− λ)µ1
µ2 − λ

µ1 − λ

[
MϕM+1 − ϕM(M + 1) + 1

]
. (3.32)

Proof. The average queue size of the queue is

Q̄ =
∞∑

m=1

mπ(m) =
M∑

m=1

mπ(m) +
∞∑

m=M+1

mπ(m)

=
M∑

m=1

mπ(m) +
∞∑

m=1

(M +m) · π(M +m)

=
M∑

m=1

mπ(m) +M
∞∑

m=1

π(M +m) +
∞∑

m=1

mπ(M +m).

(3.33)

In the following, we will show how to compute the three terms on the right side when

λ < µ2 and λ ̸= µ1. For the first term,

M∑
m=1

mπ(m) =
M∑

m=1

mπ(0)
λm(1− µ1)

m−1

(1− λ)mµm
1

=
λπ(0)

µ1(1− λ)

M∑
m=1

ϕ′

=
λπ(0)

µ1(1− λ)

MϕM+1 − ϕM(M + 1) + 1

(1− ϕ)2
.

(3.34)

For the second term, by (3.26), we have

M

∞∑
m=1

π(M +m) = MP(Q > M)

=
λMϕM(µ1 − λ)

µ1µ2 − λµ1 − λϕM(µ2 − µ1)

(3.35)
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For the third term, by (3.21), we have

∞∑
m=1

mπ(M +m) =
∞∑

m=1

ϕMπ(0)λ

(1− λ)µ2

([
λ(1− µ2)

µ2(1− λ)

]i)′

=
λ(1− λ)µ2

µ1−λ
µ2−λ

ϕM

µ1µ2 − λµ1 − λϕM(µ2 − µ1)
.

(3.36)

Substituting (3.34), (3.35) and (3.36), then (3.30) follows.

Corollary 2.1. The average queue size of the queue in Fig. 3.3 when M → ∞ is given

by

Q̄ =
λ(1− λ)

µ1 − λ
. (3.37)

Proof. The average queue size of the queue is

Q̄ =
∞∑

m=1

mπ(m). (3.38)

Combined with (3.20), we have

Q̄ =
µ1 − λ

µ1

· λ

µ1(1− λ)
·

∞∑
m=1

m

(
λ(1− µ1)

µ1(1− λ)

)m−1

. (3.39)

Note that
∑∞

m=1mαm−1 = 1
(1−α)2

holds for α < 1. Therefore (3.37) follows.

3.4.2 Analysis of the Native Wi-Fi Throughput

From Lemma 1, Theorem 2 and (3.15), we have

TWUW
=P(QWUL

= 0) · µWUW ,1

+ P(1 6 QWUL
6 M) · µWUW ,2

=
N1 · (N2 +N3)

N4 −N5

,

(3.40)

where

N1 = µWUL,2 − λWUL
, (3.41)

N2 = µWUW ,1(µWUL,1 − λWUL
), (3.42)

N3 = µWUW ,2λWUL
(1− ξM), (3.43)

N4 = µWUL,1(µWUL,2 − λWUL
), (3.44)

and

N5 = λWUL
ξM(µWUL,2 − µWUL,1). (3.45)
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The ξ is represented by

ξ , λWUL
(1− µWUL,1)

(1− λWUL
)µWUL,1

. (3.46)

A special case is when M → ∞. In such case, by Corollary 1.1 and (3.15), the

equation (3.40) can be transformed to

TWUW
= (1− λWUL

µWUL,1

) · µWUW ,1 +
λWUL

µWUL,1

· µWUW ,2 (3.47)

3.4.3 Analysis of the LWA UE Delay

From Theorem 2 and Corollary 2.1, we have

DLUL
=

Q̄LUL

λLUL

+
1

µLUL

=
1− λLUL

µLUL
− λLUL

+
1

µLUL

,

(3.48)

DLW =
Q̄LW

λLW

+
1

µLUL

=
1− λLW

µLW − λLW

+
1

µLW

,

(3.49)

DWUL
=

Q̄WUL

λWUL

+
1

µ̄WUL

=
L1 + L2

L3

+
1

µ̄WUL

,

(3.50)

where

L1 = ξM(µWUL,1 − λWUL
)

[
M +

(1− λWUL
)µWUL,2

µWUL,2 − λWUL

]
, (3.51)

L2 =(1− λWUL
)µWUL,1

µWUL,2 − λWUL

µWUL,1 − λWUL

·
[
MξM+1 − ξM(M + 1) + 1

]
,

(3.52)

L3 =µWUL,1µWUL,2 − λWUL
µWUL,1

− λWUL
ξM(µWUL,2 − µWUL,1).

(3.53)

Also, remark that λWUL
̸= µWUL,1, from (3.13) and the result of Theorem 1, we have

µ̄WUL
=

µWUL,1H1 + µWUL,2H2

H1 +H2

, (3.54)

where

H1 = λWUL
(1− ξM)(µWUL,2 − λWUL

) (3.55)

H2 = λWUL
ξM(µWUL,1 − λWUL

) (3.56)
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Table 3.2: System Parameters.

Parameters Values

LTE link distance (dLUL
) 300 m

Native Wi-Fi link distance (dWUW
) 20 m

LWA-mode Wi-Fi link distance (dWUL
) 20 m

Backhaul distance (dLW ) 200 m

Pathloss exponent (α) 4

LTE BS transmission power(PLUL
, PLW ) 200 mw

Wi-Fi AP transmission power (PWUW
) 20 mw

Noise power (sigma2) -113.97 dbm

SNR target (γj , ∀j) 0 dB
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Figure 3.4: P(QWUL
= 0) vs. qW,W .

Please note that when M →∞, similar to (3.48), the equation (3.50) can be transformed

to

DWUL
=

Q̄WUL

λWUL

+
1

µWUL,1

=
1− λWUL

µWUL,1 − λWUL

+
1

µWUL,1

,

(3.57)

Remark the LWA UE delay D can be computed using (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18).

3.5 Numerical Results

In this section, we provide numerical evaluation of the results presented in the previous

sections. To be more specific, we plot the native Wi-Fi throughput and the delay of the

LWA UE as functions of the native Wi-Fi AP access probability, the probability that the

LWA UE chooses the LTE or Wi-Fi interface at one time slot, and the probability that an
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Figure 3.5: P(1 6 QWUL
6 M) vs. qW,W .

LTE packet to be routed through the LTE or the Wi-Fi link. The values of the simulation

parameters are given in Table 3.2. The success probabilities pkj of link k → j can be

derived by (3.2). Note that all the results below are obtained where the queue stability

condition is satisfied.

3.5.1 Native Wi-Fi Throughput

By (3.15), the native Wi-Fi throughput depends heavily on the value of P(QWUL
= 0)

and P(1 6 QWUL
6 M). In Fig. 3.4, we plot the probability that the queue size of

QWUL
is 0 with respect to qW,W for the two cases with M = {1, 3}. As expected, with

qW,W increasing, P(QWUL
= 0) decreases. Larger qoff leads to lower P(QWUL

= 0).

We also observe that larger M leads to higher P(QWUL
= 0), because it leads to weaker

congestion control, with which the LWA-mode Wi-Fi AP will remain silent with higher

probability. We also plot the probability that the queue size of QWUL
is between 1 and

M with respect to qW,W , as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The first important observation is

that P(1 6 QWUL
6 M) is not always a monotonic function of qW,W . Second, it is

not always the highest qoff that gives the largest P(1 6 QWUL
6 M), since with M

increasing, the probability that queue WUL is empty decreases. Third, larger M leads

to smaller P(1 6 QWUL
6 M). This is because when qoff is relatively low, the arrival

rates λWUW
is also low, in which case M does not really affect the system, since the

probability that WUL is not empty decreases. In Fig. 3.6, we present the probability that

the queue size of QWUL
is 0 with respect to qUL,W for the two cases with M = {1, 3}.

From this figure, with qUL,W increasing, P(QWUL
= 0) increases at first, then saturates.

However, when qUL,W becomes larger, P(QWUL
= 0) has smaller variation with respect

to the variations of qoff. Another important observation is that larger M does not increase

the maximum P(QWUL
= 0). Fig. 3.7 show the relationship between P(1 6 QWUL

6
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Figure 3.6: P(QWUL
= 0) vs. qUL,W .
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Figure 3.7: P(1 6 QWUL
6 M) vs. qUL,W .
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Figure 3.8: Native Wi-Fi throughput vs. qUL,W .
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Figure 3.9: Native Wi-Fi throughput vs. qW,W .

M) and qUL,W . As expected, larger qUL,W leads to lower P(1 6 QWUL
6 M). However,

when the value of qUL,W becomes higher, P(1 6 QWUL
6 M) has smaller variation with

respect to the variations of M .

In Fig. 3.8, we plot the native Wi-Fi throughput with respect to the probability that
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Figure 3.10: LWA UE delay vs. qUL,W .
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Figure 3.11: LWA-mode Wi-Fi link delay vs. qUL,W .

the LWA UE activates the LTE interface only to receive packet on each time slot. The

results are presented with congestion threshold M = {1, 3} and qoff = {0.4, 0.6, 0.8}.

Our first remark is that, with qUL,W increasing, the native Wi-Fi throughput increases

rapidly at first, then saturates. We also observe that larger M provides higher potential

improvement for the native Wi-Fi throughput, as the native Wi-Fi link is more likely

to be active. However, when qUL,W becomes larger, TWUW
has smaller variation with

respect to variations of M , since the probability that queue WUL is empty increases. In

such case, due to the low utilization, choosing M = 1 in our protocol is beneficial. In

addition, comparing the sub-figures in Fig. 3.8, the maximum throughput of the native
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Wi-Fi network remains the same with different qoff.

In Fig. 3.9 we draw the native Wi-Fi throughput with respect to qW,W . We observe

that the native Wi-Fi throughput increases with qW,W , as otherwise it decreases. Another

interesting observation is that for the same qoff, the difference between the native Wi-

Fi throughput with M = 1 and that with M = 3 increases with qW,W , since with M

increasing, the probability that queue WUL is empty decreases. It can be observed from

Fig. 3.9 that, for the same value of qW,W , increasing qoff will also increase the difference

between the native Wi-Fi throughput with M = 1 and that with M = 3. This is because

when qoff is relatively low, the arrival rates λWUW
is also low, in which case M does not

really affect the system, since the probability that WUL is not empty decreases.

3.5.2 LWA UE Delay

To illustrate the impact of different parameters on the LWA UE delay. We first plot Fig.

3.10 to present the LWA UE delay as a function of qUL,W
for different values of M and

qoff. The first observation is that the LWA UE delay is not a monotonic function of qUL,W
.

There exists an optimal point that gives the minimum LWA UE delay among the feasible

choice of qUL,W
. Second, comparing the sub-figures in Fig. 3.10, we observe that larger

M results in higher LWA UE delay. However, once qUL,W
reaches a certain level, e.g.

qUL,W
= 0.2 in Fig. 3.10, D̄ has very little variation with respect to the variation of M .

The reason is the probability that queue WUL is empty increases with qUL,W
. In such

case, due to the low utilization, choosing M = 1 in our protocol is beneficial. Third, it

is not always the highest qoff that gives the largest D̄. The first reason is that larger qoff

leads to higher DWUL
, but smaller DLUL

and DLW . Another reason is that the success

probability for the link W → UL is not constant, but depends on the specific value of M

and qUL,W
, as described in Section 3.3. To be more specific, the value of M affects the

probability of the queue size of WUL to fall in the three different cases, and the value of

qUL,W
affects the queue size of WUL in cases 1 6 QWUL

6 M and QWUL
> M .

We then plot Fig. 3.11 to present D̄W as a function of qW,W for different values of

qoff. An interesting observation is that the LWA UE delay increases rapidly at first, then

saturates. Higher qoff leads to lower saturated delay. The reason is when qoff is very high,

the native Wi-Fi AP will not be allowed to transmit with high probability, as the queue

size of WUL falls in the case QWUL
> M . Then, with high success probability, the

LWA-mode Wi-Fi transmission is almost interference-free.
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3.6 Conclusion

This chapter investigated an LWA-enabled network consisting of an LTE BS and a Wi-Fi

AP. The LTE BS has bursty arrivals, and transmits packets to the Wi-Fi AP through a

non-ideal backhaul. The AP can operate in LWA mode and native Wi-Fi mode simul-

taneously with the help of superposition coding. We proposed a priority-based Wi-Fi

transmission scheme with congestion control and studied the throughput of the native

Wi-Fi network, as well as the LWA UE delay when the native Wi-Fi UE is under heavy

traffic conditions. We further studied the impact of the scheme design parameters on

the throughput and delay performance. Our results provide fundamental insights in the

throughput and delay behavior of the considered network, which are essential for further

investigation of this topic in larger topologies.
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Chapter 4

Modeling and Analysis of MPTCP

Proxy-based LTE-WLAN Path

Aggregation

4.1 Introduction

There is an increasing demand for high data rate in wireless communications systems

due to the fact that mobile traffic is expected to become 8.2 times larger in 2020 than

what it was in 2015. Since the new licensed spectrum bands are rare and expensive,

an interesting proposition is to enable a better use of different types of spectrum traf-

fic offload, including the unlicensed bands. It is estimated that up to thirty percent of

broadband access in cellular networks can be offloaded to unlicensed bands which are

primarily used by WiFi networks [124].

There have been attempts to develop Long Term Evolution (LTE)-Wireless Local

Area Network (WLAN) Path Aggregation (LWPA) based on Multi-path Transmission

Control Protocol (MPTCP) [6, 175]. The LWAP design allows the aggregation of LTE

and Wi-Fi, and the increase of download speeds can be acquired simply by adding an

MPTCP gateway on mobile device, without causing changes in legacy Internet infras-

tructure or applications. Unlike LTE-WLAN carrier aggregation solutions like the LTE-

Licensed Assisted Access (LAA), LWAP eliminates the controversial fairness issues be-

tween LTE and Wi-Fi and it does not require the deployment of new access networks[1].

LWPA can be potentially incorporated with Quality-of-Service (QoS)-related applica-

tions, such as Scalable Video Coding (SVC). For instance, the basic layer data can be
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delivered through a reliable LTE connection and the enhancement layer data can be

transmitted through a Wi-Fi AP to increase the quality of video streaming.

In this work, a stochastic geometry framework is proposed to evaluate the perfor-

mance of LWPA in large-scale networks. We take into account the possibility to have

closed-access Wi-Fi APs that are not available to be aggregated and whose performance

are not allowed to be affected. The activation conditions of a LWPA-mode Wi-Fi are de-

termined by the user density, the CSMA distance, and their relevant locations to nearby

closed-access Wi-Fi APs. Using existing results from stochastic geometry analysis, we

propose three approximations for the density of active LWPA Wi-Fi as a function of dif-

ferent network parameters. We also characterize the performance improvements of the

considered network in terms of the aggregate data rate and the area spectral efficiency

(ASE) of a Wi-Fi band. These improvements validate the advantages of LWPA as a

promising method to improve the spectrum usage in unlicensed bands.

4.2 System Model

We consider a two-Radio Access Technology (RAT) network consisting of cellular BSs

and WLAN APs. The LTE BSs are scattered on the two-dimensional Euclidian plane R2

according to a homogeneous PPP, denoted by ΦL with intensity λL [176]. The coverage

region of an LTE BS can be modeled via a Voronoi tessellation. Similarly, the WLAN

APs are modeled to follow a homogeneous PPP ΦW with intensity λW . We divide the

WLAN APs into two tiers/groups, depending on whether or not they are accessible for

the network operators to improve the QoS of cellular networks. The open-access Wi-Fi

APs are available for path aggregation with the LTE BSs to serve cellular users simul-

taneously through parallel data flows. The closed-access Wi-Fi are occupied by private

individuals, hence, they are accessible to only Wi-Fi users with the access rights. We

assume that each WiFi AP has a probability p to be occupied by closed-access Wi-Fi

users, and probability 1− p to be open-access.1 As a result, the WiFi locations can also

be modeled as two independent PPPs ΦW1 and ΦW2 for the open-access and closed-

access Wi-Fi tiers, respectively, with corresponding densities λW1 = (1 − p)λW and

λW2 = pλW . The LTE users are also assumed to be distributed according to another

homogeneous PPP Φu with density ξu. We suppose that each cellular user is associated

with the closest LTE BS. The distribution of users connected to closed-access Wi-Fi will
1The probability p denotes the percentage of closed-access WiFi among all the WiFi APs.
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Figure 4.1: Two-RAT HetNet consisting of LTE BSs, active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs, inactive

LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs in the cellular RAT, and closed-access Wi-Fi APs in the WLAN RAT.

The backhaul is shown by the dotted lines. AP1 and AP2 are active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs

since they both meet the conditions. AP3 and AP6 are not available for LWPA mode because

they are closed-access Wi-Fi. Although AP4 and AP5 are open-access Wi-Fi, they are inactive

LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs because there is no cellular user closer to AP5 than distance R, while

the distance between AP4 and the active Wi-Fi AP3 is shorter than δ.

not affect the performance of LWPA, thus it is not specified in our system model.

For the LTE cellular network, each LTE BS utilizes the total available spectrum of

Bc-Hz universal frequency reuse in the Downlink (DL), which is partitioned into a num-

ber of radio Resource Blocks (RBs). Each RB occupies a bandwidth of bc Hz, and the

RBs are allocated equally among all users. Assuming having N users inside a LTE cell,

then each user is assigned Bc/bcN RBs. The Wi-Fi APs utilize the unlicensed spectrum

with a total bandwidth of Bw Hz.

In this work, we consider MHCP of type II to model the distribution of Wi-Fi APs

using CSMA-CA MAC protocol [92]. The key point is that two active Wi-Fi APs op-

erating in the same frequency band cannot be closer to each other than a threshold dis-
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tance δ, which can be seen as setting up guard zones with a radius δ around the active

transmitters. The distribution of active closed-access Wi-Fi APs without the presence of

LWPA-mode Wi-Fi is denoted by Φ̃W2. In order to ensure the QoS of closed-access WiFi

users, the activation of LWA-mode Wi-Fi APs must not create any backoff/contention to

any active closed-access Wi-Fi. According to this setup, a potential LWPA-mode Wi-Fi

AP can be active only when there is no closed-access Wi-Fi AP or other active LWPA-

mode Wi-Fi AP within distance δ. The distribution of active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs

is a thinned version of the initial homogeneous PPP ΦW1, where the thinning procedure

involves conditions imposed by the cellular user density, the locations of closed-access

Wi-Fi and other LWA-mode Wi-Fi APs. Fig. 4.1 presents a two-RAT HetNet consisting

of LTE BSs in the cellular RAT and active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs, inactive LWPA-

mode Wi-Fi APs, as well as closed-access Wi-Fi APs in the WLAN RAT.

Summarizing, an active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi AP must satisfy the four conditions be-

low:

1. It must be open-access;

2. At least one LTE user is inside its service range, i.e., within distance R;

3. Any closed-access Wi-Fi AP must be at least outside distance δ;

4. Two active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs cannot be closer to each other than δ.

When all these conditions are satisfied, an open-access Wi-Fi AP can work in LWPA

mode and serve the cellular user within its coverage together with the LTE BS.

Using existing results on the density of MHCP and Poisson Hole Process (PHP), we

can obtain the following approximations on the density of active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi

APs in our considered model.

(a) From the first and the second conditions, the probability of a point in ΦW1 being

retained is the probability that there is at least one point from Φu within distance R.

The retaining probability is [176]

P1 = 1− exp(−ξuπR2). (4.1)

Considering the CSMA/CA operation of the WLAN RAT, the Wi-Fi APs in the same

tier are assumed to be installed with respect to a minimum distance δ between each

other, thus the resulted distribution of closed-access Wi-Fi APs forms an MHCP
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Φ̃W2 with intensity λ̃W2 = (1−exp(−pλWπδ2))/πδ2 [91]. Based on the first and the

third conditions, the probability of a point in ΦW1 being retained is the probability

that there is no point from Φ̃W2 within distance δ. The resulted intensity of retained

points can be approximated by the density of a Poisson Hole Process (PHP). The

corresponding retaining probability is

P2 =exp(−λ̃W2πδ
2)

= exp(exp(−pλWπδ2)− 1).
(4.2)

Note that this approximation is accurate only when λ̃W2 < P1λW1 [177]. Thus,

the distribution of open-access Wi-Fi APs from ΦW1 meeting the second and third

conditions forms Φ̃W1 with intensity λ̃W1 = PλW1, where the retaining probability

is P = P1P2. Because of the fourth condition the resulted distribution of active

LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs can be further regarded as an MHCP Φ1
A with intensity [91]

λ1
A ≈

1− exp(−λ̃W1πδ
2)

πδ2
. (4.3)

(b) Due to the fourth condition, we have that the resulted distribution of open-access Wi-

Fi APs based on ΦW1 forms an MHCP Φ̂W1 with intensity λ̂W1 = 1−exp(−λW1πδ
2)

πδ2
.

Thus, the active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs refer to those from Φ̂W1 meeting the sec-

ond and third conditions. The effective density of active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs

modeled as Φ2
A is

λ2
A ≈ P1P2λ̂W1, (4.4)

when λ̃W2 < P1λ̂W1 holds. ΦA2 is obtained by thinning the MHCP Φ̂W1 with the

retaining probability P = P1P2.

(c) We first assume that the distribution of Wi-Fi APs meeting the fourth condition forms

an MHCP Φ̃W with intensity λ̃W = 1−exp(−λW πδ2)
πδ2

. Then, the intensity of open-

access Wi-Fi APs from Φ̃W can be written as (1−p)λ̃W . The active LWPA-mode Wi-

Fi APs refer to the open-access Wi-Fi APs from λ̃W meeting the second condition,

and they are modeled as Φ3
A with intensity

λ3
A ≈ P1(1− p)λ̃W , (4.5)

which is obtained by thinning the MHCP Φ̃W with the retaining probability (1 −

p)P1.
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Figure 4.2: Density of active LWPA WiFi APs vs. user density with p = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and δ = 50

m.

Fig. 4.2 shows the density of active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs versus the user density

in cases when p equals to 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8, respectively. The approximated density is

calculated with λL = 100/km2, λW = 200/km2 and R = 30 m. The results shown

in blue lines are generated from (4.3). The red lines correspond to the approximation

results obtained via (4.4). The green lines refer to the results generated via (4.5). We can

observe from the results that the three approximations are all relevant, and the accuracy

of these approximations depends heavily on the network parameters, such as δ and p.

The gaps between the approximations and simulation results also come from the fact

that the existing density functions of MHCP and PHP also contain certain approximation

errors. When p is low, the red curve is closest to the simulation curve. However, when

p increases, the red cure is not always the best. For simplicity, in the remainder of this

chapter, we consider λA = λ3
A to represent the density of active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi APs.
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4.3 Performance Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance gain of LWPA, in terms of the improved

data rate and the area spectral efficiency.

4.3.1 Success Probability Analysis

In this work, we assume that in each time slot, at most one user will be served by an

LWPA-mode Wi-Fi. Due to the randomness of point processes, for each active LWPA-

mode Wi-Fi, its served cellular user can be considered as randomly and uniformly dis-

tributed within its service range. Without loss of generality, we consider a typical LWPA

user centered at the origin with its associated LWPA-mode Wi-Fi AP Wo at a random

distance l away, the SINR of its received signal is given by

SINRW =
PWhW l−α∑

j∈ΦA∪Φ̃W2\{Wo} PWhjd
−α
j + σ2

, (4.6)

where PW denotes the transmitting power of Wi-Fi AP. hW and hj refer to small-scale

fading from the typical LWPA-mode Wi-Fi AP, and the j-th interfering Wi-Fi AP to

the typical LWPA user, respectively. σ2 represents the noise power. We assume that

all users experience Rayleigh fading, i.e. hW , hj ∼ exp(1). dj denotes the distance

from the j-th interfering Wi-Fi AP to the typical LWPA user. We consider a standard

distance-dependent pathloss attenuation, i.e. r−α, where α > 2 is the pathloss exponent.

Similarly, for a typical LTE user located at the origin with its associated LTE BS Lo

at a random distance r away, the SINR of its received signal is given by

SINRL =
PLgLr

−α∑
i∈ΦL\{Mo} PLgil

−α
i + σ2

, (4.7)

where PL denotes the transmit power of LTE BS. gL and gi refer to small-scale power

fading from the typical LTE BS, and the i-th interfering LTE BS to the typical LTE user,

respectively. gL and gi follow the exponential distribution with unit mean (Rayleigh

fading). li denotes the distance from the i-th interfering Wi-Fi AP to the typical LTE

user.

As discussed in Section 4.2, the interference received by the typical LWPA user is

caused the transmitting nodes distributed outside the guard zone centered at its associated

transmitter. When δ ≥ l, there is a minimum distance between a typical LWPA user to

its nearest interfering Wi-Fi AP, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The probability density function

(PDF) of the link distance l is f(l) = 2l
R2 for 0 ≤ l ≤ R, as a result of the randomly and
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Figure 4.3: Guard Zone with radius δ of a typical active LWPA-mode WiFi AP centered at the

origin with its users uniformly distributed in a disk B(0, R). According to the system model,

no active open-access or closed-access WiFi AP can lie in the circle of radius δ centered at the

origin, thus the distance from the nearest WiFi AP to the typical LWPA user is at least δ − l.

uniformly distributed user within the service range of an LWPA-mode Wi-Fi AP. For a

given SINR threshold θ, the success probability of a typical active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi

link in our considered network is given by

PWiFi
suc (θ, λ) =P(SINRW > θ)

=El

LIW |δ−l(θl
α) · exp

− θσ2lα

PW




≈
∫ R

0

2l

R2
· LIW |δ−l(θl

α) · exp

− θσ2lα

PW

dl,

(4.8)
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where IW =
∑

j∈ΦA∪Φ̃W2\{Wo}
hjd

−α
j denotes the interference from other active Wi-Fi APs

with normalized transmit power, LIW |x(s) refers to the Laplace transform of the inter-

ference coming from other Wi-Fi APs located out of a circle area B(0, x) and is given

by [99]

LIW |x(s) =E

 exp

− s
∑

j∈ΦA\B(0,x)

hjd
−α
j




=exp

− πλs
2
α

∫ ∞

x2

s2/α

1

1 + w
α
2

dw

,

(4.9)

where λ = λA + λ̃W2.

As a result of the nearest LTE BS association, the PDF of a typical LTE link distance

is f(r) = 2πλLr · e−πλLr
2 for 0 ≤ r <∞[87]. Similarly, for a given SINR threshold θ,

the success probability of a typical LTE link in our considered network is given by

PLTE
suc (θ) =P(SINRL > θ)

=Er

L̃IL|r(θr
α) · exp

− θσ2rα

PL




=

∫ ∞

0

2πλLr · e−πλLr
2 · L̃IL|r(θr

α)

× exp

− θσ2rα

PL

dr,

(4.10)

where IL =
∑

i∈ΦL\{Mo} gil
−α
i denotes the interference from other LTE BSs with nor-

malized transmit power, L̃IL|x(s) refers to the Laplace transform of interference coming

from other LTE BSs located out of a circle area B(0, x), given by [99]

L̃IL|x(s) =E

 exp

− s
∑

i∈ΦL\B(0,x)

gil
−α
i




=exp

− πλLs
2
α

∫ ∞

x2

s2/α

1

1 + w
α
2

dw

.

(4.11)
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Figure 4.4: LWPA-mode Wi-Fi link success probability vs. θ with p = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}, δ = 50

m.

4.3.2 Cellular Rate Improvement

Without LTE-WLAN path aggregation, assuming i.i.d. Gaussian codebooks, the ergodic

rate of a LTE link can be given by

RLTE =E[log2(1 + SINRL)]

=

∫ ∞

0

PLTE
suc (θ)

1 + θ
dθ,

(4.12)

which can be obtained with the help of the SIR distribution given in (4.10). Similarly,

when the user is connected to a nearby LWPA-mode WiFi AP, the ergodic rate can be

obtained by

RWiFi =

∫ ∞

0

PWiFi
suc (θ, λ)

1 + θ
dθ. (4.13)

As mentioned in Section 4.2, the RBs are equally assigned to the LTE users. In an

LTE cell with total available bandwidth Bc, regardless of the number of users inside

its coverage, the aggregate data rate averaging over all possible locations of users can

be obtained as BcRLTE . With path aggregation, in addition to the data rate received

from LTE BS, each active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi AP can provide an average rate equal to
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Figure 4.5: Wi-Fi ASE improvement vs. guard zone radius with p = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}.

BwRWiFi to the LTE users inside its service range. Therefore, in a random LTE cell, the

percentage of cellular rate improvement can be expressed as

PCI =
Bw ·RWiFi ·NW

Bc ·RLTE

. (4.14)

where NW = λA

λL
is the average number of active LWPA-mode WiFi APs per LTE cell.

4.3.3 Area Spectral Efficiency Improvement of the WiFi Band

The ASE is an important metric to evaluate the spatial reuse of spectrum, measured by

average data rate per Hz per unit area. For the considered network model, the ASE for

Wi-Fi spectrum can be expressed as

T =(λA + λ̃W2)E[log2(1 + SINRW )]

=(λA + λ̃W2)

∫ ∞

0

PWiFi
suc (θ, λA + λ̃W2)

1 + θ
dθ.

(4.15)

Specifically, if λA = 0, i.e. there is no active LWPA-mode Wi-Fi in the network, the

ASE for Wi-Fi spectrum can be expressed as

T̃ = λ̃W2

∫ ∞

0

PWiFi
suc (θ, λW2)

1 + θ
dθ. (4.16)
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Figure 4.6: Wi-Fi ASE improvement vs. user density with p = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}, and here δ= 50

m.

Thus, the ASE improvement of the Wi-Fi band is

PSI =
T − T
T̃

. (4.17)

The improvement/ratio of ASE provides a quantitative measure on how much network

throughput gain in Wi-Fi band we can expect by allowing LWPA without affecting the

activity of closed-access Wi-Fi APs.

4.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we present the LWPA-mode Wi-Fi link success probability, the cellular

rate and the ASE improvement of the Wi-Fi band through numerical evaluations for

p = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}. The densities of the LTE BSs and Wi-Fi APs are λL = 100/km2

and λW = 200/km2, respectively. The cellular and WLAN bandwidth are both set to

be 10 MHz. The transmit power of LTE BS and Wi-Fi AP are set to be 22 dBm and 18

dBm, respectively, and the noise power on both licensed and unlicensed bands is −95
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Figure 4.7: Cellular rate improvement vs. guard radius with p = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}.

dBm. Rayleigh fading model is adopted for both cellular and WiFi links with E[h] = 1.

The pathloss exponent is α = 4.

4.4.1 LWPA-mode WiFi Link Success Probability

In Fig. 4.4, we show the approximated success probability of the LWPA-mode Wi-Fi

link as a function of the SINR threshold θ. The results are generated from (4.8). We

observe that the value of p has little impact on the success probability of LWPA-mode

Wi-Fi link. With smaller closed-access Wi-Fi percentage p, the success probability is

slightly higher. This means that in the case with smaller p, the total density of active

Wi-Fi will be slightly smaller.

4.4.2 WiFi ASE Improvement

Based on the approximated LWPA-mode Wi-Fi link success probability, we present the

the percentage of Wi-Fi ASE improvement versus the guard zone radius as well as the

user density in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6, respectively. The results are generated from

(4.17). As expected, with smaller closed-access Wi-Fi percentage p, the Wi-Fi ASE
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Figure 4.8: Cellular rate improvement vs. user density with p = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}, and here δ = 50

m.

improvement is higher. Another interesting observation from Fig. 4.5 is that when

p = 0.5 and 0.8, the percentage of improved ASE increases along with the guard radius,

while when p = 0.2, a different trend can be observed. This is due to the fact that

increasing the guard radius will decrease the density of not only active LWPA-mode

Wi-Fi APs, but also closed-access Wi-Fi APs. From (4.17) it is not obvious how the

ASE improvement would evolve with the guard radius, which gives the opportunity to

optimize the guard radius under specific network conditions. From Fig. 4.6, we see

that the ASE improvement becomes very limited when the percentage of closed-access

Wi-Fi p is higher. With smaller p, the ASE improvement increases rapidly with the user

density, meaning that the advantage of LWPA is more obvious in the dense user regime

with less closed-access Wi-Fi APs.

4.4.3 Cellular Rate Improvement

Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 present the percentage of cellular rate improvement versus the

guard radius δ and versus the user density, respectively. The results are generated from
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(4.14). Similar to the trend observed for Wi-Fi ASE improvement, with smaller value of

p, the data rate received by the cellular users can be further improved. It is worth noticing

that enabling LWPA can significantly improve the downloading rates of the LTE users

without causing much interference to the existing closed-access Wi-Fi users.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, a stochastic geometry model was used to model and analyze the perfor-

mance of an MPTCP Proxy-based LWPA network with intra-tier and cross-tier depen-

dencies. Under the considered network model and the activation conditions of LWPA-

mode Wi-Fi, we obtained three approximations for the density of active LWPA-mode

Wi-Fi APs through different approaches. Performance metrics including the success

probability, the cellular rate improvement and the area spectral efficiency have been an-

alytically derived and numerically evaluated. The impact of different parameters on the

network performance have been analyzed, validating the significant gain of using LWPA

in terms of boosted data rate and improved spectrum reuse.
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Chapter 5

Resource Optimization for Joint LWA

and LTE-U in Load-coupled and

Multi-Cell Networks

5.1 Introduction

We present a system framework for capacity optimization in Wi-Fi and load-coupled

LTE networks, where LWA and LTE-U are jointly used. The novelties consist in both

data aggregation by LWA as well as spectrum sharing by LTE-U. To the best of our

knowledge, the properties of load-coupling when the amount of resource is variable have

not been studied in the literature. In our work, the LTE and Wi-Fi systems are inter-

connected by spectrum sharing. Thus not only should we consider the load coupling

among all LTE cells, but each cell is also required to ensure the performance of the Wi-Fi

network at the same time. Applying the solution approaches proposed by literature [102–

105] to the scenario with spectrum sharing guarantees neither feasibility nor optimality.

Given a base data demand of the users, the optimization task is to maximize the com-

mon scaling factor [102], via optimizing the spectrum sharing of LTE and Wi-Fi, while

accounting for the resource limits as well interference. We provide theoretical analysis,

resulting in an algorithm that achieves global optimality. Thus we can effectively use

numerical results to characterize the gain by joint LWA and LTE-U.
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Figure 5.1: System model for LTE-U and LWA.

5.2 System Model and Problem Formulation

5.2.1 Network Model

As illustrated in Fig. 5.1, we consider a scenario with I LTE BSs, I = {1, 2, · · · , I}, and

H Wi-Fi APs, H = {1, 2, · · · , H}. There can be one or multiple Wi-Fi APs inside an

LTE cell. The coverage areas of the Wi-Fi APs are non-overlapping, and thus there is no

interference among the APs. The Wi-Fi network deploys the IEEE 802.11ax protocol,

and operates in the 5 GHz unlicensed band. The IEEE 802.11ax Task Group has defined

the uplink and downlink orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) [178].

In the conventional Wi-Fi setup, e.g., IEEE 802.11n, the capacity can be analyzed using a

discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) model, e.g., [113]. However, this is less reasonable

in our case, since the DTMC model does not consider the actual signal-to-interference-

and-noise ratio (SINR), which is a key parameter in case of OFDMA. There are JLTE LTE

user equipments (UEs), forming set J LTE = {1, 2, · · · , JLTE}. The UE group served by

BS i ∈ I is denoted by J LTE
i . All LTE UEs and are able to aggregate LTE and Wi-Fi

traffic. An LTE UE is served by an LTE BS and a Wi-Fi AP by LWA, if it is in the
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coverage area of the latter. The LTE UE group covered by the h-th Wi-Fi AP is denoted

by J LTE
h . There also exist native Wi-Fi UEs, i.e., UEs served by Wi-Fi only. This UE set

is denoted by JWiFi
h for AP h.

By LTE-U, LTE can share the unlicensed band with Wi-Fi via an inter-system co-

ordinator [179]. Channel access schemes to deal with LTE and Wi-Fi coexistence are

based on duty-cycle or listen-before-talk (LBT) [1]. In our work, the duty-cycle method

is employed. The unlicensed band is periodically divided into two time periods among

LTE and Wi-Fi. Denote by θ ∈ [0, 1) the proportion of unlicensed band allocated for

LTE. The residual 1 − θ is for Wi-Fi. The presence of Wi-Fi native UEs implies θ < 1.

The minimum unit for both LTE and IEEE 802.11ax Wi-Fi resource allocation is re-

ferred to as resource unit (RU). Denote by ML and MU the number of RUs in licensed

and unlicensed bands, respectively.

5.2.2 LTE Load Coupling

For LTE, we use ρi to denote the fraction of RU consumption in cell i, used for serving

UEs, also referred to as cell load. The network-wise load vector is ρ = (ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρI)
T .

In the load-coupling model [101], the SINR at UE j ∈ J LTE
i is

γj(ρ) =
pigij∑

k∈I\{i} pkgkjρk + σ2
. (5.1)

Here, pi is the transmit power per RU of BS i, gij is the power gain between cell i

and UE j, and the term σ2 refers to the noise power. Note that gkj , k ̸= i, represents the

power gain from the interfering BSs. For any RU in cell i, ρk is intuitively interpreted

as the likelihood that the served UEs of cell i receive interference from k. The term∑
k∈I\{i} pkgkjρk is interpreted as the interference that UE j experiences.

For UE j ∈ J LTE, the data rate achieved, if all the ML + θMU LTE RUs are given to

j, is expressed below, where B denotes one RU’s bandwidth.

CLTE
j (ρ, θ) = (ML + θMU)B log2(1 + γj(ρ)). (5.2)

Denote by rj the baseline demand of UE j. We would like to scale up rj by a demand

scaling factor α > 0. We remark that the maximum demand scaling factor can be re-

garded as the satisfaction ratio of the UE demands. In general, delivering more demands

leads to higher satisfaction. Given base demand rj and the resource limit, the solution α∗
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obtained by solving (6.17) is the maximum achievable ratio of rj with the resource lim-

its. If rj can be satisfied, we must have α∗ > 1, as otherwise the network is overloaded

and α∗ is a satisfiable proportion of the demands rj (j ∈ J ). The physical meaning of α

will be discussed in Section 5.2.4. If j is served by LTE only, then αrj/C
LTE
j (ρ, θ) gives

the proportion of required LTE RUs for satisfying αrj . If j is served by both systems,

we use coefficient βj (βj ∈ [0, 1]) to denote the proportion of demand to be delivered

by LTE. This coefficient can be set via for example a look-up table based on the relative

signal strengths of the two systems1. The proportion of required LTE RUs for satisfying

the (scaled) demand is αrjβj/C
LTE
j (ρ, θ). The required proportion of RUs by cell i to

meet the (scaled) demand of UE j reads

fij(ρ, θ, α) =


αrjβj

CLTE
j (ρ, θ)

,∀j ∈ J LTE
h , h ∈ H

αrj
CLTE

j (ρ, θ)
,∀j ∈ J LTE \ ∪h∈HJ LTE

h .
(5.3)

The sum of (5.3) over cell i’s UEs gives the following function for cell i, which we

also present in vector form for the network.

fi(ρ, θ, α) =
∑

j∈J LTE
i

fij(ρ, θ, α), (5.4)

f(ρ, θ, α) = [f1(ρ, θ, α), f2(ρ, θ, α), . . . , fI(ρ, θ, α)]. (5.5)

Given θ and α, f(ρ) is a standard interference function (SIF) [180]. Denote by fk

(k > 1) the function composition of f(fk−1(ρ)) (with f0(ρ) = ρ). If lim
k→∞

fk(ρ) exists,

it is unique. Let ρij represent the proportion of RUs allocated to UE j by j’s serving

cell i. The load of any cell i ∈ I is ρi =
∑

j∈J LTE
i

ρij . The load-coupling model reads

ρi = fi(ρ, θ, α),∀i. This model leads to a non-linear equation system. In particular,

the load vector ρ appears in both sides of the equation and cannot be readily solved in

closed form, since the load ρi for cell i affects the load ρk of other cells k ̸= i, which

would in turn affect the load ρi. Therefore, analysis using the load-coupling model is not

straightforward.
1Our work focuses on network level resource allocation with spectrum sharing. An exntension is to consider βj as

optimization variable as well. However, this changes the problem scope – optimization is then at the level of individual

UEs. Moreover, a much larger amount of control overhead will be involved to communicate the optimization results

to all individual UEs.
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5.2.3 Rate and Resource Characterization for Wi-Fi

For Wi-Fi, the counterpart of (5.3) for UE j of AP h reads

mhj(θ, α) =


αrj(1− βj)

CWiFi
j (θ)

,∀j ∈ J LTE
h , h ∈ H

αrj
CWiFi

j (θ)
, ∀j ∈ JWiFi

h , h ∈ H
(5.6)

where CWiFi
j (θ) = (1− θ)MUB log(1 +

phghj
σ2 ), with (1− θ)MU being the total number

of Wi-Fi RUs. The terms ph and ghj denote the transmit power per RU of AP h and

the power gain between AP h and UE j, respectively. Based on (5.6), we define the

following entities of required resource consumption.

mh(θ, α) =
∑

j∈J LTE
h ∪J WiFi

h

mhj(θ, α). (5.7)

m(θ, α) = [m1(θ, α),m2(θ, α) . . . ,mH(θ, α)]. (5.8)

Let xhj denote the proportion of RUs allocated to UE j. The load of AP h is xh =∑
j∈J LTE

h ∪J WiFi
h

xhj , ∀h ∈ H. The values of xh is bounded by xmax. Moreover, to meet the

demand requirement, xh = mh(θ, α). We define x = (x1, x2, . . . , xH)
T .

5.2.4 Problem Formulation

Given a baseline demand distribution, the maximum α shows how much increase can

still be accommodated by the network. In this sense, maximizing the demand scaling

factor is equivalent to maximizing the network capacity. The optimization problem is

formalized in (5.9).

α′ =max
θ,ρ,x

α (5.9a)

s.t. ρ = f(ρ, θ, α),x = m(θ, α) (5.9b)

ρ 6 ρmax,x 6 xmax, θ ∈ [0, 1) (5.9c)

The objective is to maximize α, which is the satisfaction ratio of the UE demands.

Given the baseline demand and the resource limit, the solution obtained by solving (5.9a)

is the maximum achievable ratio of rj with the resource limit. Namely, α′ > 1 if rj can

be satisfied, as otherwise the network is overloaded. Constraints (5.9b) ensures that

sufficient amount of RUs are allocated to deliver the UE’s demands, taking into account

α. Constraints (5.9c) imposes the resource limits, and the range of θ. The resource limit

is assumed to be uniform.
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5.3 Solution Approach

Assume first θ is given. Denote by α∗ the optimum for this restricted setup. Consider

maximum demand scaling for LTE and Wi-Fi separately. That is, for each of the two sys-

tems, demand scaling is performed for its native UEs’ demand and the demand propor-

tions, rjβj or rj(1−βj), for any UE j served by both systems. Denote the corresponding

optimal values by αLTE and αWiFi, respectively.

Lemma 3. For any given θ, α∗ = min{αLTE, αWiFi}.

Proof. First, min{αLTE, αWiFi} obviously gives a feasible α of (5.9) for the given θ, thus

α∗ > min{αLTE, αWiFi}. Next, observe that, by definition, for any UE j served by both

LTE and Wi-Fi, the scaled demand served by LTE is α∗rjβj and that by Wi-Fi is α∗rj(1−

βj), at the optimum of (5.9) for the given θ. Moreover, the achieved scaling for all Wi-Fi

native users is α∗. Hence α∗ is achievable when Wi-Fi is considered separately, giving

α∗ 6 αWiFi. Similarly, α∗ 6 αLTE. Therefore α∗ 6 min{αLTE, αWiFi}, and the result

follows.

Next, we address the computation of αLTE and αWiFi. For LTE, given θ, denote by

ρ∗ the optimal load vector, for which αLTE is achieved. At least one element of ρ∗

equals ρmax, as otherwise all cells have spare resource and αLTE would not be optimal.

The condition can be stated as ∥ρ∥∞ = ρmax, where ∥·∥∞ is the maximum norm. All

functions in f(ρ, α) under fixed θ are strictly concave in ρ for ρ > 0 [101]. As f is linear

in α, 1
α
ρ = f(ρ, 1) is equivalent to ρ = f(ρ, α). Moreover, ∥·∥∞ is monotone. Thus,

the system {∥ρ∥∞ = ρmax, 1
α
ρ = f(ρ, 1),ρ ∈ RI

+} is a conditional eigenvalue problem

for concave mapping. This can be solved using normalized fixed point iteration [102].

Given ρk (k > 0) and any ρ0 ∈ RI
+, one such iteration computes the next iterate ρk+1

by ρk+1 = ρmaxf(ρk, 1)/∥ρ∥∞, and, if limk→∞ ρmaxf(ρk, 1)/∥ρ∥∞ exists, the sequence

ρ0,ρ1, . . . , converges to ρ∗ which is unique. Moreover, equality holds for all rows of
1
α
ρ = f(ρ, 1). Thus αLTE is

αLTE = ρ∗i /fi(ρ
∗, 1), ∀i ∈ I. (5.10)

For Wi-Fi, since the APs do not overlap and there is no interference among them,

maximum demand scaling within each AP can be studied independently, and the bot-

tleneck AP with the smallest achievable scaling factor gives αWiFi. Denote by αWiFi
h the
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value for AP h, ∀h ∈ H, we hence have

αWiFi = min{αWiFi
1 , αWiFi

2 , . . . , αWiFi
H }. (5.11)

Consider mh(θ, α), and we drop parameter θ that for the moment is given. From (5.6)

and (5.7), mh(α) is linearly increasing in α. Therefore, mh(α
WiFi
h ) = xmax for h ∈ H, as

otherwise αWiFi
h can be increased further. This, together with the linearity, implies that

αWiFi
h is the ratio between the amount of available resource and the required resource

consumption by the baseline demand with α = 1, i.e., αWiFi
h = xmax/mh(1).

Thus far, the results apply to fixed spectrum allocation θ. In the following, we con-

sider θ as optimization variable, and study αLTE(θ) and αWiFi(θ) as functions of θ, to

enable the characterization of optimal θ. The formal definition of αLTE(θ) is given be-

low, and αWiFi(θ) is defined similarly for Wi-Fi.

αLTE(θ) = max
ρ

α s.t. ρ = f(ρ, θ, α),ρ 6 ρmax (5.12)

Lemma 4. αLTE(θ) is continuous and monotonically increasing in θ.

Proof. Given any θ ∈ [0, 1), denote the optimum of (5.12) by ρ̇. Consider θ′ > θ. By

(5.3) and (5.4), f(ρ̇, θ, αLTE(θ)) > f(ρ̇, θ′, αLTE(θ)). Hence ρ̇ along with θ′ is feasible

to (5.12), and by (5.3) and (5.4) it leads to the objective no smaller than αLTE(θ), thus,

αLTE(θ) 6 αLTE(θ′), hence monotonicity follows. We then prove continuity. By (5.3) and

(5.4), for any sufficiently small positive number ε, there exists δ = (δ1, δ2, . . . , δI)
T , such

that fi(ρ̇, θ, αLTE(θ)) = fi(ρ̇, θ − δi, α
LTE(θ)− ε), ∀i ∈ I. Let δmin = mini∈I δi, we have

fi(ρ̇, θ−δmin, α
LTE(θ)−ε) 6 fi(ρ̇, θ−δi, α

LTE(θ)−ε) = fi(ρ̇, θ, α
LTE(θ)), ∀i ∈ I. Since

f(ρ̇, θ − δmin, α
LTE(θ)− ε) 6 f(ρ̇, θ, αLTE(θ)) = ρ̇, we have fk+1(ρ̇, θ − δmin, α

LTE(θ)−

ε) 6 fk(ρ̇, θ− δmin, α
LTE(θ)− ε), ∀k > 0. Let ρ′ = limk→∞ fk(ρ̇, θ− δmin, α

LTE(θ)− ε).

At convergence, ρ′ = f(ρ′, θ − δmin, α
LTE(θ)− ε) 6 ρ̇. Hence ρ′ along with θ − δmin is

feasible to (5.12) and leads to αLTE(θ)− ε, thus αLTE(θ− δmin) > αLTE(θ)− ε. Similarly,

αLTE(θ+δmin) 6 αLTE+ε. By the monotonicity, for any θ′ with θ−δmin < θ′ < θ+δmin,

αLTE(θ) − ε < αLTE(θ′) < αLTE(θ) + ε, proving continuity. Hence the conclusion

follows.

By (5.6) and (5.11), αWiFi(θ) is linearly decreasing in θ. This with Lemma 2 shows

that at most one intersection point of αWiFi(θ) and αLTE(θ) exists, yielding the following

result.
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Theorem 3. The optimum of (5.9) is the intersection point of αWiFi(θ) and αLTE(θ) if

αWiFi(0) > αLTE(0). Otherwise the optimum is αWiFi(0).

Proof. By (5.6), (5.7) and (5.11), lim
θ→1

αWiFi(θ) = 0. By Lemma 2, lim
θ→1

αLTE(θ) > 0, i.e.,

lim
θ→1

αLTE(θ) > lim
θ→1

αWiFi(θ). If αWiFi(0) > αLTE(0), there exists a point where αWiFi(θ)

and αLTE(θ) intersect. This point is the optimum α of (5.9) by Lemma 3. Otherwise, if

αWiFi(0) < αLTE(0), no intersection point exists. The optimum is min{αLTE(0), αWiFi(0)},

i.e., αWiFi(0) due to Lemma 1. Hence the result.

Algorithm 1 Maximum demand scaling

Input: θ̌, θ̂, ϵθ

1: θ ← 0, θ̌ ← 0, θ̂ ← 1

2: Compute αLTE(θ) by (5.10) and αWiFi(θ) by (5.11)

3: if αWiFi(θ) > αLTE(θ) then

4: repeat

5: θ ← (θ̌ + θ̂)/2

6: Compute αLTE(θ) and αWiFi(θ)

7: if αWiFi(θ) > αLTE(θ) then

8: θ̌ ← θ

9: if αWiFi(θ) < αLTE(θ) then

10: θ̂ ← θ

11: until θ̂ − θ̌ 6 ϵθ

return αWiFi(θ)

By the theoretical results, we present Algorithm 1 for solving (5.9). If αWiFi(0) <

αLTE(0), then αWiFi(0) is the optimum. Otherwise a bi-section search of θ is performed,

where ϵθ is the accuracy tolerance. Note that in Line 6, while computing αLTE(θ), by

(5.10), ρ∗ needs to be calculated first.

5.4 Simulation Results

The network consists of seven LTE cells. In each cell, five APs are randomly and uni-

formly distributed. The ranges of a BS and AP are 500 m and 50 m, respectively. Each

AP serves two native Wi-Fi UEs located randomly within the range. For every LTE cell,

the UEs are of two groups. One consists of LWA UEs, served by both Wi-Fi and LTE
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Figure 5.2: Optimum α with respect to the number of LTE UEs per Wi-Fi AP.

simultaneously. The other group consists of 30 native LTE UEs. Both licensed and un-

licensed spectrum have a bandwidth of 20 MHz. The transmit power per RU for LTE

and Wi-Fi are 200 mW and 20 mW, respectively. The noise power spectral density is

-174 dBm/Hz. The simulation settings follow the 3GPP and IEEE 802.11ax standard-

ization [16, 178]. For any LWA UE, the demand split coefficient β = 0.4. The path

loss follows the COST-231-HATA model. The shadowing coefficients are generated by

the log-normal distribution with 6 dB and 3 dB standard deviation for LTE and Wi-Fi,

respectively. Both ρmax and xmax equal to one. The simulations have been averaged over

1000 realizations, with ϵθ = 10−6.

We refer to HB as the proposed hybrid method with both offloading via LWA and

sharing of unlicensed spectrum. RS stands for using spectrum sharing only; this is equiv-

alent to setting β = 0. LWA can be regarded as a special case of HB with demand split

but no spectrum sharing (θ = 0). Finally, NON is the baseline scheme with no demand

split nor spectrum sharing. Fig. 5.2 shows the capacity in the achievable maximum scal-

ing α with respect to the number of LTE UEs per AP. Compared to the worst case (i.e.,

ρ = ρmax), the load coupling model gives a more realistic picture. In particular, the max-

imum demand scaling with load coupling is considerably higher compared to the worst

case. For HB and LWA, the optimal α value is given by Algorithm 1. For RS and NON,
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Figure 5.3: Percentage improvement of HB over NON in respect of available θ.

the optimum is min{αLTE(0), αWiFi(0)}. From the figure, HB, RS, and LWA all outper-

form the baseline scheme NON. Note that HB has a clear effect of leveraging synergy

of LWA and spectrum sharing, showing clearly better performance than LWA and RS.

One benefit of having β > 0, which is the case of HB, is the reduction of interference in

the LTE network, and this is particularly beneficial if the system is interference limited.

Moreover, RS performs better than LWA, indicating the lack of spectrum is a bottleneck

(for the LTE native UEs). Furthermore, the advantage of LWA is more obvious in denser

user regime, where more UEs could be served by LTE and Wi-Fi simultaneously.

Fig. 5.3 reveals the impact of the amount of unlicensed spectrum made available to

LTE. We introduce θmax and require θ 6 θmax. The vertical axis represents the percentage

improvement of HB over NON. From the figure, θmax has a clear effect on performance.

The improvement curves are approximately linear, until θmax reaches θ∗, after which

the curves become flat, i.e., the Wi-Fi system is now the bottleneck. Moreover, it is

apparent that the optimal allocation, i.e., θ∗, varies by the number of UEs served by Wi-

Fi, demonstrating the significance of the optimizing spectrum allocation when LTE-U

and LWA are jointed used.
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5.5 Conclusion

We have derived an optimization algorithm for the performance of adopting both LWA

and LTE-U. The results demonstrate that the improvement is very significant from a ca-

pacity enhancement standpoint. A future work is to include the demand split coefficient

into the optimization.
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Chapter 6

Performance Optimization for Joint

Wi-Fi Offloading and LTE-U in

Multi-Cell Networks

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Background and Motivation

Unlicensed spectrum utilization in LTE networks is a promising technique to meet the

massive traffic demand [1]. There are two effective methods to use unlicensed bands for

delivering LTE traffic. One is called Wi-Fi offloading, which focuses on offloading LTE

traffic to Wi-Fi. An alternative method is LTE-unlicensed (LTE-U), which aims to di-

rectly use LTE protocols and infrastructures over the unlicensed spectrum. In two recent

surveys [1, 181], it has been pointed out that addressing the above two methods simulta-

neously could further improve the system performance. Motivated by this, we consider

joint Wi-Fi offloading and LTE-U, and examine the resulting performance potential for

capacity enhancement.

6.1.2 Main Results and Chapter Organization

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows. We present a new

system framework for computing the maximum demand scaling factor for all UEs in both

Wi-Fi and multi-cell LTE networks. The LTE and Wi-Fi systems are inter-connected by

Wi-Fi offloading and inter-system spectrum sharing. More specifically, similar to [111],
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the power gain-based UE offloading scheme is investigated in this chapter. Furthermore,

we employ the orthogonal spectrum sharing scheme to address the coexistence issue of

LTE and Wi-Fi in unlicensed bands. The LTE cells in our work are subject to load-

coupling due to inter-cell interference. Our framework is a significant extension of the

one used in [101–103, 105, 119–123]. Based on this framework, we jointly optimize UE

association and inter-system spectrum sharing, while accounting for the resource limits

as well as inter-cell interference. To solve the proposed problem, we first consider a

restricted UE offloading scheme, and then prove that this problem restriction leads to no

loss of optimality and generality. Next we provide theoretical analysis for the restricted

optimization problem, resulting in an algorithm that achieves global optimality. Finally,

we show numerically how the joint optimization scheme can be used to scale up UE

demands. The obtained results reveal how joint LTE-U and Wi-Fi offloading improve

the network capacity.

In the following, we discuss the fundamental differences between our investigated

problems and those, e.g., [111] considering the single-cell scenario. In our case, not only

each LTE cell needs to ensure the performance of the Wi-Fi network within its coverage,

but the load-coupling among all cells is also required to be considered. For load-coupled

cells, the interference that one cell generates to other cells depends on the resource al-

location in this cell. The amounts of resource to meet the demand requirement for all

cells are coupled together, but not independent to each other. Thus optimizing joint UE

association and inter-system spectrum sharing within one cell leads to a chain reaction

among other cells. In summary, in this chapter, the time-frequency resource allocation,

the UE association and spectrum sharing between LTE and Wi-Fi in all cells are cou-

pled together. Therefore, each cell cannot be optimized independently, and applying the

solution approach proposed by the single cell case to the load-coupled multi-cell case

guarantees neither feasibility nor optimality.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The system model is given in Section

6.2. Section 6.3 formulates the problem. Section 6.4 presents the problem reduction

with restricted UE offloading scheme. Section 6.5 derives our solution method for the

problem solving. After discussing the numerical results in Section 6.6, we conclude the

chapter in Section 6.7.
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Figure 6.1: System model for joint LTE-U and Wi-Fi Offloading.

6.2 System Model

6.2.1 Network Model

As illustrated in Fig. 6.1, we consider a scenario with I LTE BSs, I = {1, 2, · · · , I},

and H Wi-Fi APs,H = {1, 2, · · · , H}. There can be one or multiple APs inside an LTE

cell, and each AP is located entirely in one cell. The coverage areas of the APs do not

overlap, and therefore there is no interference among the APs. This assumption has also

been adopted in the literature, such as [182, 183]. An LTE BS is able to offload UEs to

those APs within its coverage. Denote by J the set of UEs. The LTE UEs are of two

groups. One consists of offloadable LTE UEs, that are inside the Wi-Fi coverage areas.

There are JOFF offloadable LTE UEs in total, forming set J OFF = {1, 2, · · · , JOFF}. The

offloadable LTE UEs covered by cell i ∈ I is denoted by J OFF
i . Denote by J OFF

h the

set of LTE UEs that can be offload to AP h ∈ H. The other group consists of non-

offloadable LTE UEs. This LTE UE set is denoted by J LTE
i for cell i. There also exist

native Wi-Fi UEs, which are served by Wi-Fi only. Denote by JWiFi
h the set of native

Wi-Fi UEs served by AP h.

The Wi-Fi deploys the IEEE 802.11ax protocol, and works in the 5 GHz unlicensed
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spectrum. Note the IEEE 802.11ax Task Group has defined the uplink and downlink

Orthogonal Frequency-division Multiple Access (OFDMA). In our work, the resource

unit (RU) refers to the minimum unit for both LTE and IEEE 802.11ax Wi-Fi resource

allocation in OFDMA. The LTE system operates on the licensed band, and at the same

time shares the unlicensed band with Wi-Fi by LTE-U. A cell or AP serves its UEs by

orthogonal (i.e., non-overlapping) use of RUs. Denote by ML and MU the numbers of

RUs in licensed and unlicensed bands, respectively.

To avoid inter-system interference, we assume orthogonal spectrum allocation by

employing the duty-cycle method as in [100, 184], where the unlicensed band is pe-

riodically divided into two time periods for the LTE and Wi-Fi systems. We use an

optimization variable θ ∈ (0, 1] to represent the proportion of unlicensed band allocated

for Wi-Fi. Therefore the rest 1−θ is for LTE. The existence of native Wi-Fi UEs implies

θ > 0.

In this chapter, we investigate the power gain-based UE offloading scheme. To be

more specific, if UE k ∈ J OFF
h is offloaded to AP h ∈ H, any UE j ∈ J OFF

h \{k} that

has a same or larger power gain with respect to h compared to k is also served by h. For

any UE j ∈ J OFF, denote by zj the offloading indicator variable where zj = 1 shows

that UE j is served by Wi-Fi and zj = 0 by LTE otherwise. Denote by ghj the power

gain between AP h and UE j. Specifically,

zj > zk ∀j, k ∈ J OFF
h : ghj > ghk, ∀h ∈ H. (6.1)

We assume that there exists an inter-system coordinator, which performs the UE

offloading and resource allocation of the unlicensed band, as in [184, 185]. Remark that

the joint optimization of UE association and unlicensed bands resource allocation will

be investigated in the reminder of this chapter.

6.2.2 LTE Load Coupling

For LTE, let ρj represent the proportion of RUs allocated to UE j by j’s serving cell i,

and denote by ρi the fraction of RU consumption in cell i ∈ I that are scheduled for

serving its UEs. The entity ρi complies to the definition of the cell load [101]. By the

definition of ρi (i ∈ I), we have

ρi =
∑

j∈J LTE
i

ρj +
∑

j∈J OFF
i :zj=0

ρj. (6.2)
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Network-wisely, ρ = (ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρI)
T , with uniform upper limit ρmax that is at most one.

We need to keep ρi 6 ρmax (i ∈ I), otherwise the network is overloaded, meaning that

the available resource is not sufficient for delivering the demands. In the load-coupling

model, to take into account inter-cell interference, the signal-to-interference-and-noise

ratio (SINR) computation over one RU uses the cell load levels. In particular, the SINR

at UE j served by cell i is modeled as [101]

γj(ρ) =
pigij∑

k∈I\{i} pkgkjρk + σ2
, (6.3)

where pi represents the transmit power per RU of BS i, gij refers to the power gain

between cell i and UE j, and σ2 is the noise power. The term gkj , k ̸= i, refers to the

power gain from the interfering BSs. Intuitively for any RU in cell i, ρk is interpreted

as the likelihood that the served UEs of cell i receive interference from k. Note that

interference is zero if cell k is not utilizing any resource. By the load-coupling model in

[102, 103, 105, 119], the interference that UE j receives from other cells is modeled by

the term
∑

k∈I\{i} pkgkjρk.

Given the SINR, the achieved data rate for LTE UE j served by cell i, if all the

ML + (1− θ)MU LTE RUs are given to j, is expressed as

CLTE
j (ρ, θ) = (ML + (1− θ)MU)B log2(1 + γj(ρ)), (6.4)

where B denotes the bandwidth of one RU.

Denote by rj the baseline demand of UE j ∈ J . We would like to scale up rj by

a demand scaling factor α > 0. The physical meaning of α will be discussed in detail

in Section 6.3. If UE j is served by LTE, then αrj/C
LTE
j (ρ, θ) gives the proportion

of required LTE RUs for satisfying the scaled demand. The formal definition of the

minimum proportion of RUs that cell i needs to satisfy the scaled demand of UE j is

fj(ρ, zj, θ, αrj) =


αrj(1− zj)

CLTE
j (ρ, θ)

,∀j ∈ J OFF
i

αrj
CLTE

j (ρ, θ)
,∀j ∈ J LTE

i .
(6.5)

Taking the sum of (6.5) over cell i’s UEs gives the required proportion of resource

consumption in cell i, i.e.,

fi(ρ,z, θ, αr) =
∑

j∈J LTE
i ∪J OFF

i

fj(ρ, zj, θ, αrj). (6.6)
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We present (6.6) in vector form for the LTE network as below.

f(ρ, z, θ, αr)

= [f1(ρ,z, θ, αr), f2(ρ, z, θ, αr), . . . , fI(ρ,z, θ, αr)].
(6.7)

Given z, θ, α and r, f(ρ) is a standard interference function (SIF) [180]. Given ρ(t)

(t > 0) and any ρ(0) ∈ RI
+, one fixed point iteration computes the next iterate ρ(t+1) by

ρ(t+1) = f(ρ(t)). If lim
t→∞

f(ρ(t)) exists, it is unique for any ρ(0) > 0, and also the unique

solution of ρ = f(ρ).

For allocating sufficient proportion of RUs to satisfy UE j’s scaled demand, we have

ρj = fj(ρ, zj, θ, αrj),∀j ∈ J LTE
i ∪ J OFF

i . (6.8)

Putting the pieces together, we have

ρi = fi(ρ,z, θ, αr),∀i ∈ I. (6.9)

In vector form, we obtain the load coupling equation as follows

ρ = f(ρ,z, θ, αr). (6.10)

The equation (6.10) cannot be readily solved in closed form, as the load ρ appears

in both sides of the equation. To be more specific, the load ρi for cell i affects the load

ρk of other cells k ̸= i, which would in turn affect the load ρi. Therefore, the load-

coupling model leads to a non-linear equation system, and analysis using this model is

not straightforward.

6.2.3 Rate and Resource Characterization for Wi-Fi

The capacity of a Wi-Fi network deploying the conventional protocol, e.g., IEEE 802.11n

can be analyzed using a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) model, e.g., [113]. How-

ever, in our case, it is less reasonable to analyze the Wi-Fi capacity using queueing the-

ory, since the DTMC model does not consider the actual SINR, which is a key parameter

in case of OFDMA.

For IEEE 802.11ax Wi-Fi, the required proportion of resource consumption that AP

h ∈ H has to use to meet the scaled demand of UE j reads

mj(zj, θ, αrj) =


αrjzj

CWiFi
j (θ)

, ∀j ∈ J OFF
h

αrj
CWiFi

j (θ)
, ∀j ∈ JWiFi

h ,
(6.11)
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where CWiFi
j (θ) = θMUB log(1 +

phghj
σ2 ), with θMU referring to the total number of Wi-

Fi RUs. Denote by ph the transmit power per RU of AP h. The sum of (6.11) over AP

h’s UEs gives the following function of AP h, which we also present in vector form for

the Wi-Fi network.

mh(z, θ, αr) =
∑

j∈J OFF
h ∪J WiFi

h

mj(zj, θ, αr). (6.12)

m(z, θ, αr) = [m1(z, θ, αr),m2(z, θ, αr) . . . ,mH(z, θ, αr)]. (6.13)

Denote by xhj the proportion of RUs allocated to UE j. The level of resource con-

sumption in any AP h ∈ H is

xh =
∑

j∈J WiFi
h

xj +
∑

j∈J OFF
h :zj=1

xj. (6.14)

The value in (6.14) is bounded by xmax that is at most one (i.e., all RUs are used), i.e.,

xh 6 xmax (h ∈ H). For later use, we define x = (x1, x2, . . . , xH)
T . Similar to (6.9), we

have that

xh = mh(z, θ, αr),∀h ∈ H (6.15)

holds in order to meet the scaled demand requirement. Network-wisely, we have

x = m(z, θ, αr). (6.16)

6.3 Problem Formulation and Description

Given the same UE and baseline demand distribution but the increase in the demand

requirement, the optimization task is to compute the maximum demand scaling factor α.

The maximum α shows how much increase can still be accommodated by the network.

In this sense, maximizing demand scaling factor is equivalent to maximizing the network

capacity. We jointly optimize spectrum sharing between LTE and Wi-Fi as well as UE

association, while accounting for the resource limits and interference between LTE cells.
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The optimization problem can be formalized as

α∗ = max
ρ,x,z,θ

α (6.17a)

s.t. zj > zk ∀j, k ∈ J OFF
h : ghj > ghk,∀h ∈ H (6.17b)

ρ = f(ρ,z, θ, αr) (6.17c)

x = m(z, θ, αr) (6.17d)

ρ 6 ρmax (6.17e)

x 6 xmax (6.17f)

θ ∈ (0, 1], zj ∈ {0, 1},∀j ∈ J OFF (6.17g)

Constraint (6.17b) imposes the power gain-based UE offloading scheme. Constraints

(6.17c) and (6.17d) ensure that sufficient time-frequency resources are allocated for sat-

isfying the UE’s demands, taking into account the scaling factor α. As imposed by

(6.17c) and (6.17d), the UEs in J can be viewed as being throughput-oriented, and de-

livering more demands leads to higher satisfaction. Thus solving (6.17) yields a network-

level evaluation for UE data rate enhancement. Constraints (6.17e) and (6.17f) represent

the resource limits. For compactness, entities ρ, x, z and r in the constraints are in

vector form.

Note solving (6.17) is indeed identical to optimize the level of quality-of-service

(QoS) satisfaction subject to the max-min fairness. More specifically, define βLTE and

βWiFi the minimum level of QoS satisfaction among all LTE links and all Wi-Fi links,

respectively. The level of QoS satisfaction is equivalent to the ratio of the feasible trans-

mission rate to the required baseline demand. The formal definition of βLTE, βWiFi are

βLTE = min
j∈J LTE∪J OFF:zj=0

CLTE
j (ρ, θ)ρj

rj
, (6.18)

βWiFi = min
j∈J WiFi∪J OFF:zj=1

CWiFi
j (θ)xj

rj
. (6.19)

Let β = min{βLTE, βWiFi}. Thus the utility β represents the minimum level of QoS

satisfaction among all links. Consider the optimization problem below.

max
ρ,x,z,θ

β (6.20a)

s.t. (6.17b), (6.17e)− (6.17g)

ρ = βf(ρ,z, θ, r) (6.20b)

x = βm(z, θ, r) (6.20c)
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By (6.5) and (6.6), we have βf(ρ,z, θ, r) = f(ρ,z, θ, βr). Similarly by (6.11) and

(6.12), βm(z, θ, r) = m(z, θ, βr). Thus obviously the optimum of (6.20) is optimal to

(6.17).

In addition, the maximum demand scaling factor can be regarded as the satisfaction

ratio of the UE demands. Given base demand rj and the resource limit, the solution α∗

obtained by solving (6.17) is the maximum achievable ratio of rj with the resource limit.

If rj can be satisfied, we must have α∗ > 1, as otherwise the network is overloaded and

α∗ is a satisfiable proportion of the demands rj (j ∈ J ).

As α is a scalar, the natural approach for obtaining α∗ is to perform a bi-section

search on an interval [α̌, α̂] confining α∗. For each trial of α, one needs to determine

whether there exists θ and z such that both LTE and Wi-Fi have sufficient resource for

delivering the scaled demand, accounting for the interference among LTE cells. Enumer-

ating all θ and z gives the answer whether a trial α can be achieved or not. However, this

exhaustive search does not scale, as θ is continuous and the size of the solution space of

z is exponential in the number of APs. In the following, we will first consider a restricted

UE offloading scheme in Section 6.4, and prove that this restricted problem does not lead

to any loss of optimality or generality. We then show how to obtain the optimum for the

problem restriction in Section 6.5. In general, our approach indeed provides a global

optimum.

6.4 Problem Reduction with Restricted UE Offloading Scheme

To define the restricted UE offloading scheme, we index the UEs in set J OFF in a specific

way, as discussed below.

Consider first an arbitrary UE offloading solution, and let UE j ∈ J OFF denote the

UE offloaded to Wi-Fi AP h ∈ H, i.e., zj = 1, such that j has the smallest power

gain with respect to AP h among all LTE UEs offloaded to this AP. In other words, for

UE k ∈ J OFF
h , zk = 1 if ghk > ghj and zk = 0 otherwise. Let θj(α) represent the

minimum proportion of unlicensed band required by Wi-Fi to meet the scaled demand

of UEs served by the h-th Wi-Fi AP for scaling α. Note that in the rest of the chapter,

unless otherwise specified, for each UE j ∈ J OFF, the index of the AP that covers j is

omitted with no ambiguity. This is because an offloadable LTE UE is served by at most

one AP, and the coverage areas of the APs are non-overlapping.

We now consider all the UEs in set J OFF. We order the UEs j ∈ J OFF in the
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ascending order of θj(α), where θ1(α) 6 θ2(α) 6, . . . ,6 θJOFF(α). The UE index also

represents its position in the sequence without loss of generality. Note that this ordering

is used throughout the rest of this chapter. We address the computation of θj(α) as

follows. The formal definition of θj(α) is

θj(α) =min
xh,θ

θ (6.21a)

s.t. zk = 1 ∀k ∈ J OFF
h : ghj 6 ghk (6.21b)

zk = 0 ∀k ∈ J OFF
h : ghj > ghk (6.21c)

xh = mh(z, θ, α) (6.21d)

xh 6 xmax (6.21e)

Consider mh(z, θ, α). From (6.11), (6.12) and the definition of CWiFi
j (θ), mh(z, θ, α)

is linearly increasing in 1/θ. Therefore, mh(z, θj(α), α) = xmax holds at optimum of

(6.21), as otherwise θj(α) can be decreased further. Thus θj(α) is the ratio between the

required resource consumption with θ = 1, and the amount of available resource, i.e.,

θj(α) = mh(z, 1, α)/x
max s.t. (6.21b), (6.21c). (6.22)

Lemma 5. θj(α) is linearly increasing in α, ∀j ∈ J OFF.

Proof. It follows from (6.11) and (6.12) that mh(z, 1, α) is linearly increasing in α,

∀h ∈ H. Then from (6.22), for any j ∈ J OFF, θj(α) is linearly increasing in α as

well.

Lemma 6 shows that the ordering of j ∈ J OFF is independent of α.

Lemma 6. For any α1, α2 > 0, if θj(α1) 6 θk(α1), then θj(α2) 6 θk(α2), ∀j, k ∈ J OFF.

Proof. By Lemma 5, for any j, k ∈ J OFF, both θj(α) and θk(α) are linearly increasing in

α, thus there exists at most one point where θj(α) and θk(α) intersect, and lim
α→0

θj(α) =

lim
α→0

θk(α) = 0. Therefore there is no point of intersection of θj(α) and θk(α) since

α > 0. In other words, the size relationship of θj(α) and θk(α) remains unchanged with

α. Hence the conclusion follows.

The considered restricted UE offloading scheme is defined as follows. That is, if the

UE k ∈ J OFF is offloaded to the Wi-Fi system, any UE j ∈ J OFF\{k} that has a smaller

UE index than k is also served by Wi-Fi. Specifically we have

zj > zk ∀j, k ∈ J OFF : j 6 k. (6.23)
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In Section 6.5, we will maximize α under the above restricted UE offloading scheme,

as formulated below

α′ = max
ρ,x,z,θ

α s.t. (6.17c)− (6.17g), (6.23). (6.24)

Recall that for the original problem defined in (6.17), for any AP h ∈ H, the number of

the candidate offloading solutions equals to the number of offloadable LTE UEs inside

h. The exhaustive search on z does not scale in (6.17), since one needs to consider all

the possible combinations of the offloading solutions of the APs. In other words, the

solution space of z in (6.17) is exponential in the number of APs. The optimization

problem (6.24) is a restriction of (6.17). In (6.24), the size of the solution space of z is

JOFF + 1, thus the exhaustive search of solutions in z does scale.

As shown in Lemma 7, we prove that the problem restriction does not lead to any

loss of optimality, i.e., α∗ = α′.

Lemma 7. The optimum of (6.24) is optimal to (6.17).

Proof. We first prove α∗ > α′. For any two UEs k, j ∈ J OFF covered by h ∈ H, if

k 6 j, i.e., θk(α) 6 θj(α), then by the definition of θk(α) and θj(α), we have ghk >
ghj . Therefore, any solution that fulfils (6.23) also satisfies (6.17b). In other words, the

solution space of (6.24) is a subspace of that of (6.17). Hence we have α∗ > α′.

We then prove α∗ 6 α′. Suppose that ⟨ρ∗,x∗, z∗, θ∗⟩ is an optimal solution of (6.17).

Without loss of generality, suppose in z∗, UE j has the largest UE index among all LTE

UEs offloaded to Wi-Fi. Let h denote the AP serving j. If z∗ satisfies (6.23), obviously

⟨ρ∗,x∗,z∗, θ∗⟩ is feasible in (6.24), and hence α∗ 6 α′. Otherwise, if z∗ does not fulfil

(6.23), then in z∗, there exists some UE k ∈ J OFF with k < j, k ̸∈ J OFF
h and z∗k = 0. In

such case, consider another offloading solution z′, where UEs 1, 2, . . . , j are offloaded.

Obviously, z′ fulfils (6.23). Consider replacing z∗ with z′. In both z′ and z∗, since UE

j has the largest UE index among all LTE UEs offloaded to Wi-Fi, as proved earlier, it

has the smallest power gain with respect to AP h among all LTE UEs offloaded to this

AP. Therefore, we have mh(z
∗, θ∗, α∗) = mh(z

′, θ∗, α∗). In z′, for the same reason,

for any UE k offloaded to Wi-Fi, θk(α∗) 6 θj(α
∗) holds. This, together with (6.22),

shows that for any h′ ∈ H, mh′(z′, 1, α∗) 6 mh(z
′, 1, α∗). From (6.11), (6.12) and the

definition of CWiFi
j (θ), both mh(z, θ, α) and mh′(z, θ, α) are linearly increasing in 1/θ.

Therefore, mh′(z′, θ∗, α∗) 6 mh(z
′, θ∗, α∗) also holds. Since mh(z

∗, θ∗, α∗) 6 xmax

holds by definition and mh(z
∗, θ∗, α∗) = mh(z

′, θ∗, α∗), we have mh′(z′, θ∗, α∗) 6
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xmax. Let x′ = m(z′, θ∗, α∗), we have x′ 6 xmax. In addition, from (6.4)-(6.7), we have

ρ∗ = f(ρ∗,z∗, θ∗, α∗) > f(ρ∗, z′, θ∗, α∗). Let ρ∗ = f(ρ∗, z′, θ∗, α+). By (6.5) and

(6.6), we have α+ > α∗. In summary, ⟨ρ∗,x′,z′, θ∗⟩ is feasible in (6.24) and leads to an

objective larger than α∗. Therefore α′ > α∗. Hence the conclusion α∗ = α′ follows.

6.5 Optimization Under Restricted UE Offloading Scheme

Lemma 7 shows that solving (6.24) is equivalent to solving (6.17). In this section, we

will present how to obtain the optimum α′ of (6.24). Similar to (6.17), the natural ap-

proach for obtaining α′ is to perform a bi-section search.

Consider an arbitrary trial α in the bi-section search process. Given z, if there ex-

ists a solution ⟨ρ,x,z, θ⟩ such that (6.17c)-(6.17g) can be satisfied, then this α can

be achieved by z, otherwise not. Enumerating all z gives the answer whether α can

be achieved or not. Since the size of the solution space of z in (6.24) is JOFF + 1,

this exhaustive search does scale. In the following, we consider a generic UE offload-

ing solution z̄ satisfying (6.23), Without loss of generality, suppose in z̄, UEs up to

j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , JOFF} are offloaded, i.e., for UE k ∈ J OFF, z̄k = 1 if k 6 j, otherwise

z̄k = 0.

Denote by θ̄j(α) the minimum proportion of unlicensed spectrum resource required

by Wi-Fi for satisfying α. The formal definition of θ̄j(α) is

θ̄j(α) =min
x,θ

θ (6.25a)

s.t. x = m(z̄, θ, α) (6.25b)

x 6 xmax (6.25c)

z̄k = 1,∀k ∈ J OFF : k 6 j (6.25d)

z̄k = 0,∀k ∈ J OFF : k > j. (6.25e)

Recall that the coverage areas of the APs do not overlap, and there is no interference

among the APs. Therefore, solving (6.25) can be carried out separately for the APs , and

the bottleneck AP with the largest value gives θ̄j(α). Taking into account the effects of

(6.25b) and (6.25c), we hence have

θ̄j(α) = max
h∈H

mh(z̄, 1, α)/x
max s.t. (6.25d), (6.25e). (6.26)

Note that Wi-Fi has enough resource for delivering the demand with α if and only if

θ̄j(α) 6 1.
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Lemma 8. θ̄j(α) is linearly increasing in α, ∀j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , JOFF}.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.

For the same offloading solution z̄ and demand scaling α, the proportion of unli-

censed spectrum resource that LTE can use is no more than 1 − θ̄j(α), as otherwise

scaling α cannot be achieved by the UEs served by Wi-Fi. From (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6),

f(ρ, z, θ, α) is monotonically increasing in θ. Thus by (6.24), for the LTE system, α can

be achieved by the offloading solution z̄ together with θ̄j(α) and the resulting ρ if

ρ = f(ρ, z̄, θ̄j(α), α) (6.27)

and

ρ 6 ρmax. (6.28)

Given z̄, θ̄j(α) and α, f(ρ) is an SIF [180]. The main property of an SIF is that a

fixed point of (6.27), if exists, is unique and can be computed via fixed point iterations.

Specifically, a vector ρ satisfying ρ = f(ρ, z̄, θ̄j(α), α), if exists, is unique and can be

obtained by the iterations ρ(t+1) = f(ρ(t), z̄, θ̄j(α), α) (t > 0) with any non-negative

ρ(0).

The theoretical derivations above enable Algorithm 2 for solving (6.24). The basic

idea of Algorithm 2 is to perform a bi-section search on an interval [α̌, α̂] confining α′.

For each trial of α, the algorithm goes through all the candidate UE offloading solutions

to examine if there exists some j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , JOFF} such that 1) θ̄j(α) 6 1; 2)

ρ = f(ρ, z̄, θ̄j(α), α) has a solution, which is no larger than ρmax. If such j exists, then

α can be achieved. In the algorithm, we use indij to denote the demand scaling indicator

where indij = 1 shows that the demand scaling can be satisfied in z̄, as otherwise

indij = 0.

To be more specific, for any j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , JOFF}, Algorithm 2 first obtains θ̄j(α)

in Line 9, and finds out whether θ̄j(α) > 1 in Line 10. If yes, Wi-Fi does not have enough

resource to deliver the scaled demand by z̄, i.e., indij = 0. Otherwise, if 0 < θ̄j(α) 6
1, starting from any non-negative ρ(0), we compute lim

t→∞
f(ρ(t), z̄, θ̄j(α), α) iteratively.

Note that the convergence rate of fixed point point iterations on f(ρ, z̄, θ̄j(α), α) is linear

[186]. Fixed point iterations using f(ρ, z̄, θ̄j(α), α) are applied in Lines 13-18. Then

the algorithm checks whether ρ(t) 6 ρmax in Line 19. If not, then at least one cell

will be overloaded for meeting UE demands, i.e., indij = 0. Otherwise, the α under

consideration can be satisfied by both LTE and Wi-Fi using z̄, i.e., indij = 1.
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Algorithm 2 Maximum Demand Scaling
Input: ρmax, f(·), α̌, α̂, ϵα, ϵρ.

1: stat← achievable, indij ← 1, ∀j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , JOFF}

2: repeat

3: α← (α̌+ α̂)/2

4: for j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , JOFF} do

5: zk ← 1, ∀k ∈ J OFF : k 6 j

6: zk ← 0, ∀k ∈ J OFF : k > j

7: if stat = achievable and indij = 0 then

8: else

9: Compute θ̄j(α) using (6.26)

10: if θ̄j(α) > 1 then

11: stat← unachievable, indij ← 0

12: else

13: t← 0, ρ(0) ← ρmax

14: repeat

15: t← t+ 1

16: for i ∈ I do

17: ρ
(t)
i ← fi(ρ

(t−1),z, θ̄j(α), α)

18: until ∥ρ(t) − ρ(t−1)∥∞ 6 ϵρ

19: if ρ(t) 6 ρmax then

20: α̌← α, stat← achievable, indij ← 1

21: break

22: else

23: stat← unachievable, indij ← 0

24: if stat = unachievable then

25: α̂← α

26: until α̂− α̌ 6 ϵα

Return α
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Theorem 4. The problem (6.24) can be optimally solved by Algorithm 2.

Proof. Recall that α is a scalar. Suppose that ⟨ρ′,x′, z̄, θ̄j(α)⟩ is an optimal solution

of (6.24). By (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6), f(ρ,z, θ, α) is monotonically increasing in θ and

α. This, together with Lemma 8, shows that ⟨ρ′,x′, z̄, θ̄j(α − ϕ)⟩ is also feasible to

(6.24). In addition, Lemma 8 also shows that, for any positive value ϕ, if θ̄j(α) > 1,

then θ̄j(α + ϕ) > 1 also holds. In other words, if α cannot be satisfied with z̄, a

higher demand scaling is also not achievable in the same offloading solution. Hence the

conclusion.

6.6 Simulation Results

In this section, we will present numerical results to verify our analysis and validate

the performance of the proposed algorithm. The network for simulation consists of 19

hexagonal LTE cells, each of which has one BS in the center. In each cell, 5 APs are

randomly and uniformly distributed. The ranges of a BS and an AP are 500 m and

50 m, respectively. Each cell serves 30 non-offloadable LTE UEs that are randomly and

uniformly located within the range. Inside each AP, 5 native Wi-Fi UEs are randomly

and uniformly distributed. Both licensed and unlicensed spectrum have a bandwidth of

20 MHz. The bandwidth of each RU is set to be 180 KHz. For LTE and Wi-Fi, the

transmit power per RU are 200 mW and 20 mW, respectively. The noise power spectral

density is set to be -174 dBm/Hz. The simulation settings follow the 3GPP and IEEE

802.11ax standardization [3, 178]. The path loss follows the COST-231-HATA model,

with the shadowing coefficients generated by the log-normal distribution with 6 dB and

3 dB standard deviation for LTE and Wi-Fi, respectively. The resource limit ρmax and

xmax both equal to one. The simulations have been averaged over 1000 realizations, with

convergence tolerances ϵα = ϵρ = 10−6.

We refer to HB as the proposed hybrid method, i.e., LTE can offload UEs to Wi-

Fi via Wi-Fi offloading and simultaneously share the unlicensed spectrum with Wi-Fi.

Refer to NON as the baseline scheme with no spectrum sharing nor Wi-Fi offloading.

The UE demand is set such that for the baseline, with α = 1, there is at least one cell

i ∈ I reaching the load limit (ρi = ρmax). RS stands for the use of inter-system spectrum

sharing only; this can be regarded as a special case of HB with z = 0. WO stands

for using Wi-Fi offloading only; this is equivalent to setting θ = 1. For the above four
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Figure 6.2: Percentage improvement of HB and WO over NON in respect of the number of

offloadable LTE UEs per Wi-Fi AP.

schemes, the optimal α value is given by Algorithm 2.

Fig. 6.2 shows the percentage improvement of HB and WO over NON in terms of

demand scaling α with respect to the number of offloadable LTE UEs per AP. From Fig.

6.2, both HB and WO outperform the baseline scheme NON. HB is better than WO,

showing that optimizing the spectrum sharing between LTE and Wi-Fi can improve the

capacity performance of the network. Another observation is that, for both HB and

WO, with the number of offloadable LTE UEs increasing, the percentage improvement

of achievable α increases at first, then saturates. Specifically, when Wi-Fi has enough

resource for external offloading, the advantage of Wi-Fi offloading is more obvious in

denser user regime, in which case more UEs could be offloaded to Wi-Fi. On the con-

trary, when Wi-Fi has no spare resource for external offloading, no more offloadable

LTE UE is allowed to be offloaded to Wi-Fi, as otherwise the Wi-Fi network will be

overloaded. In the latter case, adding more offloadable LTE UEs to the network leads to

virtually no capacity improvement of HB and WO over NON.

We then study the impact of the maximum amount of unlicensed spectrum that Wi-Fi

and LTE can use. Fig. 6.2 shows the percentage improvement of HB and RS over NON

in terms of demand scaling α with respect to the percentage of available unlicensed
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Figure 6.3: Percentage improvement of HB and RS over NON in respect of the percentage of

available unlicensed spectrum.

spectrum. From the figure, both HB and RS are better than NON. HB also outperforms

RS. One benefit of having z ̸= 0 is the reduction of interference in the LTE network;

this is beneficial especially if the LTE network is interference limited. In general, though

either Wi-Fi offloading and inter-system spectrum sharing helps in boosting capacity, the

combination HB has a better performance than any of the two, since it has a clear effect

of leveraging synergy. Another interesting observation from Fig. 6.2 is that utilizing

more unlicensed RUs can increase the improvement of HB and RS over NON only when

the number of unlicensed RUs is large enough. The percentage of available unlicensed

spectrum has little impact on the improvement of HB and RS over NON when it is small

(e.g. less than 0.2). In such case, Wi-Fi has to use all the unlicensed spectrum to meet

the optimal α,.

Fig. 6.4 reveals the impact of the amount of unlicensed spectrum made available

to Wi-Fi. Here we introduce θmin and require θ > θmin. The vertical axis represents

the percentage improvement of HB over NON in terms of demand scaling. From the

figure, θmin has a clear effect on performance. The percentage improvement of HB over

NON increases when θmin becomes smaller, until θmin reaches θ∗, after which the curves

becomes flat, i.e., the Wi-Fi system is now the bottleneck. Moreover, from the figure, it is
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Figure 6.4: Percentage improvement of HB over NON in respect of the percentage of available

θ.

apparent that the optimal allocation, i.e., θ∗, does not vary by the number of offloadable

LTE UEs. This is because the value of θ∗ is indeed equal to the minimum proportion of

unlicensed spectrum resource required for satisfying the optimal α when there is no LTE

UE offloaded to Wi-Fi.

6.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have derived an optimization algorithm to study the performance of

adopting both Wi-Fi offloading and LTE-U. The results demonstrate that the improve-

ment is very significant from a capacity enhancement standpoint and hence the joint

approach is promising for future networks.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

In this chapter, I summarize the contribution as well as the highlights of this thesis. The

perspectives regarding the future work related to the topics presented in this thesis has

also been discussed.

7.1 General Conclusions

This thesis mainly investigated several emerging technologies towards unlicensed spec-

trum utilization in LTE networks. The related research involves two major directions,

including data offloading to the IEEE 802.11 based WLAN and the direct usage of LTE

based networks over the unlicensed spectrum. In general, how to avoid severe perfor-

mance degradation of the Wi-Fi network is a challenging issue of utilizing unlicensed

spectrum in LTE networks. Specifically, first, the inter-system spectrum sharing, or,

more specifically, the coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi in the same unlicensed spectrum is

the major challenge of implementing LTE-U. Second, to use the LTE and Wi-Fi integra-

tion approach, mobile operators have to manage two disparate networks in licensed and

unlicensed spectrum. Third, optimization for joint data offloading to Wi-Fi and LTE-U

in multi- cell scenarios poses more challenges because inter-cell interference must be

addressed.

To solve the above challenges, first of all, two advanced technologies enabling LTE

data offloading to the IEEE 802.11 based WLAN have been studied. It has been shown

that a stochastic geometry model can be used to model and analyze the performance

of an MPTCP Proxy-based LWPA network with intra-tier and cross-tier dependencies

in large scale networks. An important feature of such network was studied, that is, the
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activation conditions of a LWPA-mode Wi-Fi are determined by the user density, the

CSMA distance, and their relevant locations to nearby closed-access Wi-Fi APs. The

numerical results illustrate the impact of different network parameters on the perfor-

mance of LWPA networks, which can be useful for further performance optimization. In

the meantime, the performance of the LTE and Wi-Fi aggregation (LWA)-enabled net-

work has also been studied using stochastic geometry. The previous LWA studies are

based on one common assumption: a Wi-Fi AP serving LWA purpose is only able to

offload bearers from LTE, and does not have its own UEs to serve. I motivate the use

of superposition coding, so as to allow the Wi-Fi AP serving the purpose of LWA can

simultaneously operate as the native-mode AP that serves Wi-Fi users only. When as-

suming bursty packet arrivals at the LTE node, I proposed a congestion control protocol

and introduced queueing analysis in such network. The impact of the design parameters

of the shared access protocol on the native Wi-Fi throughput has been analyzed. The

results are essential for further investigations in larger topologies.

This thesis also takes a significant step of analyzing joint data offloading and the

direct usage of LTE based networks over the unlicensed spectrum. There only exists

a few works analyzing the joint use of these two technologies, and none of them con-

sidered multi-cell scenarios with arbitrary topologies. The performance optimization of

multi-cell networks with LWA and LTE-U with sharing of the unlicensed band has been

considered. This network model has also been extended to a more complex scenario,

where UE association needs to be considered. In both chapters, Theoretical conclusions

were derived to enable algorithms that achieve global optimality. Numerical results show

the algorithms effectiveness and benefits of joint use of data offloading and the direct use

of LTE over the unlicensed band. The main results of this thesis answered the question

about how to model joint optimization for data offloading and inter-system spectrum

sharing in joint Wi-Fi and load-coupled LTE networks and how to solve the resulting

problems to optimality.

7.2 Highlight and Future Research Directions

In this section, I summarize the highlights in this thesis as well as those experiences

learnt that will be useful for the future studies.

In general, LTE specifications may have to go beyond regulatory requirements to

meet the levels of fairness that Wi-Fi stakeholders expect, namely that the impact of an
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LTE SC is not greater than that of a Wi-Fi AP. That is because of the fact that the stan-

dards body for LTE represents the mobile operator and vendor ecosystems and indirectly

the Wi-Fi performance. The backoff time defined in LTE-LAA plays an important role

in how the traffic will be split between Wi-Fi and LTE-LAA and, hence, is a factor in

how fair the coexistence will be [10].

There are many unexploited research topics related to my Ph.D thesis and further ex-

tensions of the studies that I have accomplished. In this section, I give a brief overview

of the perspectives and possible extensions of this thesis.I provide several recommenda-

tions that may be useful to future research on LTE and Wi-Fi inter-working systems as

well as the working process for LTE working in the unlicensed band.

a) All technologies in the 5 GHz unlicensed band should have equal control for ac-

cess to the medium. Duty-cycling mechanisms targeting at the market with no LBT

requirement allow the LTE-LAA to statically or dynamically define the proportion of

a cycle allocated to LTE-LAA and the proportion allocated to Wi-Fi. It is unaccept-

able for an unlicensed spectrum that is supposed to be shared with preference. It is

recommended that any sharing scheme should treat LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi as equals in

future decisions about medium access.

b) LTE-LAA medium sharing algorithms should be dynamically designed, and re-

spond quickly to changing conditions. A static medium sharing algorithms like

LTE muting discussed in section 2.3.2 can cause unfairness and inefficiency. I rec-

ommend that any unlicensed medium sharing algorithms should be designed to dy-

namically respond to the changing needs of all users. In addition, the CSAT ON/OFF

period varies from 50 ms to 200 ms in past design. These designs are not able to

meet the requirement of Wi-Fi, which is more reactive to changes in load and con-

tention, adjusting on a packet by packet basis. I further recommend that any unli-

censed medium sharing algorithms should be designed to respond to load changes

within a few packets transmission.

c) More complex tests on fairness, especially those based on a range of realistic us-

age scenarios are needed. The tests and simulation already done by LTE-U Forum

and 3GPP are only based on relatively simple scenarios [7, 142]. In particular, both

LTE-U Forum and Wi-Fi evaluate the performance of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi coexis-

tence, only with respect to indoor/outdoor scenarios. In fact, as will be discussed
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in section 2.3.1, outdoor/indoor is just one of eight influential factors for the clas-

sification of SC scenarios. Studies in a range of realistic deployment scenarios and

network densities are still missing. What’s more, simulations done by 3GPP and

LTE-U Forum consider limited traffic types. For example, It appears to be the sim-

ulation case with many obvious high density, high channel load missing from the

set of simulations so far. In addition, there are some important metrics not captured

in the current simulation and test, including packet loss, frame retransmission rate,

packet loss and jitter, etc. I recommend researchers interested in this area refer to the

performance evaluation metrics and scenarios organised in section 2.6, as well as test

plan proposed by [146]. The community should also ensure that realistic simulation

scenarios with both UL and DL traffic are considered.

d) More researches on mechanisms for scenarios where LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi hear

each other at a moderate interference level are required. As discussed in section

2.3.1, some industry members believe that there is no effective coexistence technique

to handle scenarios where LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi devices hear each other at moderate

interference levels [143]. There are some reasons for their understanding. First, the

Wi-Fi devices are not aware of the duty-cycled nature of the interference. When the

interference is below Wi-Fi’s energy detection threshold, Wi-Fi will attempt to trans-

mit, even in the presence of significant interference not formally detected by the Wi-

Fi. Transmitting during LTE-LAA’s ON time leads to greater error rates and causes

Wi-Fi to slow down. Second, the LTE-LAA interference is on the same order as the

Wi-Fi signal, so that while LTE-LAA is on, the Wi-Fi communication can be very

limited, even not possible at all. In fact, if the Wi-Fi client and AP hear the LTE eNB

below/above energy detection, respectively, a hidden node scenario where only a few

Wi-Fi devices can transmit data frames will appear. Their conclusion is congested

by the rest of the community [144], which explains that the divergence in results was

caused by the fact that the testing done in [143] is based on extremely pessimistic

and impractical assumptions. Their disagreement shows at least two shortcomings of

current research. First, there is no unified version of the exact values of both LTE-

LAA and Wi-Fi energy detection threshold. Second, there is no unified test platform

for the coexistence. Our recommendation is that future researches should focus on

solving the above two problems.

e) The community should seek a balance between fairness and performance. As
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stated above, coexistence such as LBT that increases fairness can have a negative

effect on performance. The historical approach the Wi-Fi industry utilizes is to agree

on the CSMA/CA access method instead of making an agreement on a definition of

fairness. I recommend that LTE in the unlicensed band considers using a similar level

of fairness that is common in Wi-Fi networks to reach a balance between fairness and

performance.

f) More researches concerning coexistence optimization are required. In [24], fair-

ness allocation between LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi is studied through theoretical and sim-

ulation analysis. However, literature is scarce and better mechanisms analysis might

be needed. In general, while discussing the fairness, an objective function should

be created to evaluate the user access or network serving. For markets with LBT

requirement, researchers can refer the Wi-Fi scheduling fairness functions to cre-

ate their own, since the LBT scheme is a simplified version of DCF. However, for

markets without LBT, there is a need for new objective functions for optimization

problem formulations to guarantee the fair coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi. I

also recommend researchers to optimize the coexistence of LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi

separately rather than jointly. Optimizing LTE-LAA and Wi-Fi jointly requires in-

formation exchange between the two RANs, which further needs the LTE-LAA and

Wi-Fi aggregation.

g) More realistic traffic flow splitting and aggregation schemes are required. The

common feature among LWA , LWPA is that the network data traffic is traversing

through LTE and WLAN links simultaneously. In chapter 3 and 4, I only consider a

simple yet traffic flow splitting and aggregation scheme. In fact, various techniques

and approaches for traffic flow splitting between the LTE and WLAN links have been

considered in the literature. Multiple data traffic flows are aggregated at user terminal

by different aggregation techniques, depending on at which level the aggregation

between LTE and WLAN is effectuated. For each aggregation type, the protocol

design and performance investigation will follow different approaches. For instance,

in LWA, as a result of radio link aggregation that splits the bearers at PDCP level, an

efficient bearer splitting and packet scheduling policy could maximize the advantages

of LWA. While with LTE-WiFi path aggregation, the modeling and analysis on traffic

splitting are mainly based on how to divide and aggregate the transport-layer data

flow. Potential improvement can be achieved by developing scheduling algorithms
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that take into account the instantaneous or average channel conditions, the packet

arrival rate, the buffer state, and the users QoS requirement.

h) More advanced coexistence mechanisms are required. Chapter 5 and 6 consid-

ered a very simple coexistence mechanism. It is very interesting to consider more

realistic mechanisms mentioned in Chapter 2. Indeed, the main issue in LTE-U and

LTE-LAA types of networks is the coexistence between LTE and WiFi in unlicensed

bands. The challenge is to design an adequate coexistence scheme to keep a balance

in the unlicensed spectrum ecosystem and provide benefits to all the stakeholders.

Existing mechanisms such as LBT and duty cycles could act as basic schemes for the

interference coordination and fairness management. Therein, the design parameters

of the LBT or duty-cycle play a critical role in the performance of these schemes.

For instance, due to the transmitting power disparity between LTE stations and WiFi

APs, applying LBT in LTE-U or LTE-LAA networks might significantly degrade the

performance of existing Wi-Fi systems. The choice of the contention window and

backoff time for LTE and WiFi users are extremely important to balance the expected

performance between LTE and WiFi users. With duty-cycle techniques, the duty cy-

cle period and the fraction of duty cycle to assign to LTE/WiFi users are the most

important parameters. Depending on the goals of the coexistence scheme, the design

parameters can be tuned in a way that certain utility functions are optimized under

some practical constraints on the available resources. Besides the advantages of LBT

and duty-cycle techniques, their functionality in LTE-LAA networks might degrade

the advantages of LTE in terms of the scheduled transmissions. The tradeoff between

fairness and other performance metrics is an important research direction in this area.
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